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s.

Margeen Hoffmann
Executive Director
Ecanenical Task Force
6431 Girard Avenue
Niagara Falls, N.Y. 14304
Dear

Sister Margeen,
As

saneone known to us to have an

interest
in the problen of residential
exposure to hazardous waste and in the Lolle
Canal experience in pu-ticular,
we are sending
you a c:x>P.{of our recently i;:oblished report,

Love C,nal : lb.e Social CcnstrUctiQl .Qf
Disaster.
'!he study focuses oo factors
related to the beliefs of both relocated and
remaining residents concerning the risk posed
~ the Love Canal landfill
and resident
reactions to the management of the situation
there.
wewould be pleased to receive any
cxmnents you might wish to make.
rdially,

4-.\--4ll._
Patricia

Y. Miller

A..,Ji4:1~ .
Martha R. Fowlkes

EnCl.
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reference to the effects of discernible,
measurable cataclysm in the
natural world . This study of toxic waste disaster at Love Canal as
a behavioral phenomenon is intended to fill a gap in scientific
understanding of individual and family response to the uncertainty
and
ambiguity of slowly developing events.
The study is introduced with
a brief history of the Love Canal community and
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INTRODOC'l'
ION
The history

of disaster

the study of the effects

research

is overwhelmingly the history

of oataolyl!!III in the natural

such
research . has derived fl'CIIIinterests
.
•

and institutional

reactions

military

Natural . disast _ers,

attack.

in certain

critical

in the evaluation

to conditions

respects,

construed

thus constitute

in the "acts of God," their

the organization
.

of research,
.

or .the

populations

and social

study of the observable
population,

all

•natural

never declared
Neve.rtbeless,
•

An official

research

usually

a disaster

entails

disaster

impact on. an observable

kind of .disaster

(as distinct

and. nothing
•struck".
.
.

consequences of offioial

event,
.

from an emergency) was

tbe consequences of the chemical contamination

financial

is the

nor an event in the formal sense _of

in the City of .Niagara Falls

.and

or human

bounded in space and time.

individual

costs,

functioning,

disaster

to or, indeed,
events.

there.

of the Love
.

.

of disaster •
oommunity

the consequences
.
... of . chemical

contaminati,on at Love Canal are similar
typical

importance in

then,

Canal area are consonant with commonsense understandings

disorganization
.

for .

disasters

tor tbe functioning

a much different
.

Expressed in terms of d1min1sbed
•

experiments"

Sinoe natural

of an observable

study . explores

it is neither

these terms.

effects

to be analogs to

The study of disaster,

of which are clearly

The present
In fact,

Disaster

.systems.

of individual

causes are or little

conseouenoe,s
of upheaval
.

exp_loration

Frequently

which resemble war-time experience ..

the
assessment
of response
and preparednells.
.
.
.
originate

world.

of

exceed the

'.

., .

We wish to emphaaize that this oase study constitutes
full nor a formal assesement or institutional,
official

to the . experienoes,

organizational

and

To be aure the data presented here

preparedness and response.

pertaining

neither a

reaotions

and adjustments of the ,attected
-~
\

population in the Love Canal area bear on theN iaauea . and 11tro11SlY
suggest the uaef'ulnes11 of undertaking suoh a full and tol'lllal aaaeal!lllent.
Neither does the reeearoh attept

to anawer the question,

happened?", nor to measure the objeotive
Oiven the persistence
eminent soientiata,

of dissension

amoqi ottic1als,

in thia atud;y observed, "[T]hat 1 1 the

As a participant

you got right down to it,

Everybody knew what waa SOilli on and when
nobody knew what was going on,"

u to what happened at ·Love Canal provides the

The uncertainty

focus for the present researob,
research do not explicitly
finds its

While ooriventiollll model• of diaaater

inform the preaent ,trort,

antecedent ■

muob of the diaaater

the aooioloe;ioal perapeotives
theory inform our analysis
of the a1tuat1on."

our atudy

in both the oommunity 1tud111 (e,g,,

Form and' NollOII,1958) and the qualitative
that obaraoterue

oommun1tyleader,,

about Love Canal will alway• be

whole s1unmaryof the canal.

nonetheless

et'teots of what happened.

goverment agen01es and the rellidenta themael vea, it

is probable that at11 •truth"
provisional,

"What

Buober, 1957)

reaearoh (1,1,,
reaearoh tradition.

eatablilhed

In addition,

by aymbolio 1nteraotioai1t

of the soo1a1 conatruot1on or

"th•definition
with a

Dre,ine; on data obtained fran interviwa

random aample of homecwnera, the

que ■tion

of what the relident•

happened at Love canal 1• explored in terma of the intluenoe
health expar1enoe and a variety

of d11110graphioraotor■,

.

lrb&!l.k

or family
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As background to the study,
narrative

begins with a s1.111111111"Y

or the Chronology or events relating

contamination

to the chemical

or the CC11Dmunity
and the responae to it.

necessary to understand
or the area,

the geography, developnent

also to understand

and

for the study.

Tbe several

chronologies

· s1111maryis

character

provide the context

reflect

Considered carefully

they provide an invaluable _resouroe

This

and· social

the events that

extant

1J001ewhatunique perspectives.
other,

the report

different

and

with respeot

to the student

.

The ,.,wmary that follows was compiled and reoonciled

to eaob

or Love Canal •

fran the following
,

documents:

"Love Canal Ch·ronological

Report,

1980," (Love Cllll8.l Homeowner•sAssociation,

at Love Canal:

Chrooology

Loye Canal Disaster:
Canal

Chronology,"

or Events,"

.An Interfaith

April 1978 to January
"History of Disaster

n.d.);

(in .Eo1111en1calTask Force, .l'hA

BellP.OlUle,
addendum, n.d.);

(i n New York State Department of Health,

J. Sp_eciaJReport 1<.!l.
.the Goyernor.11.114
Legislature, pp.46-52,
addition

to these materials,

several

wLove

Love CaPBJ:
f981 l.

In

other sources were consulted:

newspaper coverage appearing in the liiagara Gazette, the l)uf'fa1oEvening

Nm,sand the Buffalo Courier-Express,

united states

the

1975-1982;

•.

Ce!lllus,PCI and PCII, 1930-1970;

People(Levine,

Love c,n,1; so,1.enoe.
Politics, m

LOYing
·waste (Brown, 1979);

1982);

Hooker• Nos. 11 and 12 (Hooker Chemical, 1980).
•

relevant
narrative

documents pertaining
with excessive

misreprell8nt
elected
following

the research

the reasonable
section

To oite all of the

to any given assertion

i nterruptions
actually

alternative

;

and "Factline

selective

would burden the
citations

undertaken for this
of anitting

except those pertaining

would

section.

all citations

to quoted .material.

Wehave

in the
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Finally,
Litalien,

we would like

who patiently

to acknowledge the efforts

assisted

of Gisele

ua throughout thia research.

and board members of the Ecumenical Task Foroe gracioualy
us and generously granted ua aoce s s to their
like to thank Dr,
York at. Buffalo,
Revitalization

residents
experiences

conaulted with
We would

Adeline G. Levine of the State Oniveraity
Richard J.

Morris of the Love

Task Force and Dr,

Our deepe st gratitude

al ao

of New

canal Area

Beverly Paigen of the Children's

Hoapita,l Medical Center, Oakland, California
interest.

archives.

'lbe ataff

for their

time and

is reserved for the present and former

of the Love Canal area who thoughtfully
and perception s with us.

shared their
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TBE LCNECANALCOMMUNITY
ANDITS HISTORY
Love Canal denotes

a 16 acre area in the extreme southeast

of what is now the City of Niagara Falls
excavated

at the end of the nineteenth

power for a planned industrial
bull t,

The "lake"

facility

Available

municipal

- - Hodel City -- that was never

sources

used as a _recreational

offer

conflicting

the latter

waste,

acquired

year period of intenaive
was transferred

respectively,
title

Agriculture

the site

over earlier

the Love Canal,

of the city.

attracted

to the job opportunities

industry,

and an associated

The immigration

stimulate

the construction

at the turn of the

With the growth of

in this

gained dominance

region

near ·· the

of an urban population,

provided

by an elQlanding cheioal

growth in the n1111berof young families

immediately

construction.

school.

housing gradually

land use patterns

periphery

residential

Following a ten

economic activity

residential

agricultural

during the period

In this

of the City of Niagara Falls

for a new elementary

was a significant

and population,

into the canal,

dumping, the canal was covered and the property

in the area surrounding

industry

the

Company deposited

to the property.

to the Board of Education

in 1953, to·provide

reports

During World War II,

and the Hooker Eleotrooheical

and chenical

interval

The canal was

to provide hydroelectric

the us~ of the canal in the 1930's.

City of Niagara Falls

century

century

1).

thus formed was subsequently

area for many years.
regarding

( figure

section

followiDg World War II increased .

Subsequent federal

programs deaigned to

of moderate in(l()l!le housing,

in conjunction

Lake

nt1rl ,

Nia,

,Jal ,

·•5

N
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with the new school,

encouraged even more inteneive

reaidential

uee of

the area.
There is some indication

began to lodge isolated
the chemical landfill
thirty-five
ot' their

that residen~s PrOJdmate to the canal

complaints
operation

ebortly

years that t'ollowed,

The principal

of concern wu the apparently

waste products and their

attendant

the homes ot' 80llle of the residents
also persistent
canal,

reports

spontaneous

t'ires

An independent

1noreas1ng seepage ot' chemical

adjacent

over tbe canal,

investigation

to the canal,

There were

cbildren

of the

and pets injured

by

etc.

in 1976 into pos.sible sources of the

of nearby Lake Ontario eventually

of similar

and storm sewers of certain

led to

chemical waste products in the basements .
banes illlllledia tely adjacent

Occasional media reports

particul arly U.S.

impetus for these

of chemicals breaking through the topsoil

toXio chemical contamination
the identification

During the

noxious odors onto the land and into

chemicals while playing at the canal,

Canal.

after it began.

by

botb the t'NQuenoy and the ineistence

oomplaints inoreaaed.

expressions

about tbe public nuisance created

and queationa

raised

to the Love
by officials,

Congressman John LaFalce, led to separate

the Department of Emriromental

Conservation

studies

by

of the State ot' New York

(NXSDEC)and the United States

Enviromental

Protection

Agency (USEPA)

during the winter of 1977-78,

These "small sample" studies

confil'!Md

the presence of toxic chemicals in the air and the s1111pp1111pa
in some
basements,
analyzing

Some of those involved in the process of collecting
theee data began to suspect

more than a narrowly oonfined,

and

that Chemical waste constituted

public nuisance,

;aa
\

the poaa1b111ty of a

'

more extensive

real or potential

threat

to health

emerged,

On 15 May,

Page 8
.

.

the OSEPAannounced that a aerious health
access to the results
residents

of the research

threat JDight e:d.st,

still

in · progress,

several area

nonetheless bad. begun
. . simultaneoUlll.y
.
. to . contemplat.
.
. .
~

Both tbe earlier
.

possibility

aa well,

and visible

preaence of state and federal.

Lacking

this
.
. .

media
.frequent
. reports
.' . .... and ..the
. ..
..
.
.technicians

. in . tbe
.

a growing concern
for .the
of
the
area.
neighborhood generated
.
:
. .. safety
. ..
,
.
These concerns for health

property values,
expressions
..

and safety
raised,
..
.
.

with. the . realization.

of. official

interest

in _turn,

a. concern
for: ..
..

that
the earlier
:'
:

publicity
.
.. and

rendered
the
sale .of
their
homes
.
.
.
~
.
. . .·

impossible • . Their fears
resulted. .in
,.
. . a ,_petition

virtually
requesting

..

to .the city
-.

~

relief,

Official

reactions

during late May, June andjuly,

expanding d!lta collections,
reconstruction

1978 focused oil

plailDing for interim oonta11111entand .

of the . canal sit•~ and n1111erou11
JDeeting.s w~t~ rea1.den\;s,

These various aotiona culminated in an ord41r issued by Robert P,
of Heal th of the . State of NewYork ( liJSOOH),.
Whalen, M,D, , Co11u11:l.ssio111u:
declaring
on 2 August. 1978,
'
·.
.

that the. Love
Canal,. "oonstitut41s. a public
.,
.

nUisance
and an extrt111elY
serious
to the
heal th,
.
.
.
.
. .threat. . and
. : .d1uiger
..
,:
'

. . . .,

~

safety and welfare of those,

•. , . living

ne•r
it,
.

State . Department
of Health,
.
,
. 1981:55) .. In. dtolaring

.

· . . , ," (New ..Iork .. ,

oran

"the eX1ateqoe
. . ..

emergency,"
Whalen
of . pregnant
.
. recommended
.
. . the
, ' temporary evacuation
.
, ..

.·'

.,, .·.

women
.. . an<i.abildrtn . under. two
. , residing
. ..
.. in those dwellUlSll.. .adjacent. to
.. . the
..
In addition,
..

canal,. .,

their

•

be reoomlll9ndt
.d that residents
.
.

avoid
.. tbe use. : ot

\

;

ballelllents
and
the oons1111ption
of . food grOlfn in th111r
gardena.
. • 'The
• • • • •
•
•
a
•• , •
••••

precise

chronology
of events. in ,the week
August . 3~9 :I.a :I.JllPOSAble
to ..
.
.
..
.
.
.
.
:

d~termine.. .given. tbe ~ntra.d:l.otory
repe>rts
provided
in tbe
.
. .
..
. . . modia
.. .
.. all4
.. .. ..
: .
available

official
. . , doot,ments.
.

But. 1t is certain

that on. . 9. .P.ugµst,
the
. ..
' ·.
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state

authorized

99th .Streets

the purchase of 239 homes on Colvin Boulevard,

as part of a larger

plan to relocate

residents

that . came to be' known as "Rings I and II" ·. ( figure
. plan for a temporary evacuation
reviaed

aJl(I

2).

97th and

of the area

Thus, the initial

of selected

members of sc:im.efamilies

wu

expanded dramatioal ly to effect

the · permanent relocation

of

some
'300 entire

families.
.

Almost immediately,

arraDgements were made and procedures

place to !!IJ:l!lblethe purchase of , designate~
.

movement ',or residents

intd. .. interim

Plans were finalized

and the
.

permanent
housing.
..
.

during the next two months· for the remedial .work.

that promiaed to contain the migration

of chemicals from . the oanal ~ite

and, also,

for the protection

exposure.

In oonformance · w1th the order issued by Dr.

.

August, the 99th Street
in September.

set in ·

halies by the state

or, in some oases,

'

of construction

workers from harmful ·

.

Whalen on

•

t.

School remained closed with the start

of cl.asses
.,
The NYSDEC
and the NYSDOH
continued env1ro1Jnental testing

in the canal area.
These meaaures failed
in the area that

their

·due east of the canal,
particularly
their

to reassure

own safety

was secured.

.

inclusive,

were

imperiled

-~.

'

by the disturbance

effectiveness

the long-term

of · the wute ...site · during the

·.
many
·expressed

regarding

'

'

( LCHA)became the

meohaiil.11111
through which these residents

-

With 101st Street

resident

grave reservations

of the proposed remedial program.

nascent . Love Canal Homeowner•s Association

oonoerns.

.

there was also widespread conoern th~t they · would •be

Moreover,

principal

'

Many of those . situated

fo3rd. Streets,.·
on 1.ooth through
.
.

planned remedial work.

.The

some
of . the residents
.

..
.
remaining :

oonoerned that . toxic chemical •-wastes . might
have migrated
to ...
.
,

own homes;

·further

.

.

expressed

Lois Gibbs as their

their
newly elected

/
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preaident,
further

LCRAbecame the locus or organized activity
expansion or the boundaries

of the officially

of emergency,• in order to be eligible
legacy,

then,

to effect

a

designated

•state

for permanent relooation.

of the permanent relooation

of f'amtlies

The

from Rings I and
·.

II was widespread oonfUllion and uncertainty

among tbe re.sidents

remaining as to where the "real"

-- in both space and time -

boundaries

of the Chemical hazard began and ended,
Eventually,

an additional

permanent reloc ation

550 families

some two years later,

aa an outcome of the OOIIVergenoeof a series
events in the intervening
enviromental

testing

NYSDOH
orders,

political

officials,

Tbe resolve

This decision

can be viewed

excavation

actions

and various

events,

were undertaken

for

of complex and disparate

twenty seven months:

continued;

be permanently relocated

in the larger

eligible

human health

and

work at the oaoal began;

court orders and temporary relocations

and various

many

were declared

by

were carried

both citizens

out;

and

on the part of numerous remaining residents
was reinforced
particularly

to

and emanoed by the unfolding
as these related

of

to human health

Love Canal area:

A, Jon Kenny, aged 7, of 1064 96th Street died suddenly in
October 1978 amid speculation that his death was link ed
to exposure to toxi c chemical wastes.
B.

Local newspapers reported NYSDOH
identification
of radioac
tivity near the school on 93rd Street in September 1978.•
Subsequent ana lysis determined the level of contamination
to be insignificant
with respect to any implicatio n for .
public heal th, Speculation regarding the source of this
contamination centered on land1'Ul removed from the perimeter
or the Love Canal in the course of school construction.
Toxic chemicals were identified
on the playground of this same
school the following Haroh, Blood and liver function tests
were administered to teachers · in April,
The school was
subsequently closed in August 1979 following NYSDOH
notifioation
to the school physician that dioxin had been round
in the Black Creek, which borders the school grounds. The
sobool was closed pending further evaluation or chemical

Page 12
contlll!linat _ion,

It remains closed at present.

c. The NYSDOH
confirmed the presenoe of chemical leachate in the
wider Love Canal ·area in November 1978,

D,

Preliminary results ·or epidemiological research conducted
by LCHAconsultant _Beverly Paigen, Pb, D,, appeared in local
newspapers in October 1978, Data revealed a significant
correlation
between a range of self-reported
health problems
and residential
location in the so-called "wet• ar eas, where
homes lie on or near the paths of old streambeds that also .
traverse the canal site . David Axelrod, M,D,, Canmissioner of
NYSDOH,concluded that, "The consistency of observations
relativ e to the outcomes of pregnancies of residents of
historically
'wet' properties when 0C111paredto pregnancy
outcomes of ( a) r~sidents of historically
'dry'
properties,
(b) residents of New York State excluding New York City, and
(o) subjects studied and reported by Warburton and Fraser, as
reported in "'Human Genetics,• Volume 16, No, 1, 1964, together
greatly strengthen the bypothesis of past adverse health
effects resulting fran residenoe in such homes likely
contlll!linated by chemicals,• (New York State Department of
Health, · 1981:66) In oonjuotion with his announoement of these
findings on 8 February 1979, Dr, Axelrod recommended the
temporary ·relooat io ·n of all pregnant women and children under
two living in t he six block area due east of the canal, . Dr.
Paigen took issue with NYSDOH
findings, advising residents that
the _NYSDOH
under -estimated the true prevalence of birth
problems and illnesses
and, thus, the concommitant risk · to
residents . living in the •wet• areas,
On 22 Mareh, Dr. Paigen
reiterated
her disagreement with the NYSDOH
findings in
testimony . before the Commerce Canmittee on Oversight and
Investigation
of the u.s. House of Representatives
and urged
wider evacuation of families fran the "wet• areas.

E.

In December 1978, the NYSDOB
confirmed the presenoe of dioxin
in s oil samples t.aken frau 93rd Street.
During · April and May
of .. the following ·year, additional reports located dioxin in
soil samples taken froin yards in the area . The NYSDOH
. repoi:ted that dioxin bad been found in the on-site holding
tanks and also at the southern end of the · canal in August
1979, The NYSDOH
identified
dioxin in Black Creek at the
. _nor"thern boundary of the Love·
Canal area in November .1979,
.

.., .....,

F,

Results of tests indicating abnormal liver funotioning among
Love Canal residents were released to the public by the NYSDOH
in November 1978,

G.

The USEPA-sponsored study was publicized in May 1980 revealing
an ·apparently
elevated incidence of cbroinosane damage among
.
.
Love Canal residents.
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Ironically•

the reconstruction

which pranised

"the solution•

to

"the problem" became a problem in itself,

The work was begun in Ootober

1978, after

finalized,

throughout
leachate

engi neering plans were quickly
tbe winter,

and continued

But tbe immediate contaiment

of surface

could not be acoomplisbed in the eariy stages of remedial work.

Tbe spring thaw brought reports
a large volume of leachate

of renewed contamination

mingled with the surface water flowing off

the north end or the canal and into nearby sewers,
hazards attending

tbe reconstruction

.

.

noxious odors and occasional
problems encountered

work would entail
was reinforced

aocidente

chemical invasion

·andthat
officials

represented

problem or chemical contamination

··

Various

work suggested to

the at'termath or the

as an enduring reality,

and federal

1979. that the reconstruction

by persistent

at the work site.

the construction

plan was flawed

when state

Concern for health

work was exacerbated

in executing

some that the remedial

in tbe area as

,

Thie belief

conceded, in the fail

but a partial

solution

and migl'ation in the larger

or

to the

Love Cena!

area.
Thus, the reconstruction

.. work' at the canal

did not necessarily

.

reassure

the remaining . residents
of the viability
of the neighborhood,
.
.
Indeed, for some it may_have actually fostered the resolve to effect

permanent relocation.

-

It is certainly

the case that the spectacle

tbe remedial work, the unfolding of events bearing on health
risk during this

period,

and

tbe media · attention

provided the backdrop for citizen
around the issue of relocation.

and official

of

damage and

focused on these
actions

and reactions ·
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In the two years following

inoreMingly
and local

adversarial

officials,

relationship

The coot'lict

the boundaries

or risk

leachate

that

migration

The decision

developed between oertain

were and continue

to be ambiguous,

to dooument either

or the probability

of health

permanently residents

living

doubt that life-thr

in and/or on the property

adj acent to the landfill,

homeowners to it suggested
streets

immediately

reassuring

eatening

surrounding

course of aotion.

report

or

the perimeter
risk attendent

upon it,

data demonstrating

beyond

obemical waste products had
of some specific

Tbis finding

the relooation

that

fran Rings I and II can

be viewed as a pragmatic one, based on limited

been iden t ified

state

Prior to tbe

in the s1J111Der
of 1982, no official

purported

to relocate

any reasonable

an

between the two waa rooted in the fact

of tbe ·usEPA report

bad been issued

permanent relocation,

on the one band, and a oore of remaining rellidenta,

on the other.

rel~

the first

homeowners

and tbe reactions

of all residents

of

living

tbe canal as the most prudent and
The operative

line

of concession

on the

part of th e s tate appears to ·have been that all homes surrounding
canal were potentially

contamination
residential

endangered regardless

bad actually
perimenter

on the

been established

of the landfill

the

of whether the presence of
in all

of them,

became the official

Thus, the
perimeter

of

riek.
The a.sse sement made by the state
boundaries

for the initial

simultaneously

reasonable

remaining residents
reasonable
continued

felt

relooation

of residents

and arbitrary,
and feared

in the delineation
to affirm

as the basis for drlliling the
oan be seen, then, as

From the beginning,

that the arbitrary

of the se boundaries,

the reasonableness

of its

many

overshadowed the
Even as goverment

judgment and to assert

its
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control

over the problem, evidenoe mounted, in the eyes

ranaining

residents,

and, therefore,
reasonable,

suggesting

that

The LCIIAemerged as the first

conviction

was to grew in strength

occurence of health-related
health-related

and most publically
around this

citizen

action was primarily
or residents,

8111alldemonstrationa

transition
action,

conviction.

with an

sporadic
with officials,

to halt

The

the r1111aining

1979 can be seen as marking the

from el(J)resaive to more focused and instrumental
The association

relocation.

expressive,

and cont'rontations

May

Their

or

the first

petitions,

of LCIIAto seek a court injunction

remedial work at the canal in

praninent

and to gain in m0111entum
with the

in the months following

emphasis on the mobilization
picketing,

action

than fully

events and tile accumulation

information

At the outset,

decision

the problem was not under control

that the state• s judgement was less

of a number of groups to organize

or macy

waa unsucoesatul

in obtaining

modea of

the injunction.

But the judgment banded down by the court in June 1979 set the staa:e tor
the permaoent relocation
outcome was neither
actors

involved,

intended

nor anticipated

for residents

created

tae New York State

authorized

the temporary relocation

residence
relocation

the psychological

plan to provide ahort-term

work,

banes at state

and physiological

affected

Aocordingl:y, at the end

of some twenty-five

in the area abated and their
aolidiN.ed,

by any of the official

Depart.ment or Transportation

were able to leave their

temporarily,

although such an

whose health was negatively

by the remedial

or August,
residents

residents,

The court; endorsed a state

temporary relocation
by the conditions

of rca1n1ng

( NYSDOT)
families,

Once

expenae, however
toll

or their

oontinued

re11cOlveto obtain P81'1lanent

A\ the same time, the temporarily

relocated

. ··'.·.
•

,
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f'amilies

experienced
.

their

situation

the state's

..

residential

· as exacti .ng substantial

personal

costs,

Nonetheless,

...

In Niagara Falls,

number soon swelled to 300,

their

and medical management of'

the recently
. , ....

constituted

'Ecumenl.cal Task Force (ETF}, under the leaders'hip
.

.

of local

Margeen Hoff'lnan, OSF, expanded the base
beyond the neighborhood . grass-roots

concern and action

organizations

already

in place,
.

ETF was to · play a major role on behalf of the temporarily
provider

of extensive

social

services,

of' Sr.

a clearinghouse

.

relocated

information,

and a political

advocate f'or their

was eager for residents

temporary relocation

def'ined boundaries
: . '
f'or permanent relocation

eligibility
relocated

residents
,

to their

were info~ed
••

• •

risk

of' chemical
. .

banes.

attendant

that
J

and the

upon them,

st~te fiilaneial
•

Their

the integrity

:·.

.

..

.

was not only expensiv4t, it threatened

of the previously
.

to return

•

interests.
.

Tbe state

as a

f'or medical and
;

technical

The

Accordingly,

. support for

•

•

temporary housing would be withdr1111nin the absence of' medical

.

certificatio~
causally

that

related
~

actual

illness

existed . and· that ·such illness

Tile NYSDOH
1n1tially

to the oonetruotion.
..

accept the overwhelming majority

.

or the

.

cert1fioatioll8

was

refused

obtained

to

by

...

temporarily

relocated

residents,

accepted medical certifica
.'

but subsequently

capitulated

and

.Uon as the basis for continued temporary
.. .

.

~

..

relocation.
The l!tate• s ,determination
intense

media coverage
political
.
. . which
. . focused public. and
,

the plight

of the "Love

A ,barrage of priticism
'..
situation
visited

to . ~hold the line" wa,s fur .ther eroded by

ensued,

canal refugees,•

on

as they came to be described,

of the state•. s. policies

Amid much fanfare,

attention

actress
.

the Love. Canal .. communi.ty and called

frsmi _ng the Love
and -activist
.

canal

Jane Fonda

for the evacuation

of its

'
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residents.

In WaBbington, the

Oversight and Investigation

'

•

o.s.

issued

House C<XnmerceSub-Committee on
a report

rinding

with the

management of Love Canal matters

by tbe State of New York and, also,

supporting

Dr.

recommendation that additional

be moved,

OSEPAconsultant

relocation

of Love Canal residents

Paigen• s earlier

Jeanette

Sherman "strongly

And in Albaey,

State Senator John Daly and Assemblyman Matthew Murpby counselled

residents.

finally

of' the remaining Love Canal

While the Governor demurred, invoking the state• s lack of

necessary

funds, both the Governor and the New York State Legi slature
endorsed the Murphy/Daly legislation

for both revitalization

and stabilization

authorizing
efforts

as the purchase of remaining banes in the area.
to leave understood this
opportunity

special

for permaMnt relocation

measure to mean that

required

could, therefore,

manner consistent

purchased in November 1980.

witb tbe intent

of 1979 on the grounds

safely

return

to their

of th e legislation,

banes.

and the new Love Canal

authorized

neighborhooo,

home appraisals

purchase and re-sell
several

.

Task Force worked to encourage resident s to trust

of their

In a

Governor Carey,
.

vi ability

Support

for the remedial work were completed

Mayor Michael o• Laughlin of Niagara Falls,
Revitalization

the

the passage of the Murphy/Daly bill

for temporary housing was withdrawn in the fall

and residents

anxious

.

bane was actually

that the deep excavations

at Love Canal, as well

was tmmSnent.

.

before the first

expenditures

Those residents

appropriations

But it was to be a year after

•

families

urged the

as soon as possible."

Governor Carey to seek permaMnt relocation

•

fault

in the

Nonetheles s, when the Task Force

in December 1980, as part of the plan to

the banes of those wishing to relocate

hundred baneowners reQuested and received

appraisals.

permaMntly,

Pa&e 1.8

)

But the sale or these dwellings was stalled
legislative

appropriation

was insufficient

by two factors,

The

to finance immediately the

of h<llll.ea, Hore
full coats ot purchasing auoh a large nt.111ber
importantly,

Mayor O'Laugblin and the Love Canal Revitaluation

Foroe were unaucoeaatuJ. in their etforta
corporate entity

to constitute

the necessary

to administer the purchase and ree&l.e of Love Canal

homes. Aa a first

step toward the fol'lllation or this entity,

Force called for the fonnation of a board or directors
of representatives
County Legislature,
Falla,

Task

the Task

to be oompr1sed

appointed by the State of NewYork, the Niagara
the Townof Wheatfield and the City or Niagara

With proapeota or fillanOial and legal liability

both the State and the County declined participation,
the creation or the admill.1.atrative authority

loaning large,
thereby impe<ling

essential to purchase the

homes.
Despite the continued aotiviam or oitiZen groups and the determined
advocacy or the Eoumen1oal Taak Force, by the llll'illS of 1980 lar&er
political
relocation

developments had rendered tbe proaPtota for permanent
inor .. aingly r1111ote. H011ever, at the end ot May 1980 event•

took a rather dramatic turn, aa tbe 1111diaepotl.i,gbt toouaed onoe a&ain
on the residents

or Love Caw,

on 17 May, the OSBPAbtld aimultaneoua

press oonterenoe, in Niagara Falla and Wubington,
reauJ. ta of a ohl'(lllloaomeetudy,

D,c,

to rtleaH the

Theae .tndi°" ttd 11&111
ficant d1ma&eto

the obromoacmeain the blood ot a number or Love Canal res1<1tnta,

Thill

announcement oretted widespread pan1o and re1111redtear amo111rca1111ng
re11idtnt1,

At the beadQuarttra

Aaaoc1ation, two OSBPAottioiala
Pr•aeure for pennaoont relocation

1
or tbe Love Canal HC1111eown1r
a

were btld a.ptive
int•naified

tor 1everal boura,

on everr rront,

Preaidtnt

,
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JillmlY Carter
federal

responded by declaring

funds were offered

a Federal Emergency in the area and

for temporary relooation.

In June, Governor

Carey and the Commissioner of NYSDOHoonO&<ledthe exJ.atenoe of a •mental
health

emergenoy," and appealed tor federal

usiatanoe

in funding

permanent relooation.
For the next few weeks, the State of New York and the federal

•

goverment

were looked into a "holding

of financial

reaponsibility

terms of federal
resolved

finanoial

assistanoe

involved a reoonoeptualization
with referenoe

the assumption

and ita admini.stration
oould go forward.

had to be

burden of finanoial

the proffered

federal

intervention,

loans,

The atate

indebtedness

Representatives

negotiated

also was UJJ,!ill1ng to
entailed

by

aooeptanoe of

of the state's

to s upplement the $5 million

tor revitalization.

Task Foroe

an agreement whereby the federal

goverr:ment was to provide a combination of loaos and grants

state

this

to the legal mandate of the Federal

bear the full

$15 million

The

In part,

of the baais tor federal

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA),

and FEMA eventually

regarding

for the seoond permanent relooation.

before permanent relooation

partioularly

pattern•

appropriated

totalling

earlier

by

the

The use of these funds for the pur':lhase of
·'

· homes in the area bounded by 93rd and 103rd Streets,
Bergholtz

Creek, was to be admini.stered

Canal Area Revitalization
•

by the newly appointed

Agency ( LCARA), In rendering

eligible

for purohaae at their

the last

obstacle

known.

Buffalo Avenue and
Love

some 550 homes

owners' reque s t, the agreement aet aside

to permanent relocation

for Ring III,

as it

became
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In the eyes of many remaining residents,

evidence bad steadily

mounted during the preceding two years to strengthen
that the originally
Residents

designated

who believed

boundaries

that their

their

conviction

of risk were arbitrary.

own health,

safety

were

and property

,

no less

jeopardized

than bad been the case in Rings I and I I made their

case for permanent relocation

on those grounds.

permanent relocatio .n differed

fran the first

Nonetheless,

in important

Although the boundaries of permanent relocation
redefined,

this

of chemical risk .

as a mental health

emphasis clearly

rather

were obviQusly

The second relocation

than a physical

on psychological

differ ent rationales

rather

health

risk,

were reflected

offered

negotiation

around it s appraised

In addition,

package• was assembled that

in obtaining

in Ring III were presented

canparable

b.anes,

with an offer

remaining 153 homeowners continue

of life

a chain-link

a "benefit

and additional
homeowners

compensation.

to be eligible

by

To date,

the LCARA. The

for t he state

purchase

1983.

•

The permanent relocations
quality

with the state

In contrast,

402 of tb.e 555 homes in Ring III have been purchased

fall

Haneowners

to purchase at a noo-negotiable

value with no program of supplementary

plan until

in

inc luded expenses for temporary relocation,

compensation for mortgage differentials

costs incurred

appraised

banes.

Tbe

to residents.

in Rings I and. II were allowed sane limited
value of their

was constr ued

emergency, with the

than physical

for the two relocations

in the terms of relocation

moving costs,

ways.

did not occur in the context of an offic, .al redefinition

of the boundaries

differences

the second

within

fence.

have had a substantial

th e community,

illlpact on the

Rings I and II are surrounded by

For over three years,

the banes inside

the fence
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stood boarded up and the yards were overgrOW'n and str ewn with litter,
fran Ring III were also boarded up and

The homes of those relocated
unoccupied property
prey on the area;

has created
burglaries

The presence of a security
additional

and fires

staff

or concern for property

the relocation
increasingly

of others
difficult

full

attention

setting

Eventual resale

officials

and revitalization.

effort

Rouses

been razed as part of a plan to create
landfill

of the neighboring

summer 1982 release

and the land adjoining

public housing project,

is hampered by the ambiguity
or the area.

a

it,
along
HOW'ever,

that continues

Thia is so despite

to

the

of the result s of the USEPA s tudy (begun in

mid-1980) designed to assess
and soil in the neighborhood.
further

was conditional

the extent

of contamination

of air,

water

The sco pe and sources or this ambiguity

on in th15 report,

however, that the declaration

not completed,

not out of fear for

involved are understandabl y eager to

to stabilization

surround the issue or the safety

report

to relocate

the neighborhood,

of many of the hanes in Ring III is anticipated

the revitalization

be discussed

that confronts

have caused the neighborhood to become an

on the original

with the re-opening

will

guard dogs provide an

values but because the consequences of

in Rings I and II have recently
park-like

corunonplaoe,

one in which to live,

The sta te and local
turn their

and their

have elected

Thieves and vandals

have becane rather

reminder of the uncertainty

Many Ring III families
health

it s own problem s .

of habitability

It should be noted here,
attached

on the completion of further

The NYSDOB
report,

to the USEPA

remedial work as yet

Love Capo): .A Special Report.t.Q .tJa

GovernorAns!.Legislature, i ssued in 1981, is replete with reference s to
questions

to be answered by their

own on-going and future

research,
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Since no further

reports

rl!lllain unanswered.

have been issued by NYSDOH,those questions
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RESEARCH
!£TIIODS

Any study ot the impact on reaj_denta ot the untolding

ot the sooial and geographic

Love Canal must begin with a recognition
diversity

of the area.

The recorded history

in all or its many torms -- scholarly,
official

., dranatio

monolithic

and aotiviat

soientitio,

-- inclines

journalistic,

toward a decidedly

ot and response to

While the evaluat1011.S and

the problem of toXic waste in its .midst.

accord in their

depiction

1mportant respects,
social

of "The Love Canal Storyw

view or the c0111munity,its understanding

sympathies ot these perspectives

ot events at

oerta1nly

vary, they are in fundamental

or the 00111.1Dunity
and its

however, the recorded biatory

perspective.

In

is at odds with the

reality •

.Iu sample
study ot the experiences

To begin, the full

ot Love Canal residents

is not encompassed by tbe study ot b0111eowners,alone.
neighborhood is dominated by single-family
occupied by renters.

More importantly,

h0111es,a few or these were
the southwestern

community boasts a large oanplex of publioally
occupied by senior
present

research,

time and oost,
exclusion
offer
and its

a

rather

than substantive

observations

relationship

corner of the
dwellings

In designing

the

was excluded for pragmatic reasons of

from the study represents
fflfll

subsidized

oiti.Zens and low-inoane• families,
this population

While the

oaes,

a serious

for the written

to the situation

We raali.Ze that their
omission and would like

record about this population

at Love

cana1.

First,

and most

to
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obviously,
and its

as renters,

their

concern for the stigina attached

oonsequenoes for property

value8 was les8 8alient

among the h01Deowner8. Conversely,
for making a case for their
potential

relocation

as renters,

own interests.

bad a special

el8411Jhere in the city.

equivocal

position . with . respect

risks

in tb4'1r ,locale.

than it was

they had les8 leverage
Moreover, the toll

of

mealling for tbi11 group because the

hou8ing they occupied wa11distinctly
available

to the area

1Juperior to public llousing

.

Thus~ they found themselves in an ...
to
prospect . of undetermined
health.
. . the
.
..

Finally,

it should be noted that ma1:11of the

occupants of this public housing complex were non-white, . and r_acial
tensioll8,

added to the different

owner/renter

distinction.

cohesive alliance

interests

represented

by the

prevented the formation of a comfortable .. and

between the renters

and- the ovenihelmingly

whit•

b01Deowner:s.
The homeowners, tbsaelves,
media depictions

suggest.

are a much more diverse group than

While the young, blue-collar

fll.lllily with
.

dependent children

favored by the press 1s certainly

Love Canal, theoverali
occupational

status,

population

and age.
.

distinctions

tend rougnly to parallel
•

proportion

of white-collar

1

.

'

•

post-parental
.

..

.

.

also organized

the ways families

.' .

•

.

.

,

the situation

.

became related
.

.

and older couples
~

.

.

with the

as one moves through the area fr.an south to north.
~

eligibility

These demographic

•

families,

at

with respe~t to

geographic distinctions,

•

.

increasing

well represented

ill far more .disparate

family status

..

.

Geography
.

.

.

to the developnent

of

; .

at Love Canal. TbiS was ne~ssar1ly
the case since
, .•
for the various temporary and permanent relocation& was

based on geographic

location.
.,
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These facts

suggested the wisdom of organizing

the present

inqui"Y.
·•:

to acoomodate the geography of relocation,
demographic variability,

Accordingly,

and, correspondingly,

we set the boundaries

of

of our

.

.

sample frame to conform to the outer boundaries of eligibility

for

·.

relocation,

Following the elimination

public housing,

of the renters

in subsidized
a sample or

three simple random samples were drawn:

relocated

residents

fran Rings I and· II;

residents

from. Ring III;

a sample of relocated

and ·a .sample of •Ring ·III residents

·

remafning ..

in the area as of October, 1981,
The choice of a simple random sample was strategic,
decision

not to use a purposive (or snowball} sample.

as this,

the advantages of the snowball sample, e,g.,

respondents

and gaining

as was the
In instances

such

ease in selecting

...

.

.

access to them, wo·uJ.d have been clearly
.

outweighed by the biases

.

.

in the data thus obtained,

Since the Plll'POSive
..
networks, it results

sample is derived fran referrals

through friendship

in a study of disproportionately

similar

major oommitlllent of our research

was to allow for complex.tty and

and like-minded

.

people,

A

...

.

~

divergence in the experiences and viewpoints
.
than to Presume their

of the
residents . rather
.
and convergence.
A simple random

simplicity

:

sample, stratified

-

acoording to relocation

.<

status,

•

was chosen as the

preferred way to capture diversity.

.

Working from alphabetical

•

.

lists

in the three strata; . 35 families
for - inclusion

in the sample,

somemodification

'
of residents

in -each · stratum were randomiy chosen ·

Certain ·practical

-of the random--character

FSDJiliea who bad moved out of the greater
were replaced,

as were families

ahd former residents

considerations

led to

of the sample selection. ·
Buffalo/Niagara

who had no telephone

Falls

area

n1.111ber(either
s
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listed

or unlisted)

.

Illitial

contact was made by letter

with each

family ( see Appendix A) eXPlaining the purpose of the study .and
requesting
call

their

cooperation

in it,

Thia waa followed by a telephone

to schedule an appointment for an interview

with ( at least ) one

adult member of the household.
The random aample poeea ita own difficulties
gaining

access to respondents,

everyone in the sample.
that had moved and left

First,

aa a technique

it is usually

We were unsuooesaful
no forwarding

impossible

in locating

address;

could not be reached either

because their

unlisted

numbers or were perpetually

unaru,wered, despite

back:a ( Table 1),
interviews

For a variety

of reasone,

with another 13 families.

participate

in the study.

project
does.

The refusal

bai,ed purpoaive

llhould be noted, however, that the highest
occurred
reflect

in the saaple of residents
either

oontiDlllld reeidenoe

there,

antieipation

size of the initial

sample waa inflated

be OOlllpleted with a reasonable

nor alarming.

or unoertainty

It

(9)
Thi.a may

about their

guarded reapoDH fran
minority,

In

from all of theee sources,
to insure

that interviews

n1.111ber
of families,

were 0011pleted with 54S ( or 57) of the families
auple,

in a research

n1.111ber
of refusals

as a beleaguered

of probable sample attrition

to

sampling technique

surprising

or an understandably

persone who eXPerienoe themselves

declined

remaining in the area.

a high level of indecision

call

random sampling methods

to participate

rate of 16.2$ ia neither

bad

repeated

17 families

For obvious reasons,

that the more personall.y

telephones

14

we were unable to schedule

·Finally,

do not build in the kind of predispoaiton

to find

one family

an additional

families

for

In all,

in the total

the

would

interviews
random
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TABLE 1

Interview Canpletion and Incompletion Data
{Expressed in Dwelling Um.ts), By Stratum

•

Relooated .
Rings I & II

Relocated
Ring III

237

391

166

35

35

35

105

1oo.o

Unlooated

2

5

5

12

11 ,4

Perpetual Not
At Homes

0

0

3

3

2,9

No Show

0

1

2

3

2,9

Call Back

4

8

1

13

12.11

Refusal

4

4

9

17

. 16,2

25

17

15

57

54,2

3

2

1

6

28

19

16

63

Population

Random
Saron111

Completed

Ring III
Remaining

TOTAL

.

Additional

Interviews
TOTAL

.
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SiX additional
either

referred

distinctive

interviews

to us (four)

experiences

these six families
interviewed.

were conducted with faJDilies who were
or sought out by us (two) because of their

or roles

in the canmunity.

brought to 63 the total

In summary, our interviews

information

from about 5J of all

and I I, and of famili es continuing
interviewed.

of

number of families
enable d us to obtain exterulive

the families

about 1oJ of the 5111aller populations

The inclusion

relocated

fran Ring I I I ;

of fam1liea relocated
to reside

Three of the sixt een families

fran R1nga I

in the area were
in the latter

situation

bad

made plans to move at the time of the interview.

DataGathering
Most

interviews

the entire
respondents
participant

were conducted in the respondent's

family participated.

With two exceptions,

consented to have their
··was explicitly

interviews

assured that all

used anonymously and confidentially.
describing
experiences

of Love Canal families,

often

all . of the

tape-recorded,

interview

Each

material

We introduced

the purpose of the research

own home;

would be

the interviews

by

as a follow-up study of the

th e funding source for the study,

and our independenoe as sociologists

in seeking the funds and designing

the study.
Interestingly,
pr esenting

most respondents

the study ae baeic rather

came to understand

bow exterulively

in the name of "their
the results
solutions

were reaa s ured by our candor in
than applied research.
this population

own good,• bow few, in their

to emerge from such research,
or decisions

following

fr0111 it.

We quickly

has been researched
estimation,

and fewer still
More will

have been

the actual

be said later

about
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tbe well-developed
and researober s,
cynicism,

cynicism of our respondent
Tile point,

the willingness

another research
interviews

project

and their

analysis

to that analysis.
sufficient

gracious

gratifying,

but our best Professional

efforts

of tbeir

to participate
receptivity

lie had little

to our
to promise them

basis for the establiShment

possible

situations,

all respondents,
of trust

of such

in yet

in producing the fullest

past and present

For virtually

toward researob

is tbat given the prevalence

of our respondents

were especially

sociological

here,

population

and access

these were a
in the context

of the

interviews.
The int ervi ews averaged about two hours in length,
were considerably
interview

longer.

although many

Tile advantage of the in-depth,

as a data gathering

technique

personal

is that it combines structure

and standardization

with open-endedness

and fleXibility,

of the interviews

covered the same topics,

Although all

each one was also tailo red to

tbe individual

family member, who was able to respond in his or her own

way with facts

as well as attitudes,

encompassed t he following
residential

history

domains:

at Love Canal;

presence and migration;

perceptions

pres ence of obemical wastes;
perceptions

routine

of present

and future

invitation

to the respondent
covered,

demographic data;

of health

as related

sourc es of official

factors
well-being.

consistently

awareness and assessment of chemical

of goverrment and grass-roots

blame and responsibility;

material

The interviews

information

leader8hip;

in relocation

to the

assignment

decisions;

Every interview

to add to or elaborate

and

or

·perceptions

concluded with an
on any aspect

of the
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PROFILEOF RESPONDENT
FAMn.IES
The Love Canal landfill
the City of Niagara Falls
that

is llituated

"desirable"

it as a respectable,
single-family
project,
compatible

since the landfill

younger families

are "starter

adults

behind,

residents

the transiency

implied

scatter

site,

subsidized

character
itself,

housing
is

of the larger
much of the
in the 30 years

of the newer banes in the immediate
homes,• two and three
some were built

bedroom

under .Title

235,

for

in the conoept of the "starter

in our sample bad lived

ma!lYhad lived

families

there

The residential
were distinctive

for virtually
histories

in their
their

from Rings I and II,

banes for

entire

lives

as

of the permanently

in canparison

to those who stayed

The median number of years ocoupancy for relocated

respectively,

know

of modest means.

(Table 2),

relocated

are both

plan to make hane ownership a possibility

home,• most of the families
years;

Many

for young families;

as part of a federal

local

having been constructed

was closed,

bungalows designed

While there

commurdty of, predominately,
.

modest, residential

vintage,

of the landfill

several

class

of

the former village

the area,

In the Love canal neighborhood

housing ts of recent

Despite

within

section

grounds to the west of the canal site,

with the neat,

neighborhood.

vicinity

sections

The low density,

set on spacious

for

sane 50 years ago,

lower-middle

homes,

a much larger

known as "La Salle,•

was ·annexed by the city

more and less

within

families

and fran Ring III were 8 1/2 and 10 years,

'Ibe median remaining

family had occupied its

bane for 24

,
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'

TABLE 2

Length

ot Family Residence at Love Canal,
Relocated

..

Ringi, I

II

Relocated

Ring

Ring III

Remaining

III

Lees Than Five Yeare

4

4

1

Five Thru Hine . Years

12

3

1

Ten Thru Fourteen
Years

5

6

3

Fifteen Thru Nineteen
Yeare

3

2

0

Twenty or More Yeare

II

4

11

28

19

16

Total
Median Years
Range

........

&

By Stratum.

8. 5
2 - Z7

10
1 - 110

3 - 37

''
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years at tbe time of the interview.
Not surprisingly,
the strata

these differenoes

correlate

strongly

in length of residence

with differenoes

across

in age (Tables 3 and 4).

The median age of the heads of households of the remaining residents,
1s substantially

60

greater

in comparison to the other two groups.

The median age -of the relocated

heads of. households in both rings was

years,

just under 45 years.
Naturally
impl y differences
tbe more recent

enough, these contrasts
in attachment
residents

(Table 5).
histories

to bane.

Sane, but by no means all,

were not in the neighborhood to stay.

about 40% of those families
years re1>0rted that

in age and length of residenoe
of

Indeed,

who had lived in the area for leas than 12

they bad expected to move out of the area saneday

These families

typically

described

their

residential

in the following ways:

It was our first home, the bane that was to be the first of
several.
It was a modest home; we spent a lot of time and money
fiXing it up••••
After ten years, I fiDally bad my kitchen
remodelled . with new cupboards, new floor, built-in
dishwash er and so
on .
• • We intended to stay there for awhile. Knowing the second
child was on the way, and with only two bedroans, it would be only a
matter of time before we would want to move••••
It wasn't your
dream home, by any means, and we never intended that it would be our
final home, •••
It was an older neighborhood on our street,
•••
We
and we were more or less people who stayed to ourselves ••••
were on friendly terms but l ' d never been inside aey of my
neighbor' s homes.
( Relocated

Resident of 10 Years From Ring III)

We were looking for a house in a nice area.
!'If son was
diagnosed as asthmatic.
The apartment we were living in was across
the street fran all the factories.
That disturbed hie asthma. • • •
We picked that [house ] because of the price, and it was also nice
and residential.
The scbool was half a block away. 1-t, son was only
a year and a half [old] when we moved in but we planned on staying
because my backyard
there for a few years. , • • It looked fantastic
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TABLE
3
Age ot Head ot Hol.lhhold,• By Strat11111,

Relocated
Rings I & II

Relocate<!
Ring III

Ring I II
Remaining

6

3

0

35 Thru 49 Years

13

7

2

50 Tbru 64 Years

8

7

8

65

1

2

6

Total

28

19

16

Median Age

43 1/2

44

60

,.

Under 35 Years

Or

Older

Range

30-66

*Includes 11 temale beads ot households,

28-74

36-75
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TABLE
4
Length or Re1idenoe, By Age or Readof Rouaehold.
Age
50 or Older

Leis Than 50 Yeare

Less Than Five Years

5

4

111

2

10

4

Fifteen Thru Nineteen
Years

2

3

Twenty or Hort Year•

0

19

31

32

Five Thru Nine

Year ■

Ten Thru Fourteen
Years

Total
Median Years

8

22 1/2

Range

1-40

TABLE5

Com111itment
to Readenot, By Le~tb ot Ooo11panoy
(1!111dtnt
expeotation1 ot ever moving, u or Augu1t1 1978),
Ltn&tb

or Oooupanoy

Le11 ThanTwelveYears

No Expectation of
Ever Moving

TwelveYear ■ or Mort

21

26

Eventual Move

14

2

TOTAL

35

28

Expectation of

..

-
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abutted the canal;
it looked like I had all tbie rC>a11. It wae very
pretty, •••
We had juet started remodeling, •••
We did like the
neighbors;
I mies my next-door neighbors,
OUr one next door
neighbor and the three families across the street were the only
families we really got to knOW'.
( Relocated
For many of the families,
of the newer arrivals
greater
possible

financial

. more recently
homes.

settled

these were their

and the size of their

to do so.

this settled

families

in the area did plan to stay,

and former olasemates

maj ority

first

But eyen eo, the majority

Many had grOW'nup there (Table 6);

childhood friends

resident

then,

banes.

Sane

planned to move up and out of the neighborhood as

stability

and necessary

Resident of 2 Years From Rings I and II)

are captured

sane still

in the area.

made it
of those

niey liked their
had kin,
The sentiments

in these remarks, offered

of

by a former

of Rings I and II,

It was immaculate, the house was just a super bane and the
people were immaculate people • • • it was in the LaSalle area where
I grew up and I wanted to stay ••••
There was a baseball diamond
there and they played Little League. It wae really nice.
I'd haul
the kids down there when the league was playing and I'd tell 1119son,
"you' 11 play Little -League someday." We loved the house. I redid
the baBement, , •• w'e remodeled the bathroom a little
bit upstairs ·
and wallpapered the kitchen. •••
It -was a close-knit
neighborhood,
everyone got along.
If they were going to the store, they called
and asked if we needed anything, , •• They'd come over and have
coffee and invite you over to swim in their pool,
( Relocated

The long-term residents
settled,

typically

Indeed , only 2 of 28 families

lived in their
moving away.
residents.

Resident of 9 Years, Rings I and II)

saw themselves as permanently
in the entire

eample who had

hanee for 12 yeare or longer voiced aey interest
Their banes had special

in ever

meaning for these long-term
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TABLE6
Childhood Residenoe, By Stratum {Number of families where
one or more adults grew up • in the Love Canal area).
Relooated
Rings I & II

Ring III
Remaining

Relocated
Ring III

Childhood Residence
Proximate to L/C

16

3

5

Childhood Residence
Not Proximate to L/C

12

16

11

28

19

16

Total

TABLE7
Current

or Pre-Retirement Oooupational
of Read of Household,

Relocated
Rings I & II

Status

By Stratum.
Relocated
Ring III

Ring III
Remaining

Semi- Professional

0

3

0

White Collar

6

5

3

Blue Collar

21

9

12

1

2

1

28

19

16

None•
Total

*Widowed, separated

and divorced

bCIIDemakersnot in paid labor

-

force.
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We finished

a couple or rooms in the basement.
We built a
bedroom down there.
I had Girl Soout ~roops for quite awhile before
the kids got bigger,
I used it for a meeting room•• , , It was our
house right from the beginning,
Nobody else had ever lived there.
We got pretty attached to it, that's
for sure.
It bad hardwood
floors,
it was just beautiful.
, •• You know, it was all paid off.
( Relooated

Resident

of 24 Years, Ring III)

family built the house; it was the house I grew up in,
I
never really thought about living aeywhere else.
It was a beautiful.
house.
Yes, we did .work on it,
We had the house in the middle; we
had two empty lots and the kids loved it for a baseball area.
We
put up a privacy fence all the way around; we finished remodelling ·
and we built a nic e garage, •••
We knew everybody around there • •
• , It was a nice ·neighborhood.
You could leave things out, I would
say right out.
Everybody looked out for everybody . els e . Very
We had sane good neighbors;
friendly neighborhood where I lived.
We had ooffee clatchea and quite a
kid s had a lot or friends there.
number of times, we had people in,
we•d party at Christl!las and New
Years.
My

(Relooated

Resident

or 17 Years,

Rings I and II)

So I got a good price.
We liked it here,
It' a nice here,
It
still
is, even though the families did move out.
It's quiet here,
clean , • • and everybody was remodeling their homes, making th eir
homes look a lot prettier,
, •• It was a nice neighborhood, it
seemed like everybody minded their own business.
It was enough to
say, •good morning,• •good afternoon,"
•• , But they kept their
lawns up snd everything looked beautiful
around here.
(Remaining Resident

Virtually

all

or th e families

in commonwith maey middle-class
ownership,
their

we interviewed

to their

lives

oommitments to them.

as financial

investments,

and served also as a location

family-based

autonomy,

for the expression

For sane,

of mobility

their

the meaning of home

of how long they had owned

homes or whether they had long-term

homes were central

held a set of values

Americans regarding

Thi e was the case regardless

of 13 Years)

and sooio-emotional

for the exeroise

houses also provided

aspirations,

Their

Tbe convergence

of
a oontext
of all
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these values was reflected

in tbe on-going expemliture

time and money on home maintenance
in the quoted material
In contrast
material

reveals

and improvement so amply illustrated

above.

to the (l()IIIIDOnalitieeof home ownerShiP, the quoted
SC111ethingof the markedly different

people established

to their

neighbors

and their

valued the immerltate neighborhood for its
cordial
large

distance

maintained

number of their

on-going,

others,

social

and interdependency

neighborhood ties

different

Many

Rather,

ohi .ldren.

relationships

enoanpassing

household

to a

ties

others

neighbors.

families,

built

some degree

And for still
These

-- further

characterizes

status,

educational

attainnent

as factory

In almost balf

suob as teaching,

representation

in the Love

(24 of 63) of all

blue-collar

workers (Table

There is,
among the Ring III

(8 of 19) of theae families,

accounting,

sales,

a nd

(42 of 63) ·are

occupations,

head of houi,ehold is employed in a white-collar
occupation,

the area.

in our study are overwhelmingly

white-collar

of ever

is another

demarcate the population

from blue-collar

.substantial
families.

patterns

of the beads of households

employed in or retired

relocated

that

whose heads are employed primarily
two-thirds

or expectations

in neighboring

variability

The families

Indeed,

nonetheless,

of residence

-- occupational

composition

Canal area.

length

this variability

Other factors

one-third

formed casual

through their

with their

Sane

and for tbe

were synoilfl!IOUSwith kin ties.

to a family's

example of the general

7).

neighborhood.

that

ways of being "at home• in the neighborhood have no particular

relationship
moving.

kinds of ties

respectability

by neighbors.

neighbors

adult-centered

of intimacy

of discretionary

the

or semi-professional
etc.

More· than

of the heads of householda have or bave had
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in one or another ot the local

enduring careers
(Table 8).

Predictably,

oooupat1onal

atatua

sObool graduate;

educational

(Table 9).
the minority

attainment

with college

relocated

with the age ditterenoes

aoro.ss strata

of families

still

education

from Ring III.

with

discussed

are clustered

Finally,
earlier,

This stands in Sharp contrast

eligibility

the great
living

for relocation

to the relocated

in

in keeping

remaining in the area bad no children

in the household at the time of their
10).

is consistent

The modal adult re.!lident 1.s a high

the stratum or residents

majority

chemical industrie.s

families,

(Table
very few

of wh0111
were without Oblldren at home at the time of relocation.
Our disoussion

here of .social,

demographic and geographic

variations

in the Love Canal area is not meant to imply profound

divergence

between and among families.

u differenoes

in degree rather

Theae variations

than differences

fundamental homogeneity of our research
generallY
central

oommonstation

own identity.

formally,
that

oonsensus on the
in turn,

own boundaries

were manifeat,

mere nuanoea.

charaoteristios

between families

Yet, differences

the reactions

at leut
facilities

backdrop of oommun1ty

and acroas the atrata

as well 88 similarities

of the Love Canal population

role in determining
to the possible

Againat this

can be

and a seMe of

by the ohurObes, aObools, Shopping and recreational

and commonality, differences
88

in their

Cohesion and interdependency

Tbe

is suggested by their

This consensus,

a community, with its

"belonged" to the neighborhood.

appear

in kind.

population

and verified

themes and concerns of life.

seen as oonstituting
its

in life

are best viewed

in the

were to play an important

and decisions

of families

hazard posed by the chemical landtUl

in response

in their

midst,
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TABLE8

Chemical Industry Careers AmongHeade of Households, By Stratum.
· Ring III

Relocated
Rings I & II

Relocated
Ring III

Career Employmentin
.Chemical Industry

9

7

8

Non-Career Employment
in Chemical Industry

2

3

lj

No Employment Ever
in Chemical Industry

17

9

4

28

19

16

Total

~ema1n1ng

. .

,

..
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TABLE9
Education

.

.

.

Relocated
. Rings I a; II
Male Female

Less Than 12 Years

. ~"
r

.

.

.

of Bead · of Household and Spouse, B;' Gtfnder and Stratum,

4

4

..

Relocated
Ring III
Male Female

0

0

Ring III
Remaining
Male Female

5

5

'

Twelve Years•

17

17

8

10

6

7

Some Co.llege

3

3

2

3

2

2

Colle ge Graduate

0

2

5

5

0

0

No Spouse

4

2

4

0

3

2

Total

28

28

19

18••

16

16 ,

• Inoludea General EQUivalenoy Degree.
••one respondent educated abroad,

,,

..

•

'
•

'
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'.

TABLE10
Children Ever Born and Dependent Children Eligible
for Pennanent Relocation fran Love canal, By Stratum,

Relocated
Ringe I & II
L/C
Ever
Born
Child,

Relocated
Ring III
Ever
L/C
Born
Child,

Ring III
Remaining
Ever
L/C
Born
Child,

2

5

0

4

2

14

One or Two

10

10

11

11

4

0

Three or Four

15

12

3

3

10

2

Five or Hore

1

1

5

1

0

0

28

28

19

19

16

16

3

2

.2

2

3

0

None

Total
Median

•
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THESOCIALCONSTRUCTION
OF DISASTER
Although the events at Love Canal have frequently
been referred
•

to as constituting

officially

declared there,

prevailing

policy- or social

Suob definitions
origins

agent.

of earthquakes,

population
disasters

definitions

was never

of disaster.

Notwithstanding obvious differences
tornadoes,

and they "strike"

(Wallace, 1956).

to

from "acts of God," which bave their

floods,

etc.,

in the

their

according to a predictable

witb a measurable spatial

impact on a human

The sources (or constructions)

of sucb

and the parameters of damage to persons and property are more

or less self-evident.

Social consensus around the legitimacy

need for immediate relief
of federal

science-based

hurricanes,

sources are uncontrollable
temporal progression

disaster

nor do tbose events conform precisely

derive primarily

in a natural

features

a disaster , in fact,

and popularly

intervention,

and rehabilitation,
follows readily.

of tbe

including the likelihood
The assumption that only the

impact, but not the occurrence of Jiaaster

itself,

dominated policy and research .

baa been an emphasis on the

study of post-disaster
individual

The result

behavior,

and organizational

planning and preparedness (see,
Barton, 1969; Bates, 1963;

can be controlled

social

and physical reconstruction,

functioning

as well aa pre-disaster

for example, Baker and Chapman, 1962;

Dynes, 1974; Quarantelli

1979; White and Haas, 1975; Wright and Rossi, 1981).

and Tierney,

has

and

... .
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In important
itself

respects,

with the clarity

chemicals

the situation

that

attends

with known toxic affects

undeniable,
in places

as well,

deetruction
values,

It is al so undeniable

commonly associated

limited

population

within

to fetal

of physical

two, therefore,
response

fran this

was prescribed

to the declared

might be more extensive,
forward on the basis
and well-being

That

residents,
wae

emergency

only a probable

riek

of

development for a small

geographical

area.

The

area of pregnant wanen and children
as the appropriate

emergency.

allowed for the possibility

did not occur,

harm or injury

childhood

a narrowly circumscribed

temporaey evacuation

of property

The 2 Auguet 1978 health

and early

physical

harmed or injured

by NYSOOH
Commissioner Whalen cited
duration

health

risk

was

haneowners ie

the actual

disasters

at Love Canal had physically

from the beginning.

declared

that

1s

of tbe landfill

chemicals

fran the lowering

with natural

or placed them at widespread
uncertain

way to the surface

of sane specific

as distinct

That there were
in the landfill

That the presenoe of toxic

of property,

the conditions

disasters,

to humans present

confirmed in and/or on the property
undeniable

natural

That they had made their
1s undeniable,

at Love Canal did not present

that

in neither . instance

of residents,

measure in

While the emergency declaration

the boundaries

of any official

relief

under

and magnitude of risk

did permanent relocation

declaration

that

the physical

were imperiled

generally,

go

by the

chemicals.
·•

In contrast,
a destructive

then,

to natural

event bas ocourred,

disasters,
the nature

which leave no doubt that
of

what, exactly,

at Love Canal was, and continues

to be, highly ambiguous.

visible

to which the larger

event or impact occurred

society

occurred

First,

no

or the
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community 9.!Yl.community could bear witness.

Second, the assertion

, , .. ,
.'

by

NYSOOH
that an emergency eXisted in the area did not (and, indeed, could
not) derive from comprehensive dooumentation of the exact impact of
chemical exposure on the population.

The circumstances

were such that no real evidence, either
expert-based,

at Love Canal

self-ascertained

confirmed the occurrence of a disaster.

or
Neither was there

evidence to disconfirm the ocourrenoe of a disaster.

Indeed, the

possibility

prevailed

that life-threatening

neigbbood had been strongly
recognized

conditions

suggested by officials

in the

and clearly

by citizens.

In situations
all;

disaster

of natural

disaster,

the consequences are obvious to

it is not incumbent on af"fected populations

consequences, although individuals

may exhibit

to identify

those

a wide range of responses

;

.,

to them (Wolfenstein,
always essential

1977).

as a justifiostion

commonsense situations,
the situation

Nonetheless,

or basis for social

such as natural

and whatever actions
than self-conscious

Canal, hwever,

each family found itself

of having to arrive

significance

or desirability

the cbanicals

of relocation,

were.

to be
At Love

conoerning the
Confronting either

t he

families were required to
impact of

there were no independent

on which to achieve consensus among individuals

the consequences actually

of

The consequenoes of the chemicals

were not only less than fully visible,

criteria

the definition

about the actual or potential

on their well-being.

In

in the unusual and difficult

at its own decision

coherent perspectives

action.

{Scott and Lyman, 1968).

of the presenoe of the Chemicals.

possibility
articulate

disasters,

of motive are

follow from it are likely

inchoate rather

position

vocabularies

The information

available

regarding what
to them i~

•
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this decision-making
contradictory.

process was fragmentary,

Clearly,

framed in reference
their

this

to natural

understandings

substantially

that the construction

attitudes

and values.

of disaster

It is in

at Love Canal was

based,

focus of this
the residents,

the situation

social

themselves,

This is unequivocally

science researcher

that the residents,
continue

people come to believe

The salient

analy sis of beliefs

constructed
concrete

that

questions

in the usual sense,

confronted

and

become, then, what have
for their

that have shaped those beliefs.
held by our respondents,

of a situation

event as a foundation

of

not, and cannot be, a

impact,

and remaining,

bel iefs are not fictions;

definition

the experiences

about the meaning of the chemicals

and what are the factors

to recognize

attendent

the

is faced with the same problem of proof

))<>threlocated

to confront.

following

at Love Canal organized

study in the same w~ that it organized

study of a disast er event and its

lives

Of' necesaity,

had to be constructed

and explanations

The ambiguity surrounding

Any

process of understanding

forces was unavailable,

in terms of experiences,

sense , then,

socially

an unself-oonsoious

evolving and sanetimes

indeed,

In the

it is important
a socially

is no less powerful than a

for action

(Thomas, 1931).

•
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BELIEF SYSTEMS

The language the members of these families
obemioal migration
of belief

rather

reoognized

than the certain

language of knowledge.

that they oou.ld not speak with authority

basing their

process,

of chemicals in their

others,

of what they knew

therecord"
issued

organizations.

effects

on their

media coverage,

official

..

by

grass-roots

to

presence

their

own heal.th and the health

remarks of officials,

The oredibility

or data

or the

perceptions

own banes and in the banes of others,

reports,

declarations

sources

They

of what they thought they knew,

they drew on their

or obemioal

test

the •off

language

asses1J1Dents on what they saw in the evidence available

In this

perceptions

about

and risk was overwhelmingly the oondi tional

but they oou.ld speak with oonviction

them.

used in talking

of

and declarations,

reports

and the reports

and

neighborhood and other OOCDmunity
assigned

by

families

often varied with the social

an<!

to these different

demo~aphic

realities

of the household,
Each family interviewed
provisional

truth

by the ohem_icals. .

conoerlling the actual
In ..this regard,

the scope and the seriousness
easily
struggle

arrived

at.

was able to offer with reasonable

As

about bot.h .

These opinions were not

each reveals

uncertainty

and the

On the one hand, there are those who

believe the oontamination ·was probably limited
.
.
.
aeriouantas.

hazfrd represented

they expressed opinions

of the problem.

expressed,

with contradiction.

and potential

clarity

Suoh familie-s tended to locate

.

.

in soope and of minimal
aey existing

problems in

a
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the immediate area of the landfill
allegations

of a link between health

and to question

the credibility

of

and chemical exposure.

Wedon't see really any reason for it.
We think it's a bunch
of hogwash. Black Creek is 1tf!J backyard, it's a lot line, and I've
spent a lot of time down in the creek and I never got any skin rasb.
We've had so much wildlife,
too •••
I got poison ivy, that's all.
soboois of fish, ·rabbits.
They tell us, now that everybody's gone,
on the next creek
there are deer. • • .• They didn't have to come .
.
down this far with the boundary.
I don• t think there was any
migration of chemicals ••••
The reason they bad them move (out of
Rings I and II) was to trench their backyards in order to put the
piping in •. • , ., There might have been a very fw with health
problems there, ·but I tbink there's more than a few that are trying
to .get something
for
nothing,
make
this . a great big issue.
Not only
,
t. .
.
.
.
for their property, but everything else.
I mean, health-wise,
they're
everything . .. on the. ' chemicals,
. . .blaming
.
: .
(Remaining
·.
. Resident of 24 Years)
Well, in our area there was ·none. We never even thought of it,
It's probably at the s9uth end but we were . at the .north end. • • . •
So maybe just on · the south end~ Maybe there · may have been something
seeping through. . Maybe. If they . bro_l<:ethe cap or whatever they
did. · They knew what was there •• , • The area right there and the
people that ar .e right . there, go ahead, move them out, because of the
smell alone,
But this became mass hysteria down there,
Every
little
illness that came up they blamed it on the chemicals •••
,
You find this every place. · You find that one person's looking for
something, . trying to make a . name for themselves, just wants to get
things stirred up·.
( Relocated

Other residents
of .contamination
.
plausible
health

agreed with those quoted above that

lay .proximate
to the .canal,
.

.and likely

within

Resident of 19 Years, Rings I and II)

the boundaries

but they thought it both

that the .,obemicals consj,titut ·ed a serious

threat

..
to

those _boundaries.

I can't say they .exaggerated or whatever because I d_on' t know
the ·evidence.
·The immediate neighbors that we had never said
anyth:l,ng. I think some people may have exaggerated a little
bit • ,
• but not on our side,
I ' imagine there might have been all sorts of
things because there are a few people (I work with) that live on the
street behind 96th, going out that way. I heard them telling

,
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stories about trees and stuff like that or just the slush that was
always in their backyard. • • • I don• t lqlow about Ring III • • • I
think it would have been hard to stay, you would have been putting
pressure on yourself,
It got to a point, you didn't know what was
going to happen if you didn't move, , • , I don't think it was a
matter of just neighbors putting pressure on people to move. That
was not the case. Not on our street, but on 99th Str eet ••••
I'm
talking about Ring I, I don• t know about the outside houses. • • • I
don't think it's affected adults as muoh as it's affected kids.
Kids played in it •••
• I think a lot of people were emotional but
I'm not saying that all those chemicals couldn't have caused some
sort of deformity or whatever the children suffered, •••
It's
possible.
It was never a matter of health for us. Maybe if we bad
stayed longer, who knows what might have happened, • • • If others
had stayed, I would have stayed, if they hadn't put the fence up.
(Relocated Resident of 6 Years, Rings I and II)

I still don't think it's dangerous, other than 99th Street.
Yea, matter of fact, I would never have lived on 99th Street.
No, I
didn't have a sense that people up closer were in real danger ••••
99th Street, no, I wouldn't live there because it is right on top of
Love Canal and I would not want to build in that particular
neighborhood. And the n, this stuff is going to travel, I imagine,
eventually , but I oertainly wouldn't want to live that close to it.
I respect chemicals, they're all right in their place, but I
wouldn't want to live next .door to them, Over a long period of
time, yes, anything is dangerous, anything is toxic •• , • You
breathe something other than air and there's going to be some
changes in you. So living next door to a dl.lllpis not my idea of a
good living ••••
In other words, I would never have moved on 99th
or 98th. Well, of course •••
between 96th and 98th and 100th, far
as I was concerned, was a no man's land,
(Remair.ing Resident of 23 Years)

The majority of respondents constituted
These families

and final,

group.

are disposed to believe that chemical migration is

widespread throughout the entire
Ring III .

a third,

All of the families

area encompassed by the boundaries of
holding t his position

opinion that serious heal th riSks and effects
the migration of the chemicals,

are also of the

in all likelihood

.It §b,oul<,I
.rutnoted,

ll.2 .PM

parallel

.ll th1§

study viewe<,1
tll.!. chemicals simultaneously u widespread with minimal

effects.
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I don't think anybody realized what was being d1.111ped
there or
what harm it could probably do••••
The city's practically
surrounded with ohemioals, the dumps are all around ••••
In the
la s t 10, 12 or 15 years, this stuff has really started to migrate,
Their argument always has been that there was a clay cap there.
A
clay cap is fine, it might seal sanething from the top but acyone
that• s familiar with clay or any kind of dirt knows that when you
get a hot sun baking on it, it oracks •••
, Tbis is where all your
fissures come fran ••••
Then eventually, it could conceivably
migrate to the extent that it bas •• , so if the barrels rot,
there's nothing to contain it, •••
Initially,
I think they
inoluded the Ring III area because I think they had some idea that
the chemicals had migrated to Black Creek, •• but they didn't know
to what extent, in other words, bow heavy a concentration is there •
• • • Black Creek, there, •••
the first five or seven years [we
were here], in that creek in the spring, you'd see the pike, The
Great Northern Pike would coate up the creek and spawn and then go
back out to the river, , , , Then you never Sill! them af1Ymore, and we
used to get this foul odor off the creek back there, •••
OUr oat
just died, we didn't know of what, we thought she must have gotten
into that water. Her mouth had all that cancer, She was about
seven years old, • , • The first one was that young lad, remember?
They lived right over there in back of Black Creek, Their boy died
quite suddenly. , , they just oouldn't explain it, , • , That was
even before they expected contamination, , • , Yea, and then there
was another couple who loet their six year old boy the 11&meway, I
think be played in the Black Creek, too. , • , My son likes where ht
l ives now. Of course, be' a muoh younger and they bad planned to
move out eventually a!'IYW&Y,And be probably allould have gotten out.
• • • Some young people won<lere<Iwhether they shoUld have children.
( Rema1111n&
Reaident of 24 Year•)

And I think the moat important queetion that l)tople a11k1 they
always ask, 'w,11, how do the ohem1oal1 at'feot your f&111Uy?
1 Tbat
really has nothing to do with it 1 becauee having two obildren, and
living in that neighborhood, we bad no obo:Loe, :tou bad to get out
cf there whether the ohecnioal1 affected us or not. You oannot live
a good, happy life always wondering, •• , To me, :Lt wa, a proven
faot that the first two r1ll8a got out beoauae ot the ohe1111oala,but
with all those underground awalea and atutf, it waa just a matter or
time before it started aeel)ing your WIY•. , • The raot 1a, when you
listen to what the obemioale oan do to you and the amo11ntof time it
takes, you cannot give a direct answer and aay, ':tis, I developed
oenoer from it, ' Twenty years t'r0111now, I don• t lcnow if I develop
cancer if it's t'r0111the Love Canal, but I'll feel a lot better
knowing that I'm out of there,
You can't faoe your obildren twenty
years down the line when they both be00a11sterile,
or they have
cancer, or something lil<e that and thtY aay, ' Well, why d1dn1 t you
a boundary there,
There art
move froJB there? 1 , • , They can• t dt-1111
e0111enatural bo11ndarie1 they could have foll\:11/td to a des:r••• • ,
• I think the oheGlicala are there,
I tlbinl< tilt only tbing they oan
conceivably do 1s knock down the houses and fence it all up and
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leave it as a non-residential
area,
Even then, those chemicals are
still going to leach out to a certain degree.
,

(Relocated

As might be supposed,

the majority

Rings I and II and were, therefore,
affected

by the first

Resident of 8 Years, Ring III)

(75%) of those who lived in

both adjacent

emergency declaration,

to the landfill

believe

the contlllllination was probably widespread and that
was probably serious
proportion

(Table 11).

Interestingly

(79%} of those residents

share the same perception
contamination.

Clearly,

concerning

that

though, an equal

in Ring III who elected

alone, is not a major factor

beliefs,

(This conclusion

is strengthened

relocated

Ring III families,

just referred

numbers both above and below Colvin Blvd,,

opinions

as to its

seriousness.

geography is not a factor
families

is equally

(data not shown).
who believed
risk

is limited,

distributed
Finally,

to, resided

in about equal

data not shown.) Also, as we
believe

it is reasonable
to their

the total

residential

number of remaining

to the north and south of Colvin Blvd,

it is worth noting that all of the families

Given the known toxicity

that people would believe
migration.

that

although they have varying

the chemicals were widespread thought that their

to heal th was serious,

intrinsic

by the fact that the

For this group, as well,

in belief;

residential

determining

(81%) of the remaining families

the scope of contamination

to relocate

the scope and risk of the

then, within the Love Canal area,

the majority

the scope of

the risk to health

proximity to the landfill,

might expect,

and

that serious

probable

of the chemicals,
risk was
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·.

TABLE11
Beliefs Regardicg Probable Scope of Chemical Contamination
and Probable Extent of Risk to Health, By Stratum.

Ring III
Remaining

Scope/Risk

Relocated
Rings I & II

Relocated
Ring III

Widespread/
Serious

21

15

3

Widespread/
Minimal

0

0

0

Limited/
Serious

3

3

9

Limited/
Minimal

4

1

4

Total

28

19

16
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The high correlation
probable seriousness,

between perceptions

in conjunction

the wisdom of framing further
perceptions

of scope alone.

of probable scope and

with the small case base, suggests

demographic analysis

in terms of

(Of course, this high correlation

probably particular

to Love Canal;

between perceptions

of probable scope and probable seriousess

to vary for natural

and .man-made disasters

rare disasters
addition,

the magnitude of correlations
is likely

as well as for frequent and

and for slowly evolving as opposed to sudden events.)

sever.al factors

indicate

variables

the significance

for the formation of beliefs.

First,

of
regardless

whether a given household chose to relocate,

all famUies in Ring III

share a commonhistory

residence outside the

with respect

to their

boundaries of Rings I and II, and the conditions
eligibility

for perm.anent relocation.

histories

and experiences

Ring III famUies,
course,

differences

decided to relocate
apparently

related

did eventually

and timing of

in Rings I and II,

emerge among these families

and demographic factors.

factors

function to differentiate

population
relocate?

How, taken together,

and, subsequently,

did beliefs

Of

as some

These decisions

what remains to be seen are the ways in whieh beliefs
demographic factors,

then, those of

are more Sim.liar than dissimilar.

while others have remained,
to both beliefs

of

Com.paredto the relocation

of families

taken together,

In

the logic of combining the two Ring

III samples for the purposes of considering
structural

is

were

However,

are inform.ad by
and dem.ographic

an otherwise undifferentiated

to influence

the deOision to remain or to
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COMPONENTS
OF BELIEF: DEMOGRAPHIC
FACTORS

The differences
II,

between the experiences

compared to those in Ring III,

of families

and the effects

on the relationship

between beliefs

especially

in the case of education.

apparent

education

and the beliefs

contamination
I and II,

initially

families

widespread

that

highest

level

though,

the belief

by either
patterns.

spouse.

that

contamination.

(Table 12).

chemical contamination

achieved

by either

widespread

Alternatively,

In Ring III,

possible

education

is more

had been attained

interpretations

is not reliably

with beliefs

was the

chemical contamination

in which some college

education

spouse.

In Rings

was probably

those where a high school education

There are several

Love Canal population

size

believe

in probable

between

hold about the scope of chemical

somewhat ananalous

It may be that

are

The relationship

appears

of education

often held by families

of those differences

and demographic factors

families

are more often

in Rings I and

of these

associated

in the

about the scope of chemical

the discrepancy

may be due to the small

of the sample or to some form of bias in the sample as a result

the problem of attrition
patterns

discussed

Or, the seemingly ananalous

earlier.

may not be anomalous at all.

In Rings I and II,

pre11ented with what they took to be an official
gravity
chemicals

of the situation,
might,

for relocation,

indeed,

which included
have migrated

They were required

of

residents

definition

the suggestion

were

of the
that

beyond the boundaries

merely to oonour in that

and to as11ess its

plausibility,

It is also the case that

younger families,

they had oome of age in an era of growing

the
established
definition

as typically
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TABLE12

Beliefs Regarding Probable Soope of Chemical Contam1nat1on,
By Education and Location ( Probable scope by highest
educational atta1trnent of either spouse and ring location),

Relocated
Ringa I & II
H.s. Grad,
Some Coll,/
Or Lesa
Coll, Grad,

Scope
Limited
Widespread
Total

Remaining & Relocated
Ring III
H,S. Grad,
Some Coll,/
Or Less
Coll. Grad,

4

3

14

3

17

4

8

10

21

7

22

13

Q

- , 52

,71

TABLE13

Beliefs Regarding Probable Scope of Chemical Contamination,
By Occupation and Location ( Probable scope by chemical
industry career of head of household and ring location),

Scope
Limited
Widespread
Total
Q

Relocated
Rings I & II
Che:nioal Industry Career

Remaining & Relocated
Ring III
Chemical Industry Career

No

Yea

No

Yea

4

3

9

8

15

6

13

7

19

9

20

15

-,30

-,25
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enviro11nental awareness which has become increasingly
social

class lines

attainment.

In Ring III,

declaration
this

and is no longer necessarily

based in educational

about the scope of contaminatio11t the · burden of assessing

that the college

independent

evaluation

Formal education
conceivably

residents

bomei:Mner, Given this situation,

with higher education.

is not, of course,
beliefs

the only kind of education

n1C1berof Love Canal

who worked tor maey years in the cheinioal industry,

expect these people to claim an independent

the chemicals is examined in relationship

substantial
limited.

industry
The reader

strength

experience

The two major lif&-cycle

industry.

is umuestionably
factors,

age

for those near retirement

also,

any disruption

residential

security

sense of well-being.

in established
constitutes

m1n1mal.

and household compoiution,

to beliefs,

drain on 11.m.ited resources

as

the Q values ·indicate · tllat the

on beliefs.

potential

For both

to view the scope of oontwnation

exert a strong influence
is twofold:

in the scope of'

tendency for those who had

should note that

of these relationships

for

to whether or not the head of

employment in the ob•ical.
greater

one might

basis in experience

In Te.ble 131 belief

judging the scope of contamination.

there is a slightly

that

about the scope of chemical

Indeed, given the substantial

household bad career

it is

educated more often embarked on the kind of

often associated

influences

contamination.

groups,

across

in the absenoe of aey authoritative

rested with the individual

possible

pervasive

The importance of age, in relation

is a threat
pat"rns

or in retiroent,
to financial

of sociability

any

stability;
allll

a major erosion of tbe indiv:l.dual'a

For tbese rea sons, then, we would expeot older

people to be less disposed

than younger to viewing their

neighborhood as
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widely contaminated

with chemicals,

And, indeed,

Younger people race a different

financial

eeolll'ity ·, the welfare · of their

expected . to have priority .
UIMilling

over such other worries,

to tolerate

childr e n• s envirol'lllent,
when assessing

the presence

with the 81Dbigu1ty of the aituation

chemicals

expressed

could very well be widespread

to be lilllited,

'This pattern

of belief

i n their

.

; : :,

in their

is present.

that

thus,

risk

judgments

When faced

at Love Canal , parental

in the belief

can be

are,

of gratuitous

that .such risk

a.bout

children

Parents

They tend to · be conservative

the probability
.

is understandably

set of problems owing to their

Altliough tliey are · not immune to worries

or residlintial

generally

this

in both groups (Table 14).

is the case tor residents

oonoerns aa ~rents.

in large measure,

conl!tlrva;tism

the boundaries

of the

sinoe they have not been proven
is seen to be very striking

in

Table 15.
As we indicated
demographic factors

earlier,

in _affecting

Table 16 $bows clearly
household

we expect beliefs

that

the decision

the. _presence

.

in scope is powerfully

relocate.

As the table

indicates,

category

have relocated

families

who have no dependent

contamination
age, beliefs

are similarly
that

in this

..

of the decision

.

category .

are
to

in this

Conversely , 12 of the 13
"

'.

in the home and who view the

In Table 17,

examined simultaneously,

the scope of the chemicals

111111tedhave general lY tended to remain;
15 families

the chemicals

12 of the 13 families

children

or to remain.

remain in th e ir Love Canal homes.

and relocation

Older people who believe

that

predictive

fl'aJl Ring III .

as limited

_to relocate

of . de1?.9ndent chil .dren in a

combined with a family' a belief

widespread

to work in concert with

this

is probably

1a the case for 12 of the

And 9 of the 10 younger families

who
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TABLB14

Beliefs

Regarding Probable Scope of Chemical Contamination,
By Age and Looation ( Probable scope by age
of bead of household an<! ring location).
Relooated
Rings I & I I
Age

Under 50

Scope

50 or Older

Remaining & Relocated
Ring II I
Age
50 or Older
Under 50

3

4

2

15

Widespread

16

5

10

8

Total

19

9

12

23

Limited

- .81

-.62

Q

TABLB15

Beliefs
Regarding Probabl e Scope of Chemical Contamination,
By Household Composition and Looation (Probable scope by
presence of dependent children
an<! ring location).

Scope

Relocated
Rings I & I I
Dependent Children
No
Yes

Remaining & Relocated
Ring I II
Depende nt Children
No

Yes

Limited

5

2

13

4

Widespread

0

21

5

13

Total

5

23

18

17

Q

1 .o

.79
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TABLE 16

Relocation Status, By Beliefs Regarding Probable Scope of
Chemical Contamination, Presence of Dependent Children
and Location (Ring III only).

Relocation Status
Remaining

Presence of Dependent Children
No
Yes
Scope of Contamination
Scope of Contamination
Limited
Widespread
Limite d
Widespread
12

2

1

1

Relocated

1

3

3

12

Total

13

5

4

13

Q

.89

.6 0

TABLE 17

Relocation Status, By Beliefs Regarding Probable Scope of
Chemical Contamination, Age and Location (Ring III only).
Age

Relocation Status

·..

Under 50
Scope of Contamination
Limited
Widespread

50 or Older

Scope of Contamination
Limited
Widespread

Remaining

1

1

12

2

Relocated

1

9

3

6

Total

2

10

15

8

Q

.80

,8 5
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the chemicals could be pervasive

believe

these two tables

suggests

that

than youth in influencing
In contrast,

age rather

powerful factor

their

thus far,

to believe

that

in their

parents

the ir children

aimed at achieving

In each of these instances,

with belief
relocation
believes

homes are in jeopardy.

pattern
priority

Either

in a highly ambiguous context.
shown in Tables 16 and 17.

the oonvergenoe of the demographic factor
to correctly

predict

the family's

In .Table 16, one family with dependent children

in their

is probablY extensive

however, this family reported

of children

During the

that they had sold their

same young family is the apparent
of relationships

and continues,

home·1n the Love Canal area.

and were in the process of bui lding another outside
17, this

can 111

of an eminently rational

to the patterns

that . ch«nical migration
to live

their

are not in jeopardy,

in the table failed

status.

nonetheless,
interview,

status

that

of dependent children,

resolution

There are six exceptions

which can be

have at stake in

to believe

vantage point can be seen as tbe result
calculus

concerning the scope of the

to what families

investments

most especially

We may specula te,

demographic factors,

Older people can ill-afford

Younger people,

in younger families.

to remain,

that beliefs

by certain

emotional and financial

afford

older families

as a shorthand reference

lives.

decision

is more powerful

than the absence of childr en appears as the more

chemicals are mitigated
understood

A comparison of

the presence or· children

the relocation

encouraging

based on the analysis

have moved.

exception

among age, beliefs

the city .

n status.

to relocate

confirmed in the experiences

of two of the three older families

17 who moved.

conviction

Despite

their

that

In Table
.'

to the predicted

and relocatio

over age in shaping t he decision

home

The
is

in Table

chemical contamination

was
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not widespread,
depopulated
these

their

ceigbborhood

families

17.

contamination

informed their

couple with no children

was probably

decision

confined

to rel~oate,

grown children

strongly

about the probable

long-term

as a social

Parenthetically,
by Ring III families

to Rings I and II.

demoralized

friendship

the strength

families

Twelve of these

their

and, most

by the deterioration

ties

implicated

families

not shown),

a.re, t h erefore , accustomed to living

worlds,

This suggests

who relied

chemical

In explaining

values;

of the

experienced

in their

the tie

that

report

have not characterized

over the yea.rs (data

isolation

that

they were apprehensive

ParadoXically,

families

relationships.

of

that

binds

who have no plans to move is the absenoe of

neighbors.

the neighborhood

than families

The third

considerations:

of the neighboring

appears to be curiously

bonds with neighbors

the residential

in a

community,

to remain or to relocate,

the t 3 remaining

three

declin e in property

neighborhood

to their

to move.

at home believes

urged them to move;

they were extremely

ties

well-being

decisions

they stressed

importantly,

decisions

children's

appears as an anomaly in Table 16, as well as in Tabl e

This older

their

conoern for their

their

soOial or

lives

in

The remaining

in highly

they may be somewhat better

1l2Jposed by massive relocation
more heavi ly on close-knit

that

privatized
able to endure
out of the area

neighboring
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THE COMPONENTS
OF EV!DENCE: EXPERIENCEAND INFORMATION

The analysis

offered in the preceding section

that demographic variables
hold about tbe risk posed
demographic factors

impact substantiallY

attempted to show

on the beliefs

toxic wastes at Love Canal.

by

did not, of themselves,

people

Of course,

determine or cause beliefs.

Rather, they provided the framework within which individuals
and evaluat&d evidenoe fran which to form those beliefs.

sought out

While beliefs

themselves are anchored in a base of experience and information,
experience and information,

in turn,

evidence within an interpretive
of the different
process

by

wbich their

differentially
Structural

families

structure.

attentiveness

beliefs

were formed.

and the desire

to information

itself

by

in several w~s the
Structural

factors
place.

for evidenoe shaped both access and ·

m

perceptions

Although structural

which evidenoe is translated

is inherently

situations

for evidence in the first

and experience

relevance of those as evidence.
the process

1J).e various life

undoubtedlY affected

encouraged the desire
factors

are perceived and understood as

of the

factors

into beliefs,

constrain

the process

interpretive.

This idea that in such areas of group life the independent variable
automatioallY exercises its influenoe on the dependent variable is,
it seems to me, a basic fallacy.
There is a process of definition
intervening between the events of experienoe presupposed by the
independent variable and the formed behavior represented by the
dependent variable ••••
This intervening interpretation
is
essential to the outcome. It gives the meaDing to the presentation
that sets the response. Because of the integral position of the
defining process between the two variables, it becomes necessary, it
seems to me, to incorporate the process in the account of the
relat1onsb1P,
(Blumer, 1956:687)

•
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This •process

of definition•

interviews

collected

the history

of their

canal,

is well illustrated

for this study.

own thinking

and their

the chemicals and health.
acoounts invariablY

Family members were asked about

knowledge of the presence of chemicals in the

the development of their

scope of llligration.

in the in-depth

about the seriousness

evaluatio113 of the relationship

In addition

drew on their

to their

pronouncements made by others,

including

friends,

representatives

industry,

the acade~,

understanding
essential,

of goverment,
of the influence

of course,

originate

of all

individual

families,

experiences
•~thing

and outcomes.

particularly

•xperiences

They

of families

families

orgall1zat1011.

All such families,

organized into

categories

oont111ination.
oategori•••

below for selected

in the study,

to events at Love Canal,

been identified

and beliefs

both

were chosen to represent

by

modal

included

The criteria

established

requirements

that each

role in a gras-s-roots

the majority

were finallY

band 011 the maximumfeaeible

and

political

in the study, were then

based on geographic location,

families

they were

that stood in specific

about the scope and seriousness

Individual

Rather,

the random sampling procedures,

that none had taken a major leadership

status,

is

were not chosen because there is

classes

these •typical"

bad originallY

An

dramatic or unusual about them or their

judged to exemplify certain

for Hleoting

and the media.

since beliefs

is depicted

compared to other families

kinds of relationship

and

experience.

beliefs

These families

of

neighbors,

beliefs,

in soeial

Tbe process of coMtructing

their

these sources of information

for understanding

and find validation

between

own experienoes,

awareness and perceptions

and

relocation

of chemical

Chosen from these

•typicality"

of their
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demoip-aphic characteristics.
The interview
carefully.
..

with each of the selected

All references
.

to evidenoe,

information

obtained

respondents

made of tbese.

subjective

from others was extracted,
The interviewer's

into the quota .tions where required
material,

was read very

experience

and

as were the judgments
queries

to preserve

were incorporated

tbe sense · of the

and minor det ·a11s were olianged to obscure identification

the families.

Without furtlier ·editt°ng, · the extracted

reorganized

along topical

narrative.

Although some of the interviews

material

families

lines

where necessary

.

is · pr~sented

account.

in a single

What follows,

ediJ;ed remarks pertaining

words, although not . necessarily
were originally

voice to preserve

to beliefs,

both spouses,

the

the flow · of their

inventories

presented

of iniilimally

in tbe respondents•
.

,

presented

were

to form a coherent

included

then, are exhaustive

quotations

of

own

in the order in which tbey

spoken,

Sel.eatedcue Studies
1,

This . couple resides

009.upied for 29 years.
The interview
.
Previously,

north of Colvin Blvd,
Their children

in a home they have

are now grown and live

elsewhere.

was
conducted
with the husband who is retired,
.
.
he worked for maJIYyears as a skilled

chemical
factory.
..

He believes

chemicals were most likely

tradesnan

that all{ problems related

confined to the area adjacent

in a

to the
to the canal.

I lion• t know why these people left,
Like these people down the
block, they claim their kids were born without fingers, without
.
teeth,
I think some of them inherited it from their grandparents;
it wasn't from I,ove. Canal, You know, the people are crying about,
you know, several · things, like little
children hav 1ng different
difficulties.
If it was the chemicals, wby wouldn't the whole area
be affected.
We're lill drillking the same water,
And this water is
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coming out of that plant over there on Buffalo Avenue, ThE!Yclaim,
what is it, that the intake is in the S Dump, We're all drinking
that water •••
, I think people invented sicknesses, people that
didn't have them, just to leave, , , , Halt' of them were sick when
they moved in, , , • Evezybody there was crying and hollering about
the canal.
They claimed they had health probleais, Whether they did
or not I don't know. It could be an inherited thing, too, you know,
Like everybody's hollering about everybody dying of <ianoer, This is
a big cancer area,
Well, there's oanoer all over this country,
isn•t there?
• , , I've got a neighbor who lives on the creek,
Bis,
backyard goe s into the creek,
And he had a cat and his cat was
drinking this water in the s1.111mer,
you know how oats are with water.
He said that cat died of old age, Now, it' there's chemicals in that
stream, they sure would have killed that oat, wouldn't they? That
was his theory and I agree with him, • • • Cripes, we plant tanatoes
out here, and cucumbers, and eat them every year,
I'm not dead yet,
I might die of old age ••••
There's nothing wrong with my kids,
They were raised here, , • ,
There's no reason to leave [Ring III),
It's like this Black
Creek Drive, there's a little
stream runs past down there.
It goes
across into Bergholtz Creek. If there was arwtbing leaching out of
that dump, it would surely go through there, because that would be
the lowest point.
And there's nothing in our cellar; never was, , ,
, No, I don• t think the [second] relocation meant it was unsafe,
You know your own property.
You know what you bad, if you lived in
We've
the house, what it would be like in the cellar, or wherever.
never bad that stuff here. They went too far,
There• s houses they
bought that are quite a ways away fran the canal,
There's been
houses there for years, •••
If I were living right across the
street from the fence, I think if my house was sound and safe and
the cellar wasn't leaking, I wouldn't move, 'cause you know your own
house, • , • I don't feel there• s aiw evidence at all that the
Chemical problem isn• t right around the oanal, •••
There was a
house .on this side of the creek,
He bad a swimming pool and he had
all these chemicals like you put in your water, chlorine or
spmething. He kept them in the cellar,
He had enough there to last
him a hundred years,
Well, naturally,
the cellar's
going to pick up
dampness, That's why his house stunk like it did,
It wasn• t the
canal,
It was him, , ••
If an;ything is going to go, it's

going to go toward the river,
because that• s only .natural with these swales.
In those houses
pumps up,
close to the callal, they claim they were eating their s1.111p
110 it must have been a chemical reaotion
againist the metal or
something like that, and like this ooze coming up in the ground,
I
believe that.
I wouldn't live over there.
No, I'd move••••
If I
had lived over there, I would have sold, because it' things like this
are leaking into your cellar or into your yard, naturally you aren• t
going to hang around, On that side, yes, near the canal, there
could have been sane health problems, , • ,
They haven't told us yet if it's dangerous here,
is suppoeed to 00111eout in the next month, they said,
month, then, another month, It hasn• t come out yet,

This report
Then. another
Yeah, that's
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the report frOOJAxelrod, the state •••
, It tbe Health Department
[NYSDOH]
comes out and says it isn• t sate, then you ebould move, I
think I'd move, But they haven• t come out with that. • • • They
don't tell you altfth11l8, That's what we•re waiting for.
Even the
State Department of Health doesn't tell us ~thing,
Theiy•ve got so
maiw people working there, I guess they don't know what they' re
doing ••••
I was hoping to get a report frOOJthe Health
Department, whether we llhould stay or we ehouldn' t, That's all they
got to tell us, It they tell me it's not sat'e, I'll go ••••
No,
they didn't do aey testing in this house.
Across the street, th41','
bad. a thing in the baceyard.
On the next block, they drilled a hole
They're . supposed
in the front yard, People asked for those tests,
to get a report frOOIthat ground water test but I haven't seen
at\Ything on that.
Atsfar as tests, that• s about as far as it went,
then they ran out of money, They oouldn' t drill aiv more holee,
They haven• t done Bltf medioal tests on me, I don• t know if those
people right close to the oanal bad ~ tests, an,ything like blood
tests,
I don• t know, I wouldn't know alt(thing about that.
:i: don• t
know al'G'thing about all' reports about whether there was a heal th
risk, •••
The only thing I know is what I read in the paper. , , •
I wouldn't

trust a ollemioal ccmpai:v to tell me bow sate those
chemicals are 'cause they're protecting tbanselves and they wouldn't
NY al'.\Ythill8, They oan• t, , • ,
Lois Gibbs decided there was a health risk ••••
This Loia
Gibbs and a few other radicals up there just started ra.11ina ca1n in
the City Council and all that.
And then they organized, what did
they call it, Love Canal Aseooiation [LCBA}, or sOOJetbing like that,
I don't know. That waa it,
And then ehe got this part over hert,
you know, on this aide of Colvin, • , , Loia Gibbs was JU4t bf Ptr,
like the rest ot' them over tbere.
Soon u you tell tbe 11C111etb1n&,
tht!IY think the world' a going to end t.nd tbtY all go JUIIIP111a gorp,
I wouldn• t stay on that aide, no. But I woul.dn1 t make •~ noiee
about it,
I'd juat sell the boUlle and IIIOVt, But tb41'( bad to 111akta
big todo about it,
Sile baa a big following,
They bad ua
outnumberea, First I he.,-d of tile problem was when tbt11 atart-4
this HOGieowner• s As11oo.tation and started cry:J.ng about tbeir oellara
smelling 11kt ohC112ioals, No, I don• t remC!lllbftr
wben th.at waa. • , ,
To bear Lois Gibbs talk, you• d think th:l,e place wa11rulll'ling w:l.tb
ohemioals, but it ain't, • • , Those fwliea
tbat organuod weren•t
such nioe families over thtr••
I didn't know tbll!I very will,
I
mean, I wouldn't usociate
with them, I'm not too pj.c~, but I
oan•t stand too boisterous people •• , •
It was just that group ov•r tbere. 'l'hfl' got evtry body ao wound
up, soared, that would be a good word, scared, • , , Then tb.,
really went a~, thllY were lt11Ving like fl1••· , , • Thlf got
:rt th.,
soared, •••
People pan:l.oked because of tilt dollar,
tbought this plaoe wae so aangeroua, why did thtf move aom111bere
else in the 01ty? You•d thinlc ther,-1 d leave the Oley. Thtf' rt atill
drinking th• oamewa~r as I 11111.·I th11lk thtlff lttt beoauff tbtY
wanted the mo1191. They figured that; 11' tb«Y• d ot11td, ®body would
buy their houses because of the reputation tbat Lois Gibl>s started,
Pretty soon, it snowballs, and persons on the other side started
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hollering ••••
These people looked like rats on a sinking ship.
They're all gone. Yes, they're just a bunch of blockbusters •• , •
See, Governor Carey was running for governor then.
So,
naturally,
he had to put his two bits in for a couple of votes.
So
he said they'd buy thoae houses, the state would, So then his buddy
carter was running as president,
so he brought him up here. Big
hullaballoo,
you know? And so he said the federal goveranent will
take this area, take up these houses. , , • I think they went too
far when they brought Carter up here and be bought the rest of these
houses.
There's the federal , there's the state, and thE!f're both
running for office,
They didn't oare about moving people, or
chasing people out, tbeiy were just worrying about votes,
That• s the
trouble with this country.
Theiy think more of votes than thE!f think
of doing 81:\Ything, I'd believe a used-car sale81Dan before I'd
believe a politician.
That's the truth. , • • Carter could have
ata;yed out of Niagara Falls, but he was here to buy this plaoe for
votes,
He -said it was an emergency, •••
I wouldn't listen to a~
politician,
•• ,
You know what I think? They• ve got so ma"' people working for
the government, nobody wants to take responsibility.
Same with the
state,
Hooker sold that fill to the School Board for a dollar, or
something like that, and, according to the papers, warned them not
to level it off or a~thing,
Well, the first thing thE!f did, the
School Board sold it to the developers.
Well, what are the
developers going to do but level things off and build houses.
They
don't oare. So one is just as bad as the other, , ••
Bell, these young kids can afford a new house. I can't,
I was
only offered $32 thousand, that's what they gave me, That isn't
market value,
Heck, I'm 69 years old, How oould I ass1ae a
$32 thousand wouldn't even be a down payment, , , ,
mortgage;
Loneliness don• t hurt me. I guess I inherited that fran 11ff
anoeators.
I read, do crossword puzzles, make things for the kids,
and monkey around. When the ne1ghbors were here, that was
different.
You'd go and visit , talk, shoot the br eeze •••
,
2,

This older couple lives

have lived in their
moved away.
factory;

south of Colvin Blvd,

home for about 30 years,

The husband nears retirement

his wife is a full-time

in Ring I I I,

Their grown Children have

fran his job in a chemical

homemaker.

They

believe

chemical s are widespread and have had a very destructive
health

in their

They

that

the

effect

on

neighborhood,

Well, I remember them dtaiping the chemicals,
I Sllli' them, Gee,
that was shortly after I got out of the service,
We used to swim in
that canal, we used to fish in there, before they were dumping. It
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was pur e water th en. It was muddy, but it was pure water.
I never
thought about it when theJ started dumping. Yeah, I saw the barrels
going in. They'd j ust back up with trucks.
It was full of water at
the time, so when theJ dumped, it would go right into the water, ••
• Yes, neighbors complained.
We belonged to the fire comparq over
here.
We'd go over there and put fire s out, It was a regular
garbage dump, too, papers and stuff like that, •caus e I can remember
all that stu.ff burned, old wood, besides the chemical plant's stuff.
They probably put sodium in there,
which
It used to catch on fire.
always catches fire very easily.
But there was so much fields and
open space, you didn't notice it, it was isolated •••
,
I don• t remember arqthing, r eally, about that, until they
started talking about it.
Whe n it started getting in cellars,
that• s when we heard,
The houses right close to the callal would get
the goop coming up in their sumps••••
We felt sorry for them,
over there, so we went to meetings a11YW8Y
and still had our blood
tested and so on. But I think the concern, the immediate concern of
ours, was people over there, not so much for over here,
That was until everything started coming over i n this direction
and they found all this stuff, •••
Right, and it was through one
of their maps that we saw where one of the wat erways comes right
from the canal and under our house, Of course, we knew t here was
water there al l along, and we alWllYShad a lot of water in our
basement, especially in the wet season. • • • We had one of those
lead s all the way back through our lot until we filled it in back
there.
We had a big skating pond there that was all full of water
and it would go all the way across the street •••
, I mean, we
weren't all that concerned about ourselves until we found out what
the readings were in our area right here. , • , I think we· bave most
of our papers here,
They sent us a copy of what they found in our
house, and it was the highest reading in all th e area.
They drilled
a bole right here in the fro nt of the lot, and then they drilled ·a
hole over there and they found chemicals in both of them, They
f ound chemical s in the sump and in th e air in the basement, • • • We
had stuff raise up in our basement. One day I went down th er e and
there was little
blac k spots all over the floor, kind o:f' like an
oily substance come right through the cement. It looked like
someone had taken a paint brush and just flicked it,
It was all
over down ther e, Then it disappeared,
Then when they took the
reading in our sump pump, we had s uob a high reading, I went to a
meeting and disoussed it with them, They tried to blame it on, they
said it probably came from your pla s ti c, the v~l,
you know, the
plastic sump pump. I said ' I don• t have one , I have all brass. •
They said, ' It bas to be from your lines, 1 I said, 'I have all
galvanized ones, 1 They said, 'Well, then, we• 11 te st it again.' So
they t ested it again and they said oil must have seeped through your
sump from some place.
I wish it was oil, •••
How did that make us feel ? You 89¥, wel l, now we know what our
trouble was all these years, •••
Oh yes, when yo u stop and think,
when you stop and think of th e people that you knew that died of
cancer, it's excessive,
Died young, there've been a lot of people
on this street who've had cancer.
Our neighbors, her fath er died of
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cancer, but be was elderly.
Maybe he'd have lived a lot longer if
be hadn't bad the canoer.
other neighbors down the street bad a lot
of canoer. • • • And then you got to thinking about the babies that
died at birth,
or the canoer and all the rest of it, and you start
putting everything together and it became your conoern ••••

-

All of our children were born in the area,
All the children
have problems, all of them, The youngest is the worst.
I have one
son who bas nerve problems, and you can imagine being a salesman and
having nerve problems.
Re even gets his wife to go to the door to
sign for packages because he shakes so much, Re's young, only in
bis 30's,
The oldest one thinks all her problems are allergies.
She's treated for allergies
constantly,
all the time going for
medication, mostly respiratory
problems •••
,
The youngest, tbe one with the most problems, he was born at
seven months and had upper respiratory
infections of some sort.
There was supposed to be a problem with milk and thE!Y switched him
onto goat's milk. For eight years, I bad to sit up with that boy
mllltf a night holding him so that be could breathe.
We almost lost
him when be was five weeks old.
Changing to goat• s milk helped, but
it certainly didn • t take care of the problem, • , , When be was
five, six years old, we bad to take him to get x-rll/fed. He was
crying most of the time of his stomach hurting,
The dootor came out
and really railed into us and asked us, 'What the hell have you been
doing to that kid,' His stomach was just like a fist, like a bard
fist,
And yet, he bad been the child who was special to every one
of us, from our two other ones to ourselves.
We took better care of
him because he did have problems.
Then, when he was about 12 or 13
years old, we got a call from the school Pll//'chiatrist that be was
going to commit suicide,
I'm telling you, there were problem s ,
He's still doctoring, he's still
sick,
He's married.
He bas two
children, a home, but I would sicy", wrapped up in himaelf.
Row can
it be different when you• re in oonstant pain, He just goes from
doctor to dootor to doctor.
I do myself.
Mostly for constant headaches and nerve problems,
• • • I would get so shaky at times I couldn't sign my name. I
could only sign with holding one band over the other.
And I used to
go just for a visit with my sisters-in-law,
and I love them. I've
never had a si ste r, so thE!Ywere my sisters.
Yet I'd get there and
I oouldn' t open my mouth. I spoke through my teeth and my stomach
And then
was all tied up. Wey? Why? We were real good friends,
I'd go there and have to spend half my time in the bathroom. Just
going to visit someone you cared for, it almost seemed too much, It
don't make sense.
And I used to tell my husband, years back, he
could take anything,
He was like a man of steel,
Now, he's the
opposite,
No steel a[l'fmore, • • ,
This year, our daughter-in-law
was found to have canoer. She's
only 31 years old, No, she didn't grow up around here, but they
stayed with us for about a year.
They removed a wedge from her
breast, nodes from under the arm, and she had a by sterectany,
, , •
I'm not saying the cancer came from here.
I'm not saying that at
all.
But She bas it and we live here.
It's contaminated here.
And
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yes, it worries you about the children
grandchildren.
• , ,

and we have eight

As far as the relationship
of this to the chemicals, l et me put
it this way, when we go 8'!,/8/f fran here, we feel fine,
We just spent
a month out west, no fl'ie problems, no nerve problems, felt good, I
slept like a log. we•re back home, we have the same problems again .
Headaches, eyes, nerves, not sleeping,
I don't know. We cannot say
for sure ·that•s the whole cause of the thing.
But it's fun~ that
when you go awaf fran her e you feel so good and when you come back.
• • , I remember what our neighbor told us, She said she had
constant headaches all the time she lived here.
And they moved and
she said she has no more problems, no more headaches.
So it must be
something •• • •
Most of the neighbors believe there was a problem, except we
had one on this street that didn't.
I hate to say it, but he's not
real smart, He believes it, but he can't afford to do aey-thing, He
says there's no problem, but he's had all kinds of heal th problems
himself.
He says he don't blame it on the chemicals, but I believe
maybe be really thinks it is, , • , I think this probably migrates
as far as the creeks in the area.
I think the problem is as far as
the waterways go, they go right out through,
I would say it
probably carries right on over there across Colvin.
I don• t know
wbY th#!l'i wouldn't be affected.
• • •
They tested
Thfl'i• ve had all kinds of investigations.
They just went so far and
everything.
I mean, they was looking.
never went beyond. Mainly . health problems, they didn't follow that.
The state's
been pretty much into it, almost fran the beginning,
because we had a couple of representatives
that came to the meetings
from the health office.
Albaey has called here a number of times.
As I say, it all sits up there.
None of it c001es down to the real
basics.
They wanted pictures we bad. They found out, somehow, that
we had pictures of this area when the swales were still water.
So
we sent them the pictures.
, •• They were supposed to do research
(on health), but they haven't done it,
There was supposed to be a
grant made for that, to test all the peopl e, And the last I beard,
they were going to te st a few, a very few. But that isn't started
either.
I think they' re just gradually putting it off. • • • When
this all got stirred up in the newspapers, that's when there was
supposed to be a big grant for a lot of testing to find out what
people's problems were in the area. But gradually that died down.
They set a date, then they don• t do it.
Then they've extend ed the
time. And now, they've cut it down t o just a very few families.
I
1
thiDk, eventually,
they ll cancel it, • • ,

They had a blood test over here for people and Br/ records got
lost.
So I don• t know. When tbet, bad those tests where ther, found
the problem with people's chranosanes, I had mine t ested and mine
was good. They sent us a questionnaire,
we filled it out to the
best of our ability,
but t hat's a v.ery minor thing.
You can only
put so much down. You really can• t get right down to the nitty
gritty.
It was just sort of cut and dry.
I believe san eone
followed up from this information.
Someone called us up, Yes , the
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one that got fired from Rol!Well, She called because she was veey
interested in the stuct:, here,
I don't remember her name, Yes, she
was veey interested,
She was on the committee, she's on the canoer
section.
And there's been so much canoer in the area. • • • I would
like to know if all of our health problema are caused by this.
It
sureJ.y i s n't normal when the whole street and ever, member of our
family has something,
And the chromosome stuey, how mattf people
were there?
About half of them had damage after it was done, •••
It makes you wonder whether you can believe altfthing,
When
they pulled what they did with the s1.111p
p1.111p,
just a s1.111p
pump
alone, bow can you believe it? How oan you, when thtlY tr, to put a
different slant on it and se::, that it's because of something else or
it's normal, With all the deaths of cancer and miscarriages tb41l\''ve
bad here, , , • The only thing we know is what Beverly Paigen said,
the nerve damage is irreversible.
Once I wrote to her and she wrote
back a ver, nice letter and that was what she wrote in the letter.
And then they wouldn't give her the grant to continue whatever work
it was she was doing at the hospital,
which was just an indication
she was getting too close,
I don• t know where she and her husband
are right now. It sure looks like somebody's trying to cover up
something, •••
I think they were pressed into it, that first relocation.
I
think so, The media, for one thing, and the people complaining,
Then the media got into it and I think that was when they were
really pressed into doing something,
Well, two or three of the
television
stations would be at just about ever, meeting, Sounds
very much like it was a way of shutting people up, I don't think
they would have did a~tbing if it wasn• t for the pressure,
They
have no interest
in it now, All they care about is to get, well, if
you want to move, if they bad an interest in you, they would have
given you enough money to bey a comparable home. But they don• t
even have that and not even enough to follow up health problems, not
to do that,
It really don't seem like a~body
enough interest
cares. • • .

ft' doctors don't want to se::, a~thing,

Now I've Changed
doctors several times, •cause none of them seem to help,
'Ibey don't
seem to know what• s wrong, I don• t know whether they know what• s
wrong, One doctor had me on a tran:iuillizer
for years, 16 years,
And I asked him, 'Could it be the chemicals,' and he wouldn't even
answer me. He just ignored it,
They won't get involved.
Ha_ybe
somebody did tell them to shut up. Thf!Qwon't get involved, • • •
I just worry about rrq son all the time. Howcan you stop it?
You raise that boy, you love that boy. He's awfulJ.y depressed with
bis illness he has. His doctors say the same things that mY
husband's do, practicalJ.y.
There• s no reason for it and they don• t
Oh
know, Nerves is another thing doctors don't seem to believe in.
yes, you feel like you're lost, making it up, The doctors look at
you as though you• re making it up, too. 'Ibis one doctor that • he
went to for a PhYsteal, he wanted him in the hospital.
He wanted to
check out everything,
He did check out everything,
This doctor
wouldn't talk about Love Canal, either.
None of them would. I
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don't know wtiy they won•t talk about it.
Yes, and you go to a
doctor and you try to tell hilll what your problem is and 1t' s hard to
tell him, because really you don't hardly know yourself, · Tbey look
at you strange when you tell them how you feel ••••
As far as Lois Gibbs and the association,
as far as they could
do, I think they did a real good job, Some people say she had too
muoh mouth, but that• a what you have to have to get altfthing done ••
, , Lois Gibbs was always at the meetings we went to,. The
homeowners were talking to James Daly, he was one of them, and the
mayor, All the town officials
were there.
They were sympathetic
but the trouble with it 1s nobody seems to do altfthing.
They knew
there was a problem then. Tbey would try arguing around it a bit,
the politioians,
especially uptown, the mayor, The oity was being
sued so naturally they don • t want to say there's a problem, that
they kn.ow there's a problem, They all tried to help and then, of
course, you had people i n the neighborhood who want to shout down
a!l'body, so that doesn't make for a very pleasant meeting,
I mean,.
it would have been ¢oer if they had stood up and had their say and
said it right, instead of trying to shout down somebo<lythat• s
trying to talk.
So, _of course, there'd be a bit of bick ering back
and forth, you know, You get all kinds of people at meetings •••
,
There was always a sister that came in from the Catholic church.
I
forget what her name is,
I talked to her several times,
She was
very nice, she was doing a lot for the COOJmuni
ty. • • •

•

Some people say it won't hurt you, there• s nothing to hurt you
;
here,
I think some of the people think you're making a. lot of
money. • • • .They• re so far removed from it 1 though, they can't
;
grasp the faintest
idea what it's about.
I mean, how do you find
out, We live here day after day with it,
If there's
a wayto prove
it, if you could take some of the people who don• t really believe it
and put them in your house and let them go through what you went
through, t~en they would believe, •••
It's not normal in the
,
I
house. It's not normal to have chemicals, •••
or cours e, there's
a risk of contamination in the cnemioal factory because they make
all chemicals,
But they do every thing thev can in the factory.
We
have a physical onoe a year, a good physical, •••
And you figure,
when you're in the plant working, after you go ·home, you should set ·
away from chemicals,
But here, I f igure, I'm getting into worse
chemicals -when I get home than I have at the plant, beca use thev
found several different chemicals here, and none of them are good., •
• •

I
I

You know, what I was foremost, was a parent, not like mothers
today that are working and letting their kids run. Something like
this happens, none of our kids were ever in altf kind of trouble.
They were all good kids, . Something like this that you have no
control over at all and can't help with, there's no way under t he
sun you can help with, it's sickening • • , , And we don't know what
to do about it,
I don• t know if I should say . this but the Attorney
General• s Office, when he was here, I won't mention bis name or
aeything, be said you should get a good lawyer, He ev:en found a w81{
to give me the name of a lawyer without actually making it look as
though he was recommending hiin, I would like to sue someboey for
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all the health problems we've had all our life and I'd like · to sue
,
somebody because we've got to leave here. • • •
No, we' re not optimistic.
If we were younger, perhaps it would
be a different
story than when you get towards retirement • . Another
thing you think too is what am I going to wind up with? Am I going
to wind up with canoer? What kind of disease is this going to
cause? As you get older and the longer we stay here, how mueh more
damage is it going to do • . The worst thing is l11Yson, that's the
In
worst thing of all. • , • Nobody's making arw profit on it,
faot, you lose, you lose not only money, you lose what you worked
for all your life, your home. It's your bane and it• s the only
place we ever lived in,
It is hard to leave.
3.

This family with two children

They_ had lived ·there
permanently
factory

settled

was relocated

from Rings I and II.

for almost 11 years and considere9
in their

Love Canal home,

worker in a chemical plant;

themselves

Tbe husband is a skilled

bis wife is a full-time

They tend to believe

that the chemical migration

pesed a minimal risk

to heal th.

homemaker.

was highly oonf.ined and

I would say about two years before we left, a few were
complaining, but not down our end, Oh, they had stuff' leaking in
their cellar and all kinds of gook that we didn't.
Then, . the last
year, right, then it really started,
Everybody got on the
bandwagon. Complaints started coming in;
they were getting this
and that,
And it seemed to build up more and more, and then you .
started getting the state coming over and that.
And then, all of a
sudden, people down our end were panicking.
They had all these
smells.
They had meetings and that, the governor was down, declared
it an emergency, We went to that meeting and I was surprised to -see
all the complaints and the problems the people had at the time.
You
know, you don't listen to other people.
You're in your own house,
you've got your own problems.
You know what was hard to believe?
We lived in _our cellar,
we
We had three rooms down there.
We cooked, we ate our
• really did.
suppers there, every thing,
And they' re telling me that they can't
breathe?
Now I'm sure I wou.ldn' t have kept aq family - in an area
that was hazardous.
We lived there ten years.
I fixed the cellar
you know. But we spent a lot
up, Not that we didn't live .upstairs,
of time downstairs.
I had the same people downstairs at aq house
that were complaining about their own houses,
They used to come
over . and we watched '1V, you know.
They were complaining

and yet their readings -were not as high
as ours. , •• They came in and took-a couple of air tests •cause,
see, like I could smell Hooker 24 hours a day sinoe I work for a
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chemical plant,
So if there was a!IY odor, we were i111111une
to it, I
guess,
Our cellar was something like ,45,
No, it was more than
I
that,
Well, the guy next door to me was up in the thousands,
think it came to a total of 200 or something,
I don• t know what it
meant, You know, what's your tolerance?
They never really come out
with a table,
Is this standard or is this over and above? Is that
parts per million or parts per billion?
Everything was kept a
IJIYStery, Everything seemed like it happened stupid-like,
We bought
a bird when all of this commotion was going on, and a couple weeks
later,
we found the bird downstairs dead. That• s what makes you
s tart to think, you know, is there something wrong. I don't believe
there• s all,Y connection. • , •
They put TJf/1
They did blood tests.
Oh, God, we went crazy.
older daughter in the hospital,
They thought she was reall.y shot,
They didn't know what was the matter with her, because of her
reading,
Well, that's where I'm making a mistake.
That's where we
were reall.y bad, more than compared to the house readings.
It was
our blood counts that were all way off,
All of us. 1-t' older one
and me were about the highest, white blood cells and enzymes, They
just put the one in the hospital.
They thought maybe she had liver
problems or hepatitis,
And then our doctor checked her out and said
she was fine,
So here the state says one thing and we're going
against tltat.
Nobody wants to commit themselves, or something,
Let
me tell you something,
They said we all had a problem, a blood
problem, But we all went to our separate doctors and everyone of
those doctors said there's
nothing wrong with us, Yet, the state
said yes.
Now·what do you do? I was getting more calls frQD the
state, I didn't know what to do, Tbtll&'were planning to keep
She thought, that's it.
checking TJf/1 9-aughter and she got disgusted.
I mean, the kid's had enough, She just about passed out, 'cause she
can't stand shots a11Yway, She never felt bad and we never thought
all,Ytbing developed.
Well, she was alwa.vs tired, though,
, • • •

The onl.y problem that we all reall.y had when we were over there
is we did -do a .lot of sleeping.
We'd fall asleep after supper every
night,
Well, I do here, though, I eat and I go and I lie down on
the couch, boom, and I'm out.
Debbie used to do that over there a
lot and I used to worry about her,
You know, .just laziness,
for
some reason.
Yes, but she never complained about a11Ything, none of
It
us did,
A:i far as sleep, all right, that i:i like 81'6' chemical.
could be a depressant,
it could make you tired.
I don• t know about
that.
Let me give you a classic example. Down the block, there was a
guy, be retired early,
He was active all his life.
Re hunted,
fished, he couldn't wait to move around.
The guy never sat still
five minutes, yet his readings were up in the thousands,
Now how do
you figure that?
Well as far as health problems, yeah, he died,
So
he did have a bad problem. Re died not even a year after he left
the area.
I think he had cancer.
Whatever happened came on fast,
he didn't linger,
O.K., he was close to 70, so I think the guy
lived just about a normal life.
Then, on the other side, they never
had aoy problems,
And they started complaining all of a sudden, ' I
can't breathe, I can't do this or that.'
I said, 'Aw, come on.
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You•ve been there 20 years and never bad a problem,• They're what
you call complainers,
You know, some people just thrive on being
sick for some reason,
It makes you want to throw up. • , •

,.

Well, there was a series of' problems with us. Was it related?
Another in my nose,
I don't know. I had a tumor taken out up here,
one on my arm. O.K., she's having problems, this past year, in and
out.
Yeah, it was malignant, female. But I'm getting through it
acyways. I bad the surgery done in the winter and then, after I get
I wind up with all these other infections
done with my treatments,
and problems,
I guess they were probably caused from the treatment,
I
I
It s funny, • cause when I first had my surgery, three days after,
wound up with an infection
and that never cleared up, all through
the treatment.
Sometimes I think somebody screwed up surgery, but I
can• t say it for sure.
Then I bad to have surgery again.
I bad to
have my insides all reconstructed,
They don't know what caused it,
it's taken a while to get back on my feet, • • • You get through it.
Like in the beginning, it -was bard 'cause here I was, you got a
family, you've got to worry about them, you•re not rea<ly to leave,
you've got to take care of your family,
I think you have to think
positive.
She's coming along a little
bit at a time ••••
It's
I never gave it much
possible it could be related to the chemicals.
1
Cause really, what happened to us could happen anywhere
thought.
in the country, right?
The only thing is, if you take all the cases
out of that one area, then the rates are high.
Yeah, they were
having their problems.
Like we moved out and we started with our
different
problems.
Now the gizy down the block, that was bis
problem, right?
Yeah, I think he bad the same. Then, across the
street.
Yeah, but she didn't have no malignancy.
She just bad a
tumor out,
It wasn't malignant.
Or was it?
When you cite
different
medical cases, there's qUite a few of the same in that one
block,
It makes you wonder, but I don•t think we've ever worried. ,
• • If you take this city here and compare it with others, it's
real!y not that bad. The State of New Jersey is in such bad shape
right now, it's like a walking time bomb••••
wonder maybe if it's related,
but you never worry. Hey,
whatever it is, you know you just take each problem as it comes,
Everything that• s over there, cbemioa.1-wise, I work with every day.
So to me, it was nothing,
It was fu~,
you know, I work with these
things all the time.
Now, why shouldn't I have it in my blood from
there more so than these other people.
I come in direct contact.
Well, there's occupational hazard on any job, right?
You know,
probably a little
more, with the Chemical thing.
It's like crossing
the street with a banana peel constantly in your way. But I do know
that people have to eat, they've got to work. There's always going
to be some hazard ••••
,

..

,

We

Half the people over there worked in chemical plants,
I never
said too much, •cause I had one as my boss.
I'm on the other side
The
of the fence there, you know, and I had to watch what I said.
one's feeding me, you know, I can't stab the one that's feeding me•
• • • I got no complaints.
I went in there and I knew what it was
like.
I could have quit.
You•ve got to make a living,
So if I
~ children have
take two years off my life, what• s the difference,
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to eat anyway. You've got to sacrifice
sanething.
I can do another
I
type of work and go sanewhere else, but they ve fed me pretty good
through the years, • • • I don• t think big business oould oare less
about you and me••••
But we got it a lot better now than we bad
I'd come home at night and I couldn't
the day I went in there,
breathe. • • • At one time, they never said a word to you, Th«T
never even told you what you were working with, whether it was
dangerous or whatever.
Now, OSHA's come out and it's a law they
have to tell you what you• re working with and if it• s hazardous.
In
fact, when this came out, I found out a lot of things that we were
making that I never knew of,
It soared me because I'd rather not
know, \tlell, sure, because when you• re working with these ·things,
you have that fear in you. If you don't know, you don• t have that
fear and you work better.
I have to work with it either way, ,' cause
I have to make a living.
What I mean is, knowing about it, I w·ork a
little
more jittery
than I would if I didn't know. I don• t know
which way is better, but I'd rather not shake when I'm doing
something ••••
I don't know if there was a problem there or there wasn't.
But
it was blown way out of proportion.
• • • Oh, there was evidence
o.K., there
down at the far end. I'm not saying all over, though.
Th«T could have remedied that.
• • •
was stuff seeping up on top,
I' 11 tell you, I think if it wasn• t an election year, nothing might
have happened.
\tie'd still
have been there.
I think Carey only did
that because it happened to be an election year.
I really didn't
care one way or the other what happened,
I think it started to be a
money thing.
Once the state says tbf!tl' might come in, every body was
going for the buoks and that's what turned me off.
People thought
they were going to make tons of money with their homes. Yeah, a lot
of them did,
A lot of them thought they lived in a $100 thousand
neighborhood,
And I thought, shit, they didn't pay that when they
bought their homes. • • • They say the way sane of them lived, they
They
were really slobs,
You know, they made out like bandits.
bought a home years ago for $7 or $8 thousand and sold them for $30
or $35 thousand.
You know wh·at burned me up? Not so much having to move out.
I
figured we'd find a place, you know you always can. But the main
concerns in the _beginning was health.
Everybody was complaining and
I never heard people · com.plain of health until this was going to
happen. . I heard a few down at the far ..end, but then, all of a
sudden, once th ·e state _come in, well one person couldn't breathe,
Tome, it was like it was in their minds.
another one had th~s.
Today, 1· still
feel there were a lot of insane people, a lot of
their problems still
in their minds. When the state says, O.K.,
we' re going to buy their homes, .all . of a sudden, it wasn't a
breathing problem, it · became a . ·money problem ••••
I'm inclined to
believe that · about 90· percent of the people knew there was a dump
there.
Older people that were there saw people dumping in there,
Mind you, ·we never did, · No, I don't think there was all'{thing in the
title to our house.
I'm not sure, it might have been.
I never
really checked it, • • •

..
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I said this from day one, over there, and I still
believe it.
If they were that worried about their families,
if they really
thought there was a problem, especially
down at the far end, and if
it was me and I thought I had a bad problem, if I had $20 thousand
invested in the hous e, the hell with the house.
The hell with the
Right,
Heal th-wise, you• d get
money. 1-tf family would come first.
out, you'd get them out, But they were concerned, mainly, it was
all money. It was a money deal.
Well, what's more important to
you, the $20 thousand or your health?
I would have lost,
l would
have tooken the chance if I thought it was that bad. I would have
just as soon lost the house, let the bank take it.
I mean, as long
as he's working and bringing a pay check home, you• re still going to
And if I thought ~ kids or I was in
survive.
That is how I feel.
jeopardy, but I didn't feel we were ••••
You know what's fulll"6',
though? With all these health problems that every body so-called
said they had acy,way, why dido' t they take a survey of the whole
City of Niagara Falls, different
areas and that, and see if they can
relate it to living there, becaus e this is a chemical city ••••
They went to motels and everything . I mean, we stood right there.
If they didn't work there [hadn't done
I just didn't want to leave.
the remedial work], I 'd still
be there.
I don't say there wasn't a
problem, but I think it could have been remedied without us eve n
having to leave.
They could have taken us somewhere and put us
somewhere for a while and fixed it ••••
Lois Gibbs came to our house,
I thought She was a complete
idiot.
She's a radical.
She's looking for a name for herse lf.
This is right in the beginning, when she was organizing this thing,
A little
limelight,
a job in
Right now, she has what She wanted,
Washington, D.C. I don•t think she lived in the area four years.
She didn• t own her own home to begin with, that• s what somebody
said.
And then t hey said she did.
So I don• t know for sure if She
rented or what, •••
The only person in gover rrnent whose views we didn't care too
much about was the meyor. The meyor was a. complete ass in t he
beginning and he st i ll is . He was afraid to get the stuff into the
city.
We asked him one night at the meeting what he would have done
if his family and them lived there,
What was the smart-aleck answer
be gave? He said, 'Well, look , you bought it and you're stuck with
it.• He really could care less, you know••••
I think the only
ones we really trusted was ourselves,
because I felt we'd seen a lot
of the true colors of people.
You know, all these years that we
knew them, we didn• t bear acy complaints and all of a sudden. • • •
But as far as the state, at least with us, I was satisfied.
There
was one fellow from Albacy I bad faith in.
And l tell you, all
those people that came from the state,
the Health Department, they
were nice.
I think, acyway, they were honest,
In fact, this one
person, he gave me his home number and everything,
We used to call
back and fo rth a few times.
Re was a wonderful person.
He was the
one that told us, ' You really do have a problem,• And I wound up
He said, 'Oh , Well, you better go
telling him what rru doctor said,
check somewhere els e.• Then you start to wonder. The doctors say
they just don't want to get involved.
I feel, if you• re sick,
aren• t they going to try to help you, Are they going to say there's
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nothing wrong? ~ first blood count was low, low all the way
through tbis,
Now did I have a problem then? I don't know. I
don't think the doctors ignored you, he just wouldn't pinpoint what
it's source was. ThE!Ydidn't want to get involved in Love Canal.
There could be a lot of off sets from this, if somebody makes a
statement like that,
It could involve a lot of time in court and
these doctors, they' re not going to benefit,
So they figure thEI)'' re
putting in a lot of their own time for nothing.
They don't want to
know.
Maybe
I probably would feel better that I'd know definitely.
rey problems dido' t come from there, you know. It's
not going to
make any difference
one way or the other now, because it's too late.
I already had the problem but, I mean, you're more or less curious,
could it have stemmed from there?
A lady came and talked to me from
the health board because every time you have an operation and it's
malignant, they send the information to Albany . I dido' t know that,
So she came and was asking me different
questions and if I felt that
it was connected with the Love Canal,
I said, 'I certainly
don't
know.• And she said, 'Why? Do you feel it might not be? You
certainly
seem like you're not sure,'
It's so hard to put in words,
I thought
But I don• t know if it would be related to the chemicals,
they were supposed to decide that and then they ask you,
It would be nice to know if it was causing 8.l1'f problem, • cause
you wouldn't put a bunch of homes on something like that again,
But
what's the knowledge? I really don't know, •••
Nobody will ever
know what really went on there,
I don• t believe, right now, that
aside from maybe Hooker, at11body knows what's in that ground. They
might know maybe 90 percent of the stuff.
But don't forge t, it went
through two wars, Who knows what it is really.
I don't believe
St1Ybodywill ever know. They'll never let it out, •• , And we'd
never know the results of them tests a11fway, We didn't know the
results of the tests when they took them, when we were there, the
air samples, when they had that thing behind our house taking
readings and that.
They never let us know what they found. • , •
Like I say, you want to know if it was from there, •cause maybe
your kids could inherit part of this, different
things fr<XDyou, if
they' re going to have these problems or not,
I don• t think lllY. kids
They mll8'end up dying before they think it's
think about it,
serious.
But as long as you're walking around, you think you're all
right,
I don't know if it's related to health or not to live there.
I don't know and I never will (know].
I know I've got a problem
[cancer],
but who are you going to blame. You just hope about
getting better and don't worry who to blame for it ••••
Sure, like
I say, there's a few things in there, like lindane, I know it's a
killer.
I know it's a killer.
But, hey, it's like crossing the
If you know there• s a oar coming 200 miles an hour, you
street.
can't cross,
But if you don't know, you're going to go to the other
side,

•
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I grew up here and didn't know aJWthing about the Love Canal ••
• • I guess , you really can• t Pinpoint when we first realized about
the chemicals,
Something like the year before it broke out, people
started complaining about different
things.
Everybody started
talking about it.
Somebody had trouble with the gas lines.
The
pipes kept rotting.
The cbemioals underground, I guess, ate the gas
line.s.
I wondered why it ate all lll'f fenoe posts up. Every time I
put these fence posts up, they• d deteriorate,
They wouldn't even
last six months, The wood would rot, even though we put creosote
and stuff like that on it.
It was unreal, I couldn't believe it.
Every day, you• d get up and you could smell -- you• d open the door
and you could smell the chemicals.
You•d say it must be one of the
chemical factories,
like Hooker, letting out the chemicals.
You
could smell it in the air, at nighttime when you're sleeping, and
I'd hate the 111nell, The sewers were outside.
You could smell that,
too. Everybody kept saying that,
Then the guy down the street,
I
guess he said he dumped stuff there, years and years ago.
This visiting with the neighbors must have been within the last
year and a half before we moved out of there.
Things started coming
to the •urface,
Th'l'f started going to City Hall to complain about
it,
No, we didn't go with them when they complained.
They were the
ones more like sitting on the, right on the canal, that couldn't
plant the grass, stuff was leaking through, and stuff like that,
And I thought, I didn't see nothing, 'cause I was right across the
street from it.
The neighbors

,..

started talking even five or six years before
that,
The stuff was coming out of the ground.
I thought they were
crazy, you know? I never b~rd of a canal.
They told me, 'Yeah,
it's on the deed to your land.' I said, 'Like bell, it is.• I went
home and checked lll'f deed. It said nothing on it.
If I'd known
there was a canal there, I'd never have bought. I don• t know of a
soul who had aq,thing on their deeds about the chemicals.
They
tried to Pull that, that it was on the deeds.
It wasn't.
It was on
nobody's deeds, ·

There had to be something going on. I carried a lot of
headaches in that place,
I never bad headaches in lll'f life.
And it
gave me an Ulcer before it all broke,
I was nervous a lot, too, ~
oldeet kid was an asthmatic, very hyper. She was on medicine for
hyperactive kids.
She used to run around the kitchen table just to

\
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do it, like an animal.
Nobody was calm about arwthing.
I came to
find out everybody over there was nervo.us. You'd hear fights and
stuff like that.
It just wasn't a normal neighborhood, 'cause we
live ·in this neighborhood now and it's quieter.
There's a big
difference.

IV
There was a lot of suicides down there.
It was terrible.
girlfriend,
30 years old, disfigured herself.
She just totallY
cracked up and went insane.
This was the S\.llllller before it come out
about the chE1Dicals. She committed suicide.
The gey across the
street shot himself.
After we moved out of the canal, the lady up
the street jumped over the gorge, and another guy across fran the
school aspbyXiated himself in bis garage.
The nerves were bad, a
lot of them. You could feel tension in the air.
There was a lot of
byper people, very llyper.
I was a very hyper person over there.
I was on medication.
I
thought, at times, I really was cracking up, thought, what's the
matter with me? It wasn't long after we moved in -- I think two
. years -- and it started.
We'd been doing our lawn, we were out in
the front yard, and I broke out in this rash.
I thought it was sun
· poisoning.
It really was itchy and stuff like that . I didn't think
too much of it, just too much sun and beat rash.
I was at my
girlfriend's
wedding, and I started to get sick at the wedding. We
left the church and went to her house and I started VQllliting, I
said to him, ' You better take me home. I' 11 take a cab bane if you
I bad a headache that
don't take me home.' I VOl!lited for 17 hours.
lasted seven days.
walked in the
l went to the hospital because my girlfriend
house and said, 'What's the matter?' · I'm crying,
I said, 'I don't
know what's the matter with me.• 1-tf husband de cided to take me to
the hospital.
I guess be was afraid I was cracking right up. That
was it.
When they took me to the hospital,
be didn' t want to admit
IV
me, He thought l was either cracking up or having a stroke,
speech started getting full?\Y. The doctor stopped me and said, 'Does
I
iour face always droop?' I said, 'What's the matter with my face.'
guess one side started drooping so he bad me come back the next day,
and I bad to keep going back to the hospital for different
tests.
IV face, by tb ·e end of the week, it
They sent me to a neurologist.
reallY bung down. I was drooling out of one side, my speech was
bothericg me. They had done all kinds of tests,
skull x-rays, brain
1-tf husband came
scans.
They thought I had a tumor of the brain.
out and hugged me and kissed me. He says, 'You know, ho~,
they've
done all those tests and you don• t have a tumor.' Well, I never
thought of a tumor.
And all - the medicine they were giving me was making me sicker.
It lasted seven days, until the couch was twirling around.
And the
medicine wasn't doing nothing but makicg me sick, and the migraine
headaches, they'd come on just like that.
After that, I'd never
know when they were going to come on. All that happened right at
the end of the week, when we'd been putting in that lawn. It was on
a . Saturday.
We'd finished up, maybe Friday. · We were getting shrubs
put in and stuff like that.
I'd shake a lot.
I felt like nothing

·-
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was r eally doing acy-thing for me, I felt very hysterical
all of the
time. Little things would bother me so muob that I felt like I was
It was just hard to explain.
I st~ed on
jumping out of 'DQ skin.
the librium three years.
I f elt, like after a while, I was addicted
to it, and it was terrible.
I wasn't nuself,
I wasn't nuself, 'll(f
own natural self,
I have n't been on nerve medication si noe I moved
out of there. • • •
Everybody around was sick, sicker than al:tfthing I'v e seen in Ill/!
life, •••
A lot of cancer victims over there.
A lot of
miscarriages,
too.
Yeah, I bad a miscarriage,
too,
That was about
five years ago, before it all broke,
I bad a lot of hemorrhaging;
for two years, I hemorrhaged,
I wound up getting a bysterectOIJlY
after we moved out, , ••
It, son had a lo t of ear problems.

One time, his ears ran like
a runcy- nose for six weeks. I kept him on medieine.
I kept going
back in for checkups.
He was in and out of the hospital quite a bit
with it.
When we moved out of there, they did a hearillg test on
him, because they thought he might have some hearing loss,
He
checked him out and he said, 'You know, there's nothing wrong with
his ear.' Be had a hearing test done and it came out above normal.
We couldn't
believe it because there was a time be couldn't bear
aeything,

ltf other daughter had nose bleeds all the time. She was
hemorrhaging all the time from the nose. We took her to a nose
specialist,
He worked three and a half hours in his office trying
to stop this nose bleed,
It would be all of a sudden she'd just
wake up in the middle of the night in a pool of blood, When we
moved in there, she'd never had a11Ynose bleeds before.
When she
started getting her periods, over there in the junior high , sbe' d
just pass right out, •••
One morning, she woke up and was feeling
severe Pains and kept passing out.
I made her lie on the floor so
she wouldn't hit nothing, so Sile wouldn't split her head. _Since we
moved out of there, she's bad no problems.
She had a lot of kidney
and bladder problems, too, She's been in the hosp!tal with that,
too, at other times • . She was loaded with blood in the urine,
One
time, they couldn't believe how muoh blood ••••
She hasn't been
hospitalized
for her kidneys and bladder since we moved. She's had
some attacks and the doctors gave her medicin e. The
hospitalizations
were all when we were over there. • • •
The kids had a lot of experience~ over at the school with the
chemicals,
You ain't kidding, that sparking stuff and everything
else,
The kids used to throw these stones and watch them burst into
They called them fire rocks,
• • • There had to be
flames.
something wrong in that area,
One time, Ill/! oldest daughtez: was at
school.
She was over there playing with her girlfriends.
They
found this chalk, they were writing on the school ground . It was
powdery and I guess they threw it up in the air, and it got in her
eyes and her hair,
She came running in screaming,
You could smell
the chemicals,
So I got a sample of the chemicals to take to the
They irrigated
her eyes,
hospital with me. We got to the hospital.
They tested
the Chemical I had brought in,
It was s01Dekind of

••
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pesticide.
1-t, girlfriend
was with me and she was wearing contaot
lenses at the time and didn't realize that sane of this stuff had
got into her eyes. It warped one of the lenses and oaused an ulcer
to her eye. As a resUlt of that, she oan't wear contacts acy- more,
They notified the police and sent the tire depart.ment over to the
school to get that stuff off the playground, •••
We never had chemicals coming through the walls of our house.
You know, we got used to living in the house, so the odor could have
been there all the time. We didn't know. Wegot used to it,
Different people would come in and say, 'Gee, it smells just like
the plants.• But I just shrugged it off, They come in and done
tests on our sump pumps and took a reading.
That's when they found
high readings.
That• s the first we knew there was aw trouble with
the sump pump. • • • Yeah, they did air tests and everything in our
basement. I had to go over and get the reaul ts. TbEUwouldn I t mail
them to you. We had high readings, toluene, bemene. They didn't
te st for dioXin around here in aw of the houses. Yes, there was
chloroform, and I don• t remember what else.
They just give you the
numbers and you kind of figured if t hey were high •••
They tell
certain people you oouldn' t go in your cellars for a!IY length of
time. They told me I shouJ.dn' t go down there unlees it was
absolutely necessary.
They told me that when they were doing the
readings, •••
I got a puppy for 1111'daugbter.
The dog woUld never go in the
cellar, and if I'd go down there, she'd cry, We'd take her down to
bathe her and she'd jump right out and go upstairs,
We'd take her
biscuits down there, and she wouldn't go down there.
She'd run
upstairs and cry. I thought, what a big baby, she just wanta to be
upstairs,
Whenwe moved out of the Love Canel into another place,
and I was down oellar washing clothes, the de>ggoes running down,
1-t, daugllter llt18 1 'Ma, I
prancing around the ~llar and everything,
bet she 8111elledthe chemicals even before we smell41d it,' I ea14,
'I'm beginning to wonder.• Well, I bad to go baok to the other pla<lt
'QQuse we were still moving things, and tbe dog wouldn 1 t go in that
cellar.
I notified the state about it, and th~ checked her out and
talked to me and everything.
I told them, I said, when.we JIIOVed
into this place here, 'If that dog don't go into the cellar, I 'm not
even buying the house. There's no way you'll get 131e1n, 'oause ahe
kn.Olismore than I do. ' • • ,
But they never tell you, these <lootors .ill town never SJ/1/f
aey thing.
They've been given orders not to 88:f azu thin&, Well., one
doctor at the school, he says to 131e,'You can't really .mall
chemicals over there.• I sa1<11 'You know,it's not what you 1111•ll,
Some of your most dangerous ohem:1.calsyou ca11't even smell, but how
do you know what they're doing to you, 1 An<!be said be worked over
at the school and be knew. I think he lost bis 11181188of emell years
ago, that's why be can't smell a~thins,
'l'bat• a wbf tile school
I1' you put two 11ndtwo together, at l:be tl111•, I
never had a cellar.
should have known what it meant that it had no cellar, • , • But
chemicals can do a lot of things.
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It was
It was in Hay they started talking about moving people.
We figured out that was why they
in Hay they did the blood tests.
We
wanted to do these blood tests,
because of all the sickness.
found out what the chemicals could do just talking to different
people, asking them what they work with.
Different people, you
know, that worked in ohemioal factories ••••
A friend of mine, her
husband worked at Hooker and he got oanoer.
People were dying at a
young age. There was a lot of oanoer and stuff like that.
Nobody
wanted to do a thing about it.
They went to City Hall, they called
the news and the radio in Niagara Falls.
I know they got hold of
the Gazette. Everything was talk ed down.
When it first started breaking out, people were in a panic.
There were people with bad respiratory
problems.
The doctor wanted
them moved out right m.ay, but they were only taking the ones that
were pregnant and had children under two. It was just like a living
nightmare.
Then Governor Carey came and said, 'I'm going to put
your minds at rest.
I'm going to take the homes adjacent to the
canal.'
I know I heard the Governor say that.
The next day, I went
back over to the school.
I asked three different
people, · Are you
taking our home?• They said no, they .were not.
I went door to door
and said there's
an emergency meeting at the school.
They're not
going to take our homes. We're going to be stuck in here like a
conoentration
oamp, with a fenoe all around us. Ther e 's no way
we•re going to get out.
I'm not staying here . I'm protecting my
family.
I want out.
Some people didn't want to move. Some people didn't want to
leave their homes and everything.
I didn't want to staf there with
my family, with their lives in jeopardy . That night there was an
emergency meeting.
We had this guy from the state backed up against
the wall.
One guy• s yelling,
'If you put a bulldozer here, if you
f,t{ wife's
start cleaning this canal, I'll blow your brains out.
dying, she's got cancer.
You think you're leaving us in here,
there• s no way.• For three days, I don• t think arwone slept in that
neighborhood.
ThEff called an emergency meeting, called the people
back over to the school.
This was before Lois Gibbs ever came in.
husband did not want to leave his home. No, why should I go
into debt three times as much as when I come over here,
But I did
change my mind, all the Sickness and stuff ••••
I said, I'd better
get out of here,
It was the children,
•••
I can see normal
f,t{ oldest daught er had
sickness, but every week, every week••••
just gotten married,
She was expecting a baby. She couldn't come
into the canal.
When it broke out, she couldn't come back in here,
being pregnant, arid- I knew I wouldn't be able to see my grandehild,
• • • When my daughter was pregnant, they told her not to nurse her
baby, being that she was from the Love Canal. Like they say, dioxin
and all that stuff will store up in the fatty cells of your body.
1-t{

You'd get a phone
The pressures were terrible
all day long.
call from the school saying bring your daught er right back, she
needs another blood test.
She must have had five of them, They
wouldn't even tell you the results of the blood teat.
They wouldn't
I took a
tell you nothing.
You wouldn't know, nobody knows still.
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breathing test over at a clinic with a machine and they never told
me about that either.
They sent uq report to my doctor but they
said they wouldn't tell me. t,v doctor wouldn't tell me either.
I
asked him and be never gave me a straight answer.
Then after I bad just come home from my by sterectany,
and rt!;/
kid would come home crying every day. She'd be nauseated.
She
complained of beadaobes and that.
I thought, wait a minute, I beard
they were doing tests for radioactivity
in there [93rd St. Sohool).
I'm going to call '111//doctor and ask him if radioactivity
causes kids
to get headaches and nausea. She'd never complained of that before.
Re said, 'Wily are you asking all these questions?'
I said, 'There's
something wrong with her.' I took her in and they ran tests at the
hospital.
They done blood tests and everything else, and he came
back and said, 'Well, we found a virus in her blood.' I said, 'What
does that mean, Doc, you found a virus in her blood?' ·He said,
'Let's put it this way, when we don• t know what it is, we call it a
virus in the blood.' They didn't do a!\Ytbing. Re said it wasn't
radioactivity,
that's what he said.
Even the blood tests, you'd
think a doctor would tell you if you had something wrong with you.
After all, they' re messing with human life.
• • ,

"

When the Love Canal mess did break out, that doctor, Vianna,
from New York City, he was over there in the Heal th Departinent.
He
come over to the house, him and one of the nurses, to check her out.
, , , When I filled out the form about medical problems, I just kept
going, page after page after page, with the kids.
I took a shoebox
full with all uq doctors• bills,
all D1/f prescriptions,
for rrq whole
family,
They couldn't believe it,
The guy was shocked,
I said to
him, ' Howwould you like to pay all of that out?' , ••
See, most of the people in the Love Canal were from
Pennsylvania.
What the hell did they know about a canal.
But they
were smart chemists at Hooker. They knew what they were doing when
they dumped the stuff in, They've been dumping the stuff in the
river for years and years,
I know people that work there.
I know a
guy that worked at Carborundum, He says, 'I'm going to call and
report them in,
I'm watching that stuff go down the sewers, and
that• s going into our rivers.'
But he can't report it.
He' 11 lose
his job, Nobody in the plants could say arvthing,
There wasn• t
much protecting the fellow workers that worked there,
Love Canal scared Carey. It's P-Olitics.
It all has to do with
politics,
that's a known fact,
When Carey came out here and he took
the Love Canal, those 239 homes, he was running for re-election.
All right, they took the rest of the homes when Carter was running,
and Carter made a little
tri,p here, too. Now sure, the federal
government, they can take more homes because they have more moll1!Y
than the state governnent has, So that's the difference,
That's
wily we got out,
When you moved away, you felt a hundred percent better.
I
don't have headaches.
Over at that place, gee, I never bad so maIIY
headaches in D1/f life, •••
Yeah, I feel better now, mentally and
pby sically,
I learned one thing, that when you live in a house,

..
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things are just material things.
The most important thing is your
family and your health.
No money in the w-orld can buy health.
You
just don• t know about the kids now. That's wey I wish theq 'd do a
chromosome test.
They were supposed to do it and the goverment cut
out the funds.
I would definitely
like some follow-up on the health
stuff.
I don• t think the information we have is reliable.
How
could it be? You can't believe all of them. They don't even give
you doctors' reports or nothing.
I don• t know if there• s a11Yoneyou
can believe.
5.
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I couldn't even tell you what year it was. I never looked into
it or got that mu<lhinvolved that I would be able to say that there
really could be a problem. The thing just kind of turned me off.
I
saw it in the paper every day, I saw it in the news, and I was just
so sick of it.
And every day I came home from work and there was
something in my door. • • • I do remember my daughter asking me once
it got into, you know, when the people were becoming eysterical
about it, and the kids were going to school, and telling my daughter
that they're all going to die.
She'd come home and ask, 'What's
going on, Ma? Are we going to really die?• I said, 'Oh, God••••
•
I know there were a few parents who really got worked up over this,
and it went through their children and of course they're like a
mirror of their parents.
Of course, emotionally they couldn't
handle it as well as maybe their parents were, and they were
becoming upset and trying to upset the other kids in school ••••
No, that first relocation didn't alarm me at all.
I felt it
was like a precaution.
It wasn't exactly that they were in danger.
I thought it was more of a situation where something could happen,
so wey don't we just alleviate
it now before something does happen.
This happens a lot -- as far as taking things off the market -- it
could cause this so we'll just get it off.
I didn't feel threatened
by it.
I felt it was a precaution, they were moving people and
perhaps there is something there.
But even now, I question the
people that lived in the area •••
,
I think it was just mass hysteria,
it seemed to me, like as far
as these people, that's why .I ' ve never gone to the meetings or
whatever.
You know, I feel you should be involved in the community,
but it got to a point where people were just irrational,
eysterical,
The people that did attend the meetings were screaming, and, to me,
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you don't solve anvthing by screall!ing at somebody and crying,
And they just got too worked up over
was a little
too emotional.
it,
I, myself, didn't feel it was an 'I'm going to die tomorrow'
I think
type thing, like these people were trying to come across.
they just became too worked up, • • •
Well, I think, first ·of all, when the first ring was moved out,
the primary center there, I feel it was an election year,
I think
that bad an awful lot to do with it,
I became more disgusted with
the people that were almost pressuring you into attending these
meetings.
You've got to go to work in the morning and they'd be
picketing sanewbere and I couldn't even get through, as far as being
late for work, This was aggravating me. I thought, my God, that's
all you•ve got to do is stand there in a picket line?
I've got to
get to work. And I was thinking to lllYSelf, 'Don't you people have
aeything else to do?' It was to a point where some of them spent
full time on this whole thing,
I don't think as far as the
It was more
residents
are concerned, they handled it rationally.
emotional,
Like when I would look at 'N, they would bring their
kids there, to have their kids Cl"'/ on 'N. To me, that• s a lot of
emotional bype they were putting across,
And I beard, people not
knowing that I was from the Canal, remarks saying, 'Ob those poor
babies there, poor children.•
I'm thinking to D1Yself, 'Oh my God,'
you know? And this is a lot of people, they base their opinions on
emotion.
I really don't think these people knew aru facts, as far
as the chemicals, anv more than I did, • • •
I don• t think aeybody will ever get them or have them, the
facts, I mean. These peopl e , as far as the residents,
one of them
lived near me and I know he was the worst.
I think be was the type
that would sue aeybody. He was always out for the free buck, wanted
something for nothing out of life,
trying to get compensations,
You
know this type of person, wherever you can get a free handout, he
would take it.
He was one of the most avid supporters of the
residents
and it wasn't like be didn't have something be wanted out
of it personally.
Living in the neighborhood, you know some of the
people and they were the worst ones, as far as television-wise,
newspaper quoting and things like that.
This man came off as being
an expert on chemicals, on this and that, which, if you know the
man's background, he oouldn' t be an expert on fixing your 1V, let
alone on Chemicals. • • • I saw that with the Love Cailal. You found
out that the people that were unemployed, people that were on
welfare, were the ones who were really causing the most trouble •••
• It was a situation
that I really didn't have aiw opinions because
I didn't know any facts. • • •
You could see a chaotic situation
really growing, people who
They were
were on the fence d1dn 1 t really know what to think,
tending to listen more to their surrounding neighbors, who were
probably panicking at the time,
And, of course, it was like a lot
of situations
-- this guy starts and tell s hi.S friend and all of a
That's
sudden it's like this guy following, like Chicken Little.
what the whole situation
reminded me of.
It was almost like a
probleai in itself,
the way it was encompassing the whole area,
People were beginning to panic,
They wanted to get out, they were
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getting themselves into such emotional turmoil that they were losing
weight, weren't eating.
They were causing a lot of their own
problems from the experience.
A lot of people started s9¥ing that
it was causing psyohological. problems.
I woUld tend to believe that
it woUld be the panio that was causing their emotional and probably
some of their phynoal problems. • • •

,.

But I think that• s the whole summary of the canal.
Everybody
knew what was going on and when you got right down to it, nobody
knew what was going on. Everybody had their opinion. but nobody bad
BIIYhard fact.
As I watched the TV and the people at those
meetings, it waa all based on emotions ••••
It's like I really
oouldn' t get worked up over it 'cause, like I said, I really didn't
know the facts.
I wasn• t completely informed. • • • I didn't know
that much about the canal itself,
or the chemicals that were there,
or BD;ything specific,
to have an intelligent
opinion about the whole
thing. • • • As far aa the chemicals that were in there, I didn't ·
know where they were located as far as where I was situated.
I
didn't look into it that much to know. , ••
As I said, when you lump everything together, as far as looking
at the physical aspect of it, I don't see a11Ything that really
supp0rts what they' re saying,
I've never seen llllY statistics,
of
course, but I understand there was supposed to be something to do
with cancer in the area, But I'm questioning where they got their
statistics
from, Did they also sample a group that lived in a
heavily industrialized
area, as compared to someone further away
that doesn't experience the chemical fuinea, even the carbon monoxide
things from the cars, traffic,
you know. I think they• re too biased
as far as their studies are concerned. • , , When they were doing
the chromoSOIDestudies, things like this, they take everything at
face value and don't compare it to &I\Ything. They will take a stuey
or a statistic
and say, well, aq,,thing they want [to say], and show
them this paper, and they' 11 say that• s God's law because that was
done for this report.
How can that be wrong? How can you question
it? But you know, it' a like I say, I never realiy got into the
study of the whole situation as far as the chemicals, or &I\Ytbing
like that, and I've never seen aey proof, •• ,
From working in the health field, I knew a lot of these people
as far as being rendents
in the area, and they bad been alcoholics
since you could remember. Now, they're trying to blame the liver
damage on the chemicals.
It kind of discredits
a lot of these
problems people are bringing up, I'm not saying sane of them may
not have been caused by chemicals, but I know that a nl.ll!ber we have
seen of these people, I'm sure the liquor had a lot to do with it.
Whenyou drink a pint or quart a day, it's got to have an effect,
But I mean, aa far as aey real physical problems, I've never seen
statistioe
as far as the canal goes •• , ,
But really,
I question, like, the credentials
of the people
that the residents would hire, as far as, I think they hired them on
a bias.
This type of thing -- are they going to be on '1l!l side or
not. I think this is how they took their priorities
as far as
getting people in to investigate
the chemicals. , , • I don't know
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her [Dr, Paigen' s] qualifications,
personally,
as far as what her
background is, what the study was she did, if she's ever had aw
research experience, academic-like.
Maybe I look into things a
little
too much because I really form an opinion, but I find that,
to jump to a conclusion without reallY knowing, something could be
wrong• •••
I can see their point as far as not trusting the goveronent.
I
mean, things have happened, especiallY in the last ten years, as far
as the government goes. I think at one -time people felt, well, if
the government says something, it's God's law, where it's not that
way any more. , , • Well, as far as the goveronent, they' re going to
give you what they want. I don• t know if they' 11 ever really get to
the bottom of this.
As far as I'm concerned, the gover1111entwill
let you see exactly what they want you to see as far as reports,
statistics,
this type of thing •• , • I think if the goverment was
to release full information, they would really start a snowball in ..
this country as far as chemical waste was oonoerned. Because if it
ever came out that, like, Love Canal was severly polluted and really
destroyed the area in which these people were residing and these
PhYsical problems were caused by these chemicals, I mean, there's no
saying where this could ever end. In a way, I think it would
probably be best if they never got it out, because there might be
two people who reallY have a problem and a situation that was caused
by the Chemicals but you• re going to have another 300 that are going
to aoouse the gover1111ent. That I s the way people are today.
I think
the consequences oould be just devastating,
especiallY with the
financial situation of the country, with the recession,
unemployment, people are going to want something for nothing, •••
If it reallY

is very dangerous at Love Canal, I think it's
something that I wouldn't want to know. It would be hard for me to
really believe that I was in danger, if you know what I mean, It' .
daughter, she lived probably most of her life there, the first n,ine
years.
And pbysioallY, 1118ntallY, I mean, she's got a learning
disability.
But I'm sure it's not oausl!d by cbemioals because it's
probably inherited more than aqfthing else.
No, I never had any tests done in the house, Like I said, I
couldn't see aey reason,
I never had any leakage for it,
We had a
dry basement ••••
Chemical-wise, I never bad allf problems until
they started
to dig.
I mean, as far as from wl'lat I understoodj
there were supposed to be problems that were caused by leaching or
whatever. . I don't know what it was but as far as smell or aiwthing,
I never smelled a111tbing until after they _started to dig,
I was
yelling at 'l1f!/daughter. when I went out to go to work one morning
because I thought she'd gotten into the gas for the law1111ower, Then
I walked around the house and realiZed it wasn 1 t an, one area,
It
was the whole area that snelled like tbat.
'.\'hat W8$ the only time I
ever rl!allY smelled acy-thing . strong.
I bad no odors or leaking in
'l1f!/ho111e
and I didn't knOII al\Ybody who did,
Tbe on!y .thing, they used to kid me at work. It'. :f'aoe used to
be scaly, like peeling all the time, 'lbey always knew if I wasn't
bo111ethat week-end or something like that because my face had
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cleared up, When I was hane, 1f1'I face would start breaking out
again, but that's the only problem I had, And I probab ly wouldn't
have realized it if they hadn't brought it to IIIYattention that this
was happening,
I really don't remember mucb about it, but IIIY
problems started after they started the digging,
I was upset
because I thought if they'd left it alone, we• d have been fine, as
far as IIIYsi tuatio n was, But, of course, fran what I understand, it
would have gotten worse if they bad left it alone.
I don•t know.
But I've always been very sensitive to altfthing, even Clorox,
when I use it,
I mean, it's not like I'm your average person, as
far as being sensi tive ••••
Even working in the hospital,
there
were Chemicals that I couldn't go near because of Off sensitivity
to
them and I stayed away frocn them, No, I don't think it was
necessary to post al'.IYinformation about them, In IIIYS1tuation,
these chemicals weren't hazardous, as far as internally,
but they
were absolutely necessary to the work I was doing.
If I bad altf
I'm
information,
it wouldn't have changed 1f1'I situation at all,
still going to be working there, there's no way they're going to
eliminate these chemicals fran 'fJ1/Iwork, They have to have them in
there,
It was just being around them, the vapors and things caused
a lot of irritation.
It was the same skin problem. Unless you go
through extensive testing,
patch testing, which is very time
consuming and expensive, there would be no way I would have known I
was going to be allergic to that stuff,
As far as working there, we
worked it out so that saaebody else would take over the clean-up,
I
think as far as health risk, I was probably an exce ption,
Probably
three or f'our hundred people could bave worked with that chemical
and never had a problem. It's just that I have this sensitivity ••
, , Maybe there allould be some restrictions,
but how far do you go
before you really undermine the whole industrial
situation.
Really,
I think the responsibility
almost has to be on the individual.
Nobody I knew i n the neighborhood had 81'.l'f real fear of
contamination.
As far as the neighborhood, I don• t know how it got
going, or who got thee to buy those houses, But, I mean, once you
were faced with the situation,
to either sell now or keep your
house, you had no Choice, I mean, even the people who felt they
wanted to stay, couldn't.
The biggest priority as far as I was
concerned was property value going down. The chemicals had almost
nothing to do with it •• , , As far as selling the house , as far as
'fJ1/Isituation
goes, I mean, I had a lot of mixed feelings about it,
I didn't have to sell the house as far as getting this house here
because rrt:/ husband had already bought this before I even left the
other one. But it was a situation where I couldn't even rent it,
because I thought, 'Am I going to be held personally responsible if
someguy turn.sup with cancer?' Even if it's not related,
is he
going to sue me, you know, thia · kind of thing.
So, as f'ar as
keeping the .house, it would have been crazy, when they did buy them.
But if they hadn 't bought the house, I wouldn't have minded that
either,
But, like I said, I'd hate to rent a house and have them
accuse me, because a lot of people are really getting on the
bandwagon, •• ,
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That's why I say I don't become worked up over this,
I m:yself,
am physically,
and m:y daughter, is fine. .And I never had aru
terrible
problems as far as leakage and stuff like that.
It sounds
like I'm very selfish,
saying, well , I never had a~ problems, so I
don't care about [other people].
It 's just that I have nothing to
go on -- like the man next door, he died of cancer.
How that would
be related to chemicals, I have no idea in the world, So it's
really hard to have an opinion,
If you sit in on a debate and
listen to the pros, they• re certainly right, you can't challenge
·them, Then you listen to the others, it's the same situation,
You
really come to no conclusion at all.
I feel terrible.
I'm sure
ther e are problems in the area,
And there• s a big question mark
whether they're related to the chemical s or not,
I want to know
exactly how they can prove what the ch«nicals can cause, I'm not
saying they didn't do it, but I'd like to know the procedure they're
going to use to prove it.
As far as doing more health testing,
I
think I would have to know how they• re going to go about it.
I
think there's been an awful lot of waste as far as studies go, •••
This is the whole thing, what it comes down to, Nobody's ever been
able to prove acy-thing and I don•t see where they're going to be
able to prove what these chemicals have caused, •••
I can• t say I ever do worry about the possible heal th effects,
I take things as they come, I never worry about things that could
happen, That's the way I've always been made up. I'm not going to
worry about if I'm going to eat three years from now. I worry now
about next week. , •• The situation didn't make me mad, It
If you went to someone's
inconvenienced me, that• s probably it,
house and they knew you lived there, they'd start talking about bow
' Oh, that's terrible.'
You really didn't care to talk about it
because, as far as that went, you were fine, the family• s fine.
I
mean, it was on the news, like I said, every night.
Papers full of
it all the time,
It's just one of those things that you got tired
of hearing. • , , I really don• t know a~thing about it,
I haven• t
kept in touch and, usually, when I see something about the canal, I
don't read it.
6,
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l1Y husband remembers when that canal wae an open canal.
He
used to swim in it,
He said his mother used to tell them, when they
came home, they smelled like the sewer. • , • But I wasn• t aware, I
didn't know what the Love Canal was. I lived there for 12 years and
I'd never heard of it,
That spring, I saw some government cars and
people there on Frontier Avenue, We
· used to ride bikes through the
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area and you could smell it.
And I used to wonder what it was you
It was a very distinct
chemical smell but, beck, that
could smell.
was three or four blocks away. It didn't bother me. I didn't smell
it at IIIYhouse so I never got particularly
concerned.
I was just
curious as to why there were U.S. Goverl'JDent oars parked over there
and some people with those survey machines, equipment, and so on • •
•

•

It wasn't until the summer of '78 that I was really aware there
was a problm.
When that canal thing bit, August first,
I went over
to IIIYneighbor and said, 'Hey, I don• t know what this whole canal
thing is about, but you can bet it• s going to affect our property
value.
There• s a meeting tonight, why don• t you go? 1 He said, ' We
lived here for ~O years, don't get worried.
There's no problem.• I
said, 'I don't know if you folks are aware, but we're expecting
another baby and our older one bas a lot of birth defects.
And I
don't like the sound of tbem moving pregnant mothers out four blocks
away, We're going to get involved,'
•• ,
·
As soon as we beard that they wanted expectant mothers and
children under two removed in Rings I and II -- because of the high
birth defect rate, because of the risk to the fetus, because of the
excessive amount of kidney disord e rs, heart disorders,
digestive
disorders -- we thought, 'Ob God, tbat•s exactly what's wrong with
our son, heart, kidneys, pancreas and bladder.
All of a sudden
these things are bitting you off the front of the ne11spaper and
they• re talking about your neighborhood,
I said, 'I don't believe
this.
It makes sense, that's what's wrong with him,'
He bad a urinary tract obstruction
that's been repaired,
He
bad another kidney surgery recently,
Originally,
it was a birth
defect, and the second time they repaired this, it was because there
Aoothey bad
was an obstruction
in the urinary tract,
soar tissue.
He bas a heart murmur, When
to repair it again for a third time.
be was a pre-schooler,
finally when be could talk, be would tell
He'd come in from playing, he'd be
you, ' Mocnl!IY,IIIYtumnu hurts.'
white as a ghost, doubling over with pain, and bis stomaOh would
bloat up like a balloon.
The doctor said it didn't have arwthing to
do with his kidneys,
He sent us to the gastroenterology
clinic,
They did so macy tests on him. Finally they said, 'He's doing this
to get attention.•
I just .bit the roof.
I said, ' A kid cannot turn
pale to get attention,
He does not bloat up to get attention,
He's
an only child.
I do not work, he is not lacking for attention,
There• s something wrong with this boy.' They put him back in.
He
was in every two or three weeks, He was doubling over, he'd wake up
crying that bis stomach hurt,
Finally, they determined that his
pancreas did not produce enough emymes. He didn't produce enough
to digest the lactose and sucrose in the diet, and the undigested
sugars would turn to gas, whiOh would cause him to bloat, which
caused the distress.
His waist would be two inches smaller in the
morning than at night, • • •
It was a nerve disorder of the pancreas.
It's something he bas
outgrown to a degree,
He could not tolerate
acy, milk or sugar in
his diet and was on soybean milk until about a year ago, , , , When
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he was a baby, be would throw up all the time,
I really think tb.at
part of b.is fussiness as an infant was beoause of b.is intolerance
to
milk, It was not recognized as sucb. and, I think, today that's wcy
he gets allergies
to a lot of things,
He can't breathe worth a
darn •• , • He has allergies
to pollution,
air pollution,
house
dust.
He seemed to be the sickest kid around, We were alwa.ys broke
with doctors• bills.
We thought all kids were sick, But we found
out, after we got out of there, how much our doctor bills decreased,
Our kid was sick so you didn't think aeything of it, except that
when I would talk about spending a hundred dollars a month on office
calls and prescriptions,
DU girlfriends
would say they didn't spend
a hundred dollars a year.
I couldn't believe it.
I believe it now.
• • •

We had no idea when we bought the house. When they tested our
house for chemioal readings in the basement, the first time they
tested it, they sent back these little
computer forms giving us
names and numbers. It didn't mean aqything to me. I couldn't
pronounce the names, and I didn't have aeything to compare the
numbers to, Were they on a scale of one to ten? One to a million?
It didn't mean a thing , So I called a person who bad a doctorate in
chemistry and was in charge of an industrial
chemistry lab.
I
oalled b.im up and said,' If I give you the names of some chemicals
and some numbers, can you tell me what they mean?' He said, 'Well,
give me a try,' I spelled off these words to him, chloroform,
trich l oroethylene.
I can't remember all the words, there were about
five or six of them. He said, 'Why?' I said, ' Well, you've probably
heard of the Love Canal. These were the readings they came up with
in our basement.' He said, ' Can you smell aeything down there?' I
said, ' No,' He said, 'All right, I' ll call you back,' So he called
me back a coupl e of days later and he said, -~ Ood, your chloroform
reading is so high they wouldn't allow it under OSHAstandards in
the ob.emlab,
That chloroform would be al l owed only in a pass-tbru
area.• I said, 'That's in my basement.
I'm three months pregnant
and I've got a kid with multiple birth defects and we're fixing up
the basement for a playroom.' He said, -~ God, bow can the state
t ell you to stay there and you're pregnant.
Get the bell out of
your house. I wouldn't spend aey time in that basement.
And the
only thing between that basement and your kitchen floor and your
living room floor is about two inches of wood, If I were you, I'd
fight to get out of there.• •••
We never Sllelled a thing, never, That's the thing that's so
frightening,
that you never did smell aqytbing.
But when you think
about it, chloroform or natural gas is not detectable either,
so it
did make sense in those terms.
Then another thing, when they came
back -- we made a stink after we found out what those readings
meant, us and some other families -- they retested and all our
readings dropped to zero.
I say, 'I sn't that interesting?
Nowwho
do I believe?
Do I believe a friend who is telling
me, who has
nothing to lose one way or the other, or do I believe the state that
all of a sudden my chemical readings dropped to zero?' I said, 'I
want out.
I'm not staying here to find out.• •••

'
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There was no doubt in my mind that I wanted out of there as
soon as I heard that somebody sanewhere along the line had
determined there was a high risk of birth defects and danger to the
fetus, and I was pregnant,
I knew what nq child had, I wanted out.
I liked my house, but I didn't like it to the degree that I was
going to stay there and fight for it.
I wanted to get out of there,
because, to me, you couldn't put a price on your child's heal th . I
had seen what happened to my son and I couldn't prove one wa;y or the
other that it was a direct result of the Love Canal, but I was
convinced enough that it was not worth staying there to find out.
Whatever the price was, we bad to get out of there ••••
We were very active.
We lost friendabips with some people who
didn't feel there was all{ problem there and that you were just doing
·it to sell your house, or to get out of there.
I personallY don't
care, because I feel that I was right.
I will never change my mind,
I feel that it is a health hazard.
I would not wish a11Ybodyto go
through what we went through,
You couldn't make plans, you couldn't
do a111thing. You were waiting to find out if somebody was going to
buy your house •• • • And I know that Lois Gibbs was criticized
by
maey people but I give her a lot of credit,
She really personally
got every body out. • • •
It was strictly
a political
issue for the ma;yor. He had no
compassion for the people who lived there.
Re covers it up. His
job is to promote tourism and bring people into the city, not chase
them out.
He's looking at the tax money, public image, what's
happening to the city.
You see Love Canal? Niagara Falls is in the
background, eight or ten miles from Love Canal. So he didn't like
the implications,
the national coverage.
He tried to down play it
at the expense of the people that live there.
He could have been
more helpful with the political
contacts and phone Calls that be
could pull as the ma:yor. He could have used bis influence to our
benefit ••••
We final}y got moved out of the canal in February of '79, just
after the baby was born, They came out with the February directive
to expectant mothers outside of Rings I and II to be removed because
of the hazard to the unborn child.
Well, I just sat down and cried
because I bad a two-week old baby. I'd been out on the picket line
nq husband was out on the picket line at five in the
fighting,
morning, We wanted out in the worst wa;y. Axelrod, who was the
health commissioner, had told another girl that she was in no more
danger than 8J1Yone else, even though she was seven, eight months
pregnant and lived right across the street from the fence.
Then
less than a month later,
they came out with the aMouncement giving
us the chance to leave.
So, of course, there was a lot of mixed
feelings,
anger, and frustration.
•••
I don't think a11Ybodyshould live there,
I don't think that
they' 11 ever be able to sa;y that the area is safe.
There are
waterways.
Have you looked at Dr. Paigen' s heal th studies?
You
see the overlays of the map, of the swales through the community.
You can definitely
see a pattern of illness lining up over the
I did some call s of '/Jf/ own
swales,
You'd have to be a fool not to,

\
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for the Homeowner's Association,
we were looking for people with
visible evidence that you could show to a committee coming through
the area for revitalization,
I called different
people that had
leaching in tbeir basements and mold on their walls, and different
smells in their homes. I mean, I'm no scientist
but when you can
see it lining up in the same block, street after street,
you've got
to know there's some kind of pattern there.
All these people got
black ooze coming through their cellar walls,
Something' s got to
tie up, Tbat•s why I think there was dissension between people,
One group of people thinks there's
no health hazard because they're
out of the swales.
There's another group of people that line up
across the oanal area that is having heal th problems and having all ,
this leaching in their basement,
So they see it differently.
It I s
running through the area in a ribbon effect,
or whatever ••••
The county heal th department was useless.
I don• t know if it
just overwhelmed them or it was beyond their capabilities.
But it
wasn't until the state health department came in that they really
started getting some action,
As far as the medical community goes,
I really expected we would get a little
more support from them than
we did.
They• ve been treating all these families for years and only
one or two family doctors stepped forward and really said QI\Ything.
The others refused to get involved.
They' re licensed by the State
of New York and, indirectly,
the New York State Health Commissioner
They also
has something to say about their getting their licenses,
don•t get involved because they airy there's no significant
level.
It's not something like an epidemic spreading through the community.
Our
These diseases are not unknown in the general population,
doctor said that the children in that area are no sicker than
children in other parts of the city. • , • Well, they probably
really don• t have al'.l'f significant
evidence.
They probably have
never done a survey within their own practices,
I think they'd be
surprised if they did, becaus e the survey that Dr, Paigen did
showed significant
health problems showing up in clusters
along the
swales that ran through the Love Canal community, I'm sure if the
doctors would get involved and do some kind of survey, they would
see the significant
health problem there.
It's not something that's
showing up like an epidemic, measles or tuberculosis,
or something
that• s going to be documented because they• re required to take note
of these kinds of things.
So, in that respect,
they're probably
right.
It• s nothing that isn• t seen in the general population.
But
when neighbors start talking to each other and realize there's an
unusually high n\.lllber of miscarriages
and birth defects and kidney
disorders and so on, somebody somewhere has got documentation.
But
certainly
your own doctors could be the best proof, because they're
fighting the illnesses ••••
I really resent the EPA not coming out and making some kind of
government statement,
It's disgraceful
the way they've handled
that.
A lot of peopl e , I think, wanted to stay there.
Fine.
They're adults, they're intelligent
people.
Tuey have two years to
think about it, read about it, see what's going on around them, But
I don't think that the EPA has helped at all by not having a
They really
seem to be backing off,
reasonably prompt report.
waiting and waiting to soften the blow, or downplay it, or what,
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You al!JllYS had the feeling that they were spoon-feeding you
information.
They'd come out with a little
information and
everybody goes all crazy.
Then everything kind of dies down. And
they oome out with another little
bit of spoon-fed information -' no significant
level,• this has happened, such and such has been
found, chromosome damage in people and so on, but there• s 'no
significant
level.• They always quote this 'no significant
level•
until you'd like to throw it back at them, you're so sick of hearing
that.
And always on Friday afternoons, so there• s no goverment
agencies open after five o'clock •• , •
It's been very disappointing
the way the information has been
disseminated, how it varied from agency to agency, tests.
We are
very skeptical about a~ of their test results now because I don•t
think they• ve been completely honest.
I think that a lot of times
they give you half truths.
Like having them read the house and
saying it was a low level and then finding out from another source
it was not a low level . After that, I don't care what th-,y tell me.
I don•t care what they tell me about the health effects of Love
Canal. I'm convinced that it did affect 11ti son and will affect him
Physically,
and will affect me for the rest of rrq life.
emotionally, mentally, financially.
The total impact of the thing
is something you will never recover from,
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TABLE18
Self-Reported
Family Health E,cperiences
During Love Canal Residence By Beliefs
Regarding Probable Scope of Chemical Contamination.
Families Believing

Chemical Contamination

Probably Widespread

Famil,y
001

1) Severe recurring

headaches (no definitive
diagnoSis),
colitis
(diagnosed),
vaginal hemorrhaging
2) Partial
deaf'n ess ( diagnosed)
3) Severe aone*

002

1) Cy st ( surgically
2)

3)
4)

5)

6)

removed), stomach ulcers, glaucoma
Seve re recurring headaches, f~ale baldness (diagnosed as
nerves), benign tumor ( surgically
removed), severe stomach
Pains (hospitalized,
no definitive
diagnosis)
Recurring upper respiratory
disorder•
Recurring cold sores•
Prolonged infection
following tooth extraction
(hospitalized
no definitive
diagnosis},
prolonged infection
following foot
surgery (hospitalized,
no definitive
diagnosis}•
None reported*

1} Pneumonia, prolonged

003

mucus

colds

2) Prolonged colds
3) On-going skin irritations,
(no definitive
diagnosis)•
4) Recurring upper respiratory
5) Recurring upper respiratory

extreme cracking
disorder,
disorder,

of skin on feet

prolonged oolds•
prolo~ed colds*

'

..

004

1) Recurring

upper respiratory
disorder, high blood pressure,
severe recurring headaches ( tentative
diagnosis of "anxiety")
2) Dia~tes,
2 miscarriages,
gall bladder disorder,
blood clots
on lungs (hospitalized},
recurring numbness
3) Benign tumor (surgery),
tested for bone cancer and '1B
(diagnosis of rheumatoid arthritis),
recurring stomach
aches and vomiting, under-siZed•

005

1)

2)
3)
4)

5)
6)
7)
8)

High blood pressure,
None reported
Aone•
Under-siZed, warts,
Under-sized, warts,
Under-sized, warts,
Under-sized, warts,
Under-sued , warts,

artery
acne*
severe
severe
sever e
severe

transplant

acne•
acne•
acne•
acne•
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TABLE18 (cont.)
Self-Reported
FWDily Health Experienoes
During Love Canal Residenoe By Beliefs
Regarding Probable Scope of Chemical Contamination.
Families

Believing

Chemical ContWDination Probably

Widespread

Family

oc:rr

1) None reported
2) High blood pressure,
heart palpitations
(diagnosis
of •nerves•)
2 miscarriages,
vaginal bleeding,
arthritis
(surgery)
3) Severe recurring
headaOhes with associated
speech and
vision disorders
(no definitive
diagnosis)•
4) None reported*
5) None reported*

008

1) Persistent
gagging
2) Ha,yfever, difficulty
swallowing, gagging, depression and
arud.ety (diagnosed),
numbness , sustained weight loss (no
definitive
diagnosis)
3) Nerve ending deafness (diagnosed)*
4) Severe recurring
nose bleeds*
5) Recurring ear infections•
6) Severe recurring
headaches, under-siZed,
persi s tent vomiting,
lethargy•

009

1) Liver disorder (diagnosis
of toxic hepatitus),
recurring
headaches
2) Severe recurring
headaches
3) Severe recurring
headaches ( brain scan), allergy symptoms•
4) Liver disorder (diagnosed),
recurring
headaches, allergy
symptoms*
5) Allergy symptoms, recurring
headaches•
6) Allergy symptoms, recurring
headaches•

010

1) Severe recurring
headaches, stomach ulcers
2) Severe recurring
headaches, facial paralysis,
slurred speech
(brain scan ) , uncontrolled
shaking (no definitive
diagnosis),
vaginal bleeding, hysterectomy,
upper respiratory
disorder
3) Recurring ear infections
with prolonged discbarge,
nausea,
severe recurring
headaches (diagnosed virus in blood)*
4) Severe recurring
nose bleeds, pas sing out, kidney
and bladder disorder with blood in urine (hospital:1.zed,
no definitive
diagnosis)•
5) Asthma, hyperactivity
(diagnosed)*

011

1) None reported
2) Vaginal bleeding,
bone tumor ( diagnosed, hospi tal:l.zed)
3) Chronic bone infection
(hospital:l.zed,
diagnosed controllable
but incurable)•
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TMLE 18 (cont.)

•

Self-Reported
Family Health Experiences
During Love Canal Residence By Beliefs
Regarding Probable Scope of Chemical Contamination.
Families

Believing

Chemical Contamination

Probably Widespread

Family
013
1) None reported
2) 2 premature live births,
3 miscarriages
3) Structural
anomaly of urinary tract,
under-sized*
4) Under-sized , nervous tic*
014

1) None reported

2) Recurring headaches
3) Lung damage at birth,
recurring asthma (hospitalized),
food allergies,
chronic irritability•
4) Structural
defect of genitalia *
015

1) Frequent fainting
spells restrict
ability
to work (no
definitive
diagnosis)
2) Recurring colds and sore throats,
high blood pressure
3) Severe asthma, lung damage at birth,
recurring ear infections,
recurring
pneumonia, dyslexia,
hyperkenisis
( diagnosed)*
4) Learning disabled,
recurring
pneumonia, continual cracking,
splitting
and bleeding of skin on feet, stomach ulcers •

017

1) None reported
2) None reported

3) None reported*
4) None reported *
019

1) High blood pressure,

cramps
2) None reported•

severe

nose bl eeds (hospitalized)

, leg

020

1) Severe recurring headaches with associated
vision disorders
(diagnosed as tension)
2) Severe body and facial bl oat ing (diag nosed as food allergies),
colitis,
depression,
nervous breakdown, cirrhosis,
blood
disorder {no def'initive
diagnosis)
3) 2 seizure episodes (diagnosed as idiopathic),
prolonged colds•
4) Allergies,
upper respiratory
disorder*
5) None reported•

021

1) Stomach ulcers ( surgically
removed), chronically
sore and
infected eyes {diagnos ed ), hearing loss, emphysema (deceased)
2) Reourriog kidney and bladder illf'ections {diagnosed ),
crippling
arthritis,
l:\Ysterectaey
3) Frequent nose bleeds, bronchitis•
4) Asthma*
5) None reported•

..
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TABLE18 (cont,)
Self-Reported
Fami].y Healt h Experienoes
During Love Canal Residence By Beliefs
Regarding Probable Scope of Chemical Contamination.
Families

Believing

Chemical Contamination

Probably Widespread

Family
022

1) Diabetes , uncontrollabl e shaking (brain scan, no definitive
diagnosis),
nervous disorder,
upper respiratory
problems,
intestinal
spasms,
fibroid tumors ( by sterectoo,y),
arterial
sclerosis
{surgery) '
2) None reported
3) Severe recurring
headaches ( brain scan, diagnosed as
hormonally related),
persistent
v0miting, food allergies ,
severe persistent
stomach cramps*
4) Severe recurring
headaches, recw-ring ear infections,
severe
leg cramps•

026

1) None reported
2) Severe recurring
3) None reported*
4) None reported•
5) None report ed*

027

1) None rep orted

2)
3)
4)
5)
028

headaches

None reported
Rhe11111atoid
arthritis•
None reported•
None reported*

Breathing difficulties,
mnbness (brain
diagnosis)
2) Recurring upper respiratory
infections,
3) Severe recurring nose bleeds , bruising,
4) Severe recurring nose bleeds, bruis ing,
5) Severe recurring nose bl eeds, bru1sing,
1)

scan,

no definitive

lethargy
prolong ed colds•
prolonged colds*
prolonged colds*

029

1) Recurring stomach pain, influenza followed by facial contortion
and seizures {brain scans, hospitaliZed,
diagnosis of epilepsy)
2) None reported
3) Episodic leg paralysis
{hospitaliZed,
diagnosed psychosomatic)*

030

1) Long standing upper respiratory
disorders,
bronchial
pneumonia (hospitaliZed),
permanent lung damage {diagnosed)
2) Cancer {deceased)

031

1)
2)
3)
4)

None
None
None
Joint

reported
reported
reported*
pains*
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TABLE18 (cont,)
Self-Reported
Family Health Experiences
During Love Canal Residence By Beliefs
Regarding Probable Scope of Chemical Contamination,
Families

Believing

Chemical Contamination

Probably

Widespread

Family
036
1) None reported
2) None reported
3) Heart murmur (diagnosed),
structural
all(lll)oly in urinary
tract (hospitalized,
surgery),
upper respiratory
disorder
(diagnosed allergies),
stomach cramps and bloating
(hospitalized,
diagnosed pancreatic
disorder)*
037

1)
2)
3)
4)

038

1) Skin rashes, high pulse
definitive
diagnosis)
2) None reported
3) Allergies,
skin rashes•

039

1) Nervous oondi tion, tremors ( brain scan, no definitive
diagnosis)
2) None reported
3) Severe recurring
stomach cramps (no definitive
diagnosis)*
4) Kidney disorder (surgery)**

040

1) Recurring urinary infections,
recurring
headaches
2) Recurring headaches
3) Crossed eyes, structural
anomoly in urinary tract,
pneumonia (twice),
upper respiratory
problems, recurring
colds, allergies•
4) High blood pressure,
recurring
urinary problems ( no
definitive
diagnosis),
recurring
colds, upper respiratory
disorder,
allergies•

041

1) Diabetes
2) Liver disorder

042

Psoriasis
(diagnosed),
recurring
Cystic breasts,
vaginal bleeding
Allergies•
None reported•
rate,

headaches
(surgery)

seizures

( brain

scan,

(diagnosed)

1) Recurring headaches
2) Recurring headaches, miscarriage
3) High fever (1 episode),
recurring

repiratory

disorder•

no
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TABLE18 (cont.)
Self-Reported Family Health Experiences
During Love Canal Residence By Belief's
Regarding Probable Scope of Chemical Contamination.
Families Believing
Family
043 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Chemical Contamination Probably Widespread

None reported
None reported
None reported*
None repor.ted •
None reported*
None reported*

044

1) Upper respiratory
disorder, recurring
and pain (no definitive
diagnosis)
2) None reported

severe rectal

itch

045

1) Joint stiffness,
periodic difficulty
walking
2) Nervous disorder, depression (hospitalized),
chest pains,
upper respiratory
disorder ( diagnosed psychosQl!atic),
numbness
3) Severe recurring nose bleeds, recurring skin rash*
4) Severe recurring nose bleeds•
5) Severe recurring nose bleeds, recurring throat infections,
recurring lumps and bruises, acute stiffness
in hands and
feet, jaundice (tentative
diagnosis of' systemic lupus),
female baldness•

046

1) Severe recurring headaches, recurring upper respiratory
disorder, blood sugar, anemia (no definitive
diagnosis)
2) None reported
3) Severe recurring headaches, recurring upper respiratory
disorder, viral hepatitus (hospitalized)*
4) Severe recurring headaches, recurring upper respiratory
disorder, cracked skin on feet, warts•

047

1) None reported
2) None reported
3) Recurring skin rashes ( no definitive
diagnosis), kidney
disorder (diagnosed)•
4) Allergies, upper respiratory disorder, under-sized•
5) Recurring nose bleeds, under-sized, distended stomach,
inflamed eyes (diagnosed allergie s), high blood pressure,
convulsions ( hospitalized,
diagnosis of kidney nephrosis),
blood clot on lung, heart attack (deceased)*
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TABLE18 (cont.)
Self-Reported
Family Health Experiences
During Love Canal Residenoe By Beliefs
Regarding Probable Scope of Chemical Contamination.
Families
,

Believing

Chemical Contamination

Probably Widespread

Family
048
1) Skin eruptions (no definitive
diagnosis),
skin oancer
( diagnosed, surgecy), neurological
disorder (diagnosed),
itUpotence ( contradictory
diagnosis)
2) Allergies,
upper respiratory
disorder,
recurring headaches,
skin rash, herpes (diagnosed)
053

059

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

None reported
None reported
None reported*
None reported*
Repeated fainting
in infancy, severe
pains (diagnosis
of seiZures)*

recurring

stomach

1) Severe recurring headaebes with associated vision disorders,
nervous disorder,
tremors (no defillitive
diagnosis)
2) Arudety, recurring urinary disorder
3) Allergies,
upper respiratory
disorder (hospital:1.Zed)**
4) Nervous disorder,
tremors ( no definitive
diagnosis)**
5) Severe recurring stomach cramps and bloating,
recurring urinary
disorder,
severe recurring upper respiratory
disorder,
severe
recurring headaebes (hospitaliZed,
no definitive
diagnosis),
recurring depression and suicidal
tendencies since
adolescence••

Families Believing

Chemical Contamination

ProbablY Limited

Family
006
1) Skin tumors (surgery)
2) Skin tumors, uterine cancer (metastasized,
surgery),
stomaeb reconstruction
(apparently
iatrogenic)
3) Pigmentation ananoly**
4) None reported•
012

1) Cerebral meningitis ( diagnosed)
2 nervous breakdowns, gall
2) !\Ysterect~,
(surgery)
3) Diabetes••
4) Viral infection••

bladder

surgical

disorder
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TABL
E 18 (cont.)
Self-Reported Family Health Experiences
During Love Canal Residence By Beliefs
Regarding Probable Scope of Chemical Contamination.
Families Believing

Chemical Contamination Probably Limited

Family
016 1) Severe recurring headaches
2) Severe recurring headaches, prolonged cold s
3) Severe speech impairment (diagnosed), allergies,
murmur (diagnosed)•
4) Heart murmur, allergies
(diagnosed)*
5) None reported*
018

1) Hay fever
2) Pigmentation anomoly

023

1)
2)
3)
4)

024

1) Cystic mole
2) Nervous disorder
3) Premature stillbirth**

025

1) Diabetes
2) None reported

032

1) Int ermitt ent ly s caly skin
2) Reading disability
(diagnosed)*

033

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

034

1) Nervous breakdown {bospitaliZed )
2) Hysterectomy, bilateral mastect<::1ey,2 miscarriages,
rashes

Emplcyment related
None reported
None reported*
None reported*

disability,

depression,

heart

blood sugar

None reported
None r eported
None reported•
None reported*
None reported*
None reported*
None reported•

035

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

None reported
None reported
None reported•
None reported*
None reported*

049

1) Mastectomy

skin

-
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TABLE18 ( oont. )
Self-Reported Famil y Heal th Experiences
During Love Canal Residence By Beliefs
Regarding Probabl e Scope of Chemical Contamination.
Families Bel ieving Chemical Contamination Probably Limited
Family
050 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

None reported
None reported
None reported**
Asthma, heart murmur**
None reported••

051

1) Heart attack
2) PsoriMis

052

1) High blood pressure
2) Arthritis,
irregular

054

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

055

1) High blood pre ss ure
2) Gall bladder disorder

heart beat

None reported
None reported
None reported •
None reported*
l{yperaotive •
None reported •
(s urgery),

056

1) None reported
2) None reported

057

1) None reported
2) Nooe reported

058

1) Schizophrenia

060

1) Heart troubl e, high blood pressure
2) None reported

061

1) Bronchial asthma
2) None reported

062

1) None reported

063

1) None reported
2) Cancer (deceased )
3) Heart attack (deceased )

*Dependent child
**Independent (adult)

(hospitalized)

child

heart attack

(deceased )
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Nonetheless,
traditional,
possible

it is important

primary-care

to recognize

pby sioians

to identify

link between exposure to industrial

and the presenting

the apparent inability
and assimilate

toxins,

It mS,Ywell

be the oaae that th e on-going acctmiulation of data pertaining

concepts regarding
within

the nature of disease,

its

revision

to toxic

of prevailing

symptans and its

the narrow bounds of the sub-speciality

a

on the one hand,

symptans of the pa\;i ent, on the other,

exposure and pathology has occasioned a radical

of

of industrial

treatment
medicine,

But it would appear that such revi sions have not been effective l y
integrated

into oore medical curricula

vast majority
practioners

of persons,
of industrial

concern ed primarily
workplace,
perspectives

after

all,

or general medical practice,
do not receive

medicine and industrial

The

medical care fl'Qll
medicine,

itself,

is

with the presence and ef f ects of toxins in the

Hamilton's

articulation

of traditional

ago remains substantially

of the limitatiolll!

medical practice
applicable

in the

publiBhed sane sixty years

today:

Not one hospital in twenty hu records which yield the sort of
information which the student of ind ustrial tox1co:i.ogy creves •nd
yet this is not elaborate.
It the reoordtng inter11e would onl,y
treat the poi son fr(ID whioh the 111anis i,utfering with as milch
intere s t as he gives to the coffee the patient bu drunk and the
tobacco he bas amoked, if he would asll as carefully about the lengt h
of time he was exposed to the poison as about the age at which he
had measles, the tuk of the searcher for the trutb about ind11str i al
poisons would be made so very muoh easier, •• , One must always
remember • • • the eXistence of a preJudice which 111aycloud th e
mentality of sane first-class
men. Apparently it is il!lpossil>le for
some physicians to treat industrial
disea ses with the detachment and
impartiality
with whiob thw approach those diseaaes which ar e not
confined to the world.cg claasea. • • • PhYeioJ.ans , • • accept
evidence whiob is on the race of it Oll9-aided, and tben induls;e in
moral observ ations on the character of workiQI ll!en. , • ,
( 1925 :v-vi)
It 18 safe to s~ there ia no r,ature of ind111,tr;l.al poJ..sontn&
80 troublesome to the pbysician aa thia difference
in
susceptibility.
If only it were posld.ble to determine once [ and ]
for all th e minimum dose of a poison which could possibly gi ve rise

.,
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to symptoms, the whole problem of prevention would be so much
simpler,
Unfortunately
the industrial
physioian must face the fact
that in any large group of men and women there will be some
individuals
whom he cannot possiblY recognize when he makes his
initial
examination, who do not betray tbemsel ves in a~ way, but
who sooner or later are destined to fall viotims to a quantity of
poisonous dust or vapor whioh has no effeot on the rest,
It will be
very hard for him to get his employer to see this, for the praotioal
layman believes that what is dangerous for one man must be dangero\18
for all ••••
in their susceptibility
to
Even animals show a great variation
poisons, yet they oannot be aooused of alcoholism, or dyspepsia from
eaticg pie, or late hours and excessive danoing, or a~ of the other
sins against personal hygiene so oomforting to the worried employer,
(1925:15-16)

Similarly,
withheld
health

the val 1dat1on of expert

from Love Canal residents
and funotioning,

judgment was substantially

who olaimed certain

It is not surprising,

then,

eearoh for evidence was conduoted by matt,' families
to believe
children

that

their

health

and, especially,

had been and would continue

at Love Canal.

found themselves

definitiona

of the situation.

prevailing
perceptions

offioial

"non-believers"

of a more elaborate

Ultimately,

possibility

of widespread

build evidence

of their

by their

culminated

residence

in conviction,

that

acoounts

"believers"

then,

from consensus with

the basis

and for their

body of evidence

positions.

Pre-eminent

provided

oontext

to disoredit

who had every reason

to be affected

Their departures

definitions

It is this

an independent

at odds with dominant and official

of them as deviant

categories.

that

the health

Where the sear-ch for evidence

"believers"

kinds of impaired

assignment

and also for the aooumulation
in support

to believe

ohemical contamination

for "believers"

of their

or disbelieve

in the

and to build or not to

in consequence is rooted in a oluster

among these factors

to stigmatized

for the tendency of

by "believers•

incentive

for others•

of sooial

faotors,

is the credibility

of
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gratuitous,

potentially

life-threatening

health

risk.
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THE COMPONENTS
OF DISTRUST

Although the residents
beliefs

regarding

informatlon

of Love Canal are Sharply divided in their

chemical risk,

around the s.ituation

respects.

Their disappointment

and appointed officials,

the management of events and
left

them virtually

and disenchantment

united in other
with experts,

elected

and the workings of the American political

system culminated in expressions

of comprehens.ive distrust.

You know, what's so hard is yo u're raised, 1111
husband was
raised to respect this country.
He went and fought for hi s country,
You grew up with the idea that nobody would ever let alt(thing like
this happen ••••
It's something I resent very much, It's stripped
you of your trust, your faith,
It's made you very bitter,
You have
the tendency not to trust aw body, You•11 find yourself just
standing in a grocery store and you watch every item and check every
price just waiting to pounce on that poor girl if she charges you
too much money, And everybody's human and can make a mistake,
But
this is what it's done to you. You just distrust,
(Relocated

Of course the context

situation

of official

at Love Canal is essentially

States.

In contrast

experience

organizes

the affected

to natural

action

and the collection

certain

Parti cipants

problems of official

organizational

experience:

in the United

where a large base of

and CO?rdination,

necessari l y went forward without reference
guidelines,

in response to the

witho ut precedent

disa s ters,

agency action

population

Resident 004, Rings I and I I)

the management of

of data at Love Canal
to relevant

in this study frequently
response originated

established

recognized

that

in this lack of
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I don't think aJ\Ybody', no matter where they are, had ever had
a111 experience with chemicals at all or what they could do. There
wasn't &J\Y knowledgable souroe to go on to see what to do. This was
[to be] the groundwork for everything else that comes in the future,
so there was no plaoe to turn to, With that, they did the best they
If' they knew it was as serious as it was, they probably
could.
would have done scmething different.
But I don't think Commissioner
Whalen knew and I think be was going to do whatever be could to try
to keep bis job, and that's the way it is.
'

( Relocated
Most residents
disaster

were also undoubtedly unaware of the distinctions

and emergency declarations

definitions

of officials

Granting that
compleXity,

Resident 031, Ring III)

attached

of response and role

to these.

the situation

residents

and the levels

between

was unusual and perhaps unique in its

nonetheless

anticipated

that goverment

officials

would be more receptive

to investigating

the potential

problem.

often felt

own concerns and apprehensions

Instead,

were trivialized
tentativeness
officials

they

and only reluctantly
of local

residents

expected a reasonable

competence and efficiency
nature

well-being,

efficiency
lapses
lapses,

They also

forthcoming,

raised

interest

with a repeated
further

failure

questions

motives of goverrment and the credibility

began,

the extent

and

goverment

in their

competence and

but it is certain

most notably around testing

in conjilction

with residents,

a sinoere

Once

expertise,

that relevant

It ma:,' well be the case that

were generally

occurred,

of recognizable

anticipated

and agencies would manifest

personal

interests.

health hazard of the situation
display

The

to the priority

organized around identifying

of the problem.

officials

traced

commercial and industrial

of the potential

of the

acknowledged by officials,

response was frequently

accorded to local

investigation

their

severity

that n1111erous

and data collection,

Such

to communicate effectively

in their

minds about the

of goverment

officials.

•
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These latter
factors:

fostered

1) contradictory

2) a data collection
evaluation
•

a growing . cynicism that was reinforced

effort

reports

and interpretations

encompassing neither

basis in electoral

and safety

Ironically,

politics

-- for decisions

whether residents

leave , they received

health;

-- as distinct

regarding

several

of these;

comprehensive

nor long-term follow-up of individual

perceived
health

teats,

by

3) the

from concerns for

permanent relocation.

were disposed to remain or anxious to

no confirmation

or reassurance

about the safety

or

hazard of the situation,
Resident cynicism was neither
Personnel

preconceived

from NYSDOT
-- working outside

decision

making processes

efficient

and responsive

Numerous residents

-- repeatedly

always entailed
organizational
severity

of concern usually
what residents
roles.

of chemical contamination,

the present

and future

Issues of trust

declarations

and unofficial

actors

concern or sympatl:IY.

to be a violation

context and
of normative

most alarmed about the potential

trust

came to reside

most fully

seen to have nothing tangibly

and distrust,

by

then, are centered

articulated

about the reliability

issued

official

in

at stake in

of the community,

These were repeatedly
questions

permanent relocation.

occurred in a one-to-one

understood

and

"high marks• for

as revealing

Amongresidents

and organizations

raises

received

singled out individual

individuals

themes,

of the data collection

management of the first

whose communication s were interpreted
Such expressions

nor UF¥lualified.

in our interviews,

of information,

gover1111entagencies
of who.ee interests

decision-making

Experience and frustration

The first

reports

and officials,

from this is the question
process.

in two related

and

Following

were being served in the
with ambiguous and
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uncertain
to respond,

informa t ion , combined with perceptions
provoked residents

was being superseded and their
competing and variously
themselves
will

(see Erikson,

highlight

resident

and the conclusions

to conclude that
family.based

powerful interests

1976;

their

reluctance

community welfare

autonany oornpranised

by

organized to protect

Sennett and Cobb, 1972) .

experience of official

residents

of official

Tbis section

information

and response

drew from these,

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
INITIAL RESPONSE:
It waa the Niagara County Health Departlnent, the city people,
city officials,
That was when I was first illVOlved in this thing,
I went to the 1119etingand tbey talked about thi s Love Canal. Even
as they were talking, it didn't dawn on me until later on in the
meeting that it was right under us because there was no water there,
Then they talked about how it was covered over, and then I finally
caught on, a little
slow, but I did oatch on, They were ta!Q.ng
questions from the audience.
It was a very sparse audienoe, there
were maybe 75 at most. They were telling people that they were
there to conduct the meeting so then they were taking questions.
I
raised l1t/ hand and asked a question, you know, as a housewife,
I
say, 'Well, when you dig, aren• t you going to stir everything up?
You know, it's commonsense, You dig into sornethillS where there's
water underneath, it's going to stir up l i ke a mixer,' He started
laughing at me, Dr, Clifford, and said, 'Wbat do you think we've
got buried here, an atanio l:>olnb?'Well, I was crushed,
I just sat
back down in 'lit:/ seat,
Ob, I just tlll'ned all colors, thinking, gee,
he's right, this guy is intelligent.
So I went bClllleto tel 1 l1t/
husband what happened at the meeting and told him, you know, that
They know what they' re talking about.
But l1t/
they can handle it,
husband says, 'You're right.
It se8111Sthat it would miX it up, 1 I
just can't get over that.
He just stood on the stage and laughed,
That was the first time I beard that there were cb8111ioals in there.
They never mentioned arv names or tbem, Tbey just called 1t
industrial
waste,
(Relocated

Residen t 011, Rinas I and II)

I think what used to annoy us more than a~tbillS was that the
people that were 1n pOWer, so to SPOak, they used to have a very
condescending attitude,
It was as if 4JVenif they explained
something to us, we were so dumb that wo oouJ.dn' t possiblY grasp it,
I mean, you're not talking to imbeciles, •• , T!lere's a lot of
unanswered questions.
Wbo knows? It's not a out and dry thing -
medicine.
I did feel, taking us on a whole, they treated us as

•
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though
it was
project
doesn't
really

we were stupid.
I had the feeling with the first rings that
because they thought it was a bad neighborhood because the
Hey, there• s no sin in being poor.
I mean, it
was 'there.
mean yo u have to be stupid but that was the attitude,
I
tel t that.
( Relocated Resident 037, Ring III)

,

[When they did the tests),
they weren't tel l ing us a~thing we
didn't know••••
Nowthere was machinery •••
oontirming what we
were always complaining about.
Of course they wouldn't believe us.
They said there was oo proof.
They used that as an excuse to do
nothing. , •• It was going to cost money to do the testing aod
that's wby they took so long doing it.
Probably the pressure got
thein finally to do the tests,
People started getting together in
small groups, and a lot of times there were more chi ldren than
grown-ups, It started to attract the news media, aod that brought
it to the attention of other people.
It just got bigger and bigger
and bigger until all of a sudden SOOleof the people that were in
charge, like Niagara County Health for instanoe, they were forced to
oome down and look at a couple of things,
Forced to say, 'Ob yeah,
you're right.'
As soon as th ey said that, some bigger people moved
in and said , 'There• s s001ething definitely
wrong.' They started to
run the tests, everything started to point that way, and they were
kind of forced to do what the people were asking them.
(Relocated

Resident 014, Rings I aod II)

....................................
LOCALINTBRESTS:
r•m not particularly
thrilled
about city gover ment,
TbE!Ydid
nothing but put obstacles in the way. All the mayor was worried
about was th e good name of Niagara Falls,
{Relocated
,.

Resident 008, Rings I and II)

We think that the city and Mayor O'Laugblio, in Particular,
8bouJ.d really look upon this as one of the saddest and sorriest
instance s of laok of oompassion aod human care that they've ever
been involved in, The mayor himself made scme s tatements.
I
watched him on the Phil Donohue Show one time, The only thing that
came off was that he was concerned about trying to tell people that
Niagara Falls is a beautiful city to viSit.
Love Canal is only an
isolated little
corner and everybody should come and visit and not
be concerned about contamination wbiob is not where the tourists
are,
He never really bad a~thing i n mind like relocation.
Only
when he got involved, he couldn't get out of it •• •• That's the
problem, he's worried about the l oss of major industry, the loss of
tourism.
These are the factors that keep a oity aliv e. But that
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swarm of people out tbere in the LaSall e neighborhood, tbey would
have liked to have him eay tbat be was really doing all he could.
(Relocated

Resident 040, Ring I I I)

To me, the city could have asked for s0111ething, but they were
so afraid of that lousy tourist business and what it was going to do
to that.
You know what, it serves them right.
The mayor should
have been listening . The city, they should have been the ones
looking out for our welfare.
Re's the Mayor of Niagara Falls.
He
f elt that if he could out that section off -- it's a little
section
over there in the southeast corner of Niagara Falls.
Re kept trying
to get rid of those ten blocks so badly it was pathetic.
( Relocated

Resident

•

047, Ring III)

I think the ordinary working man is aware of so-called compaltf
in terests.
He knows that alt( spokesnan for a group or organization
is certainly
going to protect the organization
the best he can.
Anything the mayor says is going to be affected by bis particular
position.
What he says could have an effect on the City of Niagara
Falls being sued.
I think that's how I would view it.
(Relocated

Resident 043, Ring III)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
DATACOLLECTION:
When we went down to get our blood tests, you never saw such a
botched up, mismanaged mess, hundreds of people trying to get blood
work. We didn't even go the first couple of weeks. They said they
took so much blood it couldn't be processed fast enough and it just
spoil ed. So if you didn't get a blood test report, they probably
lost it somewhere along the line.
They took five vials out of each
of us, even the kids,
That was traumatic for them, first time they
had to go through aeything like that,
(Relocated

Resident 027, Rings I and II)
.,

The State Heal th Department came around with a 22 page
questionnaire,
We were still
living there.
They came to our door
passing out these papers, but we happened to have compal:lf tbat day.
All they did was knock on your door and hand it to you or put it in
your mailbox if you weren't haoe. So they knocked on the door, and
my compaey was going out tbe door as these people were coming up my
front stairs.
And tbey handed it to my oompal:lf and they left and
took it home with them, not thinking,
not really knowing that it was
a questionnaire.
(Relocated

Resident

011, Rings I and II)
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Either the
They took a blood test and I never got the results.
state or federal goveronent, I can• t recall which one, said they
( 050)
lost some somewhere. They were destroyed by aootdent.
( Remaining Resident 050, Ring III)
They brought the calibrating
machine into our basement. They
left it there for what was supposed to be a couple of days. Thw
told us that if it goes into the red, it's a danger paint.
But
don't worry, it will never go there.
But I began to realize it was
serious when it went into the red and remained there for five days.
( Relocated Resident 022, Rings I and II)
They came in and took air tests in the basement one time and
two or three of the chemicals were quite high. Then they came baok
another time and wanted to redo it and they had it marked down. • •
• They never sent us a report.
They said if you wanted to knCMB1';'
more about it, to call a certain number in Albaqy an<I ask for
so-and-so.
So I did that and they wanted to know what I wanted . I
said that I had a .letter stating the chemical content of fllY cellar
and that if I wanted to know more about it I should oall the girl
there and ask her about it.
They said, 'Well, she's not here right
now, we'll have her get back to you.• So when she called baok, she
wanted to know what I wanted to know. And I to l d her the same
thing, and she said, 'Well, all I can tell you is I wouldn't spend
over two hours down in that oellar and I wouldn't sleep there.•
(Relocated

Resident 039, Ring III)

Nowthey were going around trying to Check the air in the
homes. They said you had to leave the house for three months. You
would olose up your house, and they would go in just enough to check
the maeh1nes, But there were people that didn't want to do that.
They did take a couple of soil samples fran out in the yard here.
They did one across the street.
We never heard a[tf results.
( 052)
( Remaining Resident 052, Ring III)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CO~NICATION ANDEXPLANATION:

We never received the results of our blood tests.
I hsve a
number in Albacy and I called it twice a week for a year.
And
finally,
I said, toward the end, well you know I'm a nurse, give me
the results.
I'll write them down. I'll give them to my doctor and
I' 11 find out what it means. No, they couldn't do that.
ThE(f
couldn't give me the information over the phone but it's going out
in the mail, When it came time, the state wanted me to release my
medical records to help them with their study.
I said I don't even
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know what my medical records are.
I looked at him and said, ' I
never received them. I don't know what they say.
And you want me
to release them without ever knowing? Aren't you asking a litUe
much. So the reason I'm not releasing
them -- when you can give me
my medical records,
fine.
Then you can have my OK.'
(Relocated

Resident

028, Rings I and II)

'
They used to say, 'If you have a problem, call us .' And then
they wouldn't come to the phone. That happened to me. ~ husband
was away on a trip,
I woke up at 4 o'clock in the morning with my
house filled with fumes. I called city ball at 9 o'clock in the
morn:l.ng. I never heard frcm him. I was hysterical.
From 9 o'clock
to 5 o'clock, he was in a meeting, be was in the bathrocm, be went
to lunch, he was in a conference.
At 5 o'clo ck I called the
secretary again.
By now I'm crying and I said, 'I swear to God, if
this man does not call me, I don't know what I'm going to do. ~
husband's away. I have two children.'
I never heard frcm hi.DI.
( Relocat ed Resident

013, Rings I and II)

They kept giving you nothing answers.
Did you ever have
someone answer a question and you know it's not answered? lie said
to him, 'What does this mean?' They just did their job.
The only
thing we could do with the reading s we got was we showed our total
to everyone else and saw whose was worse.
It was the highest on our
bl ock. See, none of that stuff is supposed to be there.
And it was
even hard to get them to finally say that, that it's not supposed to
be there.
At the same time, they said it would have to be ongoing
for many years in order to know what the figures really mean. But
people would turn around and say, 'We've already been here for 20
years.•
(Relocated

Resident

014, Rings I and II)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
EXPERT CREDIBll. ITY:

One meeting I remember we went to, there was scme doctor there.
You know this guy, he looked like he was a really smart guy, had a
beard and everyt hing.
And they started getting on him and he was
telling everybody there is nothing wrong in that area.
Those
chemicals aren• t that bad. ThEtf• re under ground.
There's no
possibl e way they could affect you. · And scmebody asked, 'Would you
live there?' and be said, 'No.'
( Relocated

Resident

026, Rings I and II)

•
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Whatever reports were released,
they were always released on a
weekend, so they could get the reaction of people before the offices
opened on Monday. I felt that New York State let the people down in
the whole situation.
I would have been happy without the purchase
of the house if we bad just knOW'nthat the area was O.K. What ~as
sad is we'd go to the public meetings with the New York State
officials,
Dr. Axelrod, whoever. You'd watch them, and they were
so nervous because you knew the words that were coming out of their
mouths weren• t really what they were feeling.
Especially when
Louella Keney would stand up and say who She was an<! that her son
bad died.
I'm not saying these people were not compassionate
people.
You oould see it inside.
But their job prevented them frcm
really telling
us what it really was.
( Relocated

Reside nt 040, Ring III)

I think that for the amount of money the goverment spent they
should probablY do a little
better health study,
Not just because I
I
live here but for rrq kids' future and everybody else's future.
feel this is a Pilot program that• s going to affect the entire
world, probably.
I think there was too much political
involvement
in the method of doing it.
I don• t believe that Axelrod, from the
state,
is an expert in all forms of medicine.
A~one who says they
are is a complete fool,
I think that a person that's devoted 25 or
30 years of their life at Roswell stuct,ing cancer may come out and
say, 'Yes, this stUff causes cancer.'
And he comes out the next day
and says, 'No, it doesn't,•
Paigen•s one of them, but there were
better
other ones [at Roswell],
But I think they ma,v be a little
versed than someone on that Blue Ribbon Committee, they referred to
them as that.
For the amount of money a guy is going to be paid,
he'll lean the way he's supposed to,
I think the state and federal
government has a bell of a lot more to cover up than if you took an
unbiased researob person.
I'm talking about professional
people.
If they used the one in Georgia, the Center for Disease Control,
they were all read;y to come up here and they cancelled the funding.
(Remaining Resident

053, Ring III)

They haven't really given you an answer to know what to think.
• • • The people they brought in were not from the area, not really
They were
believers.
They didn't have the personal experience.
brought here for a job . In one sense, I believe they tried.
On the
other hand, they thought it was ridiculous
because they sooffed at
the whole thing,
I'm thinking about one particular
guy, but other
They
people in that same agency appeared to have the same attitude.
couldn't touch it.
They oouldn' t see it.
They should have been
able to smell it.
But aside from that, they never got involved.
It's partly a correct attitude,
because you've got to be objective.
not sympathetic.
Well, they lacked the
They had to be empathetic,
empathy. I don• t think scme of them were convinced of bow serious
You couldn't see this,
it could be. An earthquake you can see.
(Relocated

Resident

044, Ring III)

.'
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••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
HEALTHANDRISK:

Everything ends witb a question mark, I would feel better
knowing more about the long-t erm heal th effects.
Not for Tf1/fself,
The governnent was supposed to do the tests.
but for Tf1/f ohildren,
Now there• s neglect.
And did you know tbey even had an office set
up on Colvin Blvd.?
And I said, 'O,K., that's where we have to go
now. We bave to make sure everybody• s home for the weekend.• I
It's a lot easier, you know, to
tho ught we could all go together.
process a whole f11111ilyof people,
And the next thing you bear, that
I think they should keep track of
was the end o{ tbe heal th stuqy,
how they did the people.
(Relocated

Resident

.,

005, Rings I and II)

They never really admitted it was dangerous,
They would not
tell us, 'You have to move.• It was a voluntary move, It was stated
right in the paper that it was not mandatory.
Even with pregnant
women and children,
they did not say you have to get out, we•re
ordering you out of your homes, They wouldn't do that because that
It's a twofold thing,
Peopl e have
would be admitting something.
filed lawsuits,
O,K., and the lawsuits they file, if th e goverment
had said to tbem, or the state had said to them, 'Your property's
their position,
They' re going
condemned, 1 it would have solidified
to stay in the gr8/f area,
All they're saying is it could be
hazardous to your health ·and we're offering to bl:\Yyour prope rty.
( 017)
(Relocated

Resi de nt 017, Rings I and II)

Well, at first,
it was the two rings.
They had to set a limit
somewhere. I guess they just picked an area and said, 'Well, that's
it.
We'll stop there.• At first I don't think it was based on how
safe it was. They just set a limit because you can't get everybody
out.
The state won•t bey every body. So they ; j ust set it there.
Then people said, 'Well, we want testing.•
So they sent in testing.
They went in and tested and found it had seeped past that point.
(Relocated

Resident

016, Rings I and II)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
DECISION MAKINGAND ELECTORALPOLITI CS:

I was disillusioned
all the way down. I don• t think acyboey
did aey more than they had to. Whe n they did do it, it was a
political
year, and I think if this bad happened witb Reagan instead
of Carter in office,
we'd still
be over there plugging to get out,
The first ring got out because Carey was running.
We bad to wait

•
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four more years.

Political

convenience,
(Relocated

that's

the only reason.

Resident 037, Ring III)

I think they got out because it was an election year and they
was just helping the people out in order to help themselves out.
,.

( Relocated

Resident 021, Rings I and II)

As long as t here a re politicians,
they'll
do what people want.
It was very convenient for Carey. He won by a landslide.
I don• t
believe a~ of them.
(Relocated

Resident

012, Rill88 I and II)

Lois Gibbs pusbed this on our government.
I think it really
was a political
move there between Carey and Cart er.
They gave her
$20 million and shut her up. Once they [LCHA] could get ·a little
bit, they could get more and more. No, I don't think the
politicians
believed it was dangerous. • It was election time,
( Remaining Resident

061, Ring III)

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••
SPOKESPERSONS:
Dr. Dunlop is the only doctor that's been willing to make that
He's been to
connection between nw son• s astbma and the Ohemicals.
Washington about it, to testify
about rey son, He's the only doctor
in the area that said the chemicals could have caused it.
Before we
moved here, even though he was asthmatic, he'd never been
hospitalized
for it.
We moved in there in October and be was in
intensive care for Halloween. He was blue,
He had no oxygen in bis
blood,
They put him in the hospital and then they called in the
middle of the night and t~ld me they were putting him in intensive
care.
(Reloca ted Resident

014, Rings I and II)

I mean you get to the point where you don• t believe a~thing
aT(Y'bodytells you, because there• s jus t sanebody saving their neck.
It was a farce with Axelrod, the Commissioner.
I mean all those
people in the Health Department, what they did to Dr, Paig en.
I
think she's marvelous:
1) For sticking her neck out; 2) She took
is,
She really got the ball
an awful l ot of flack and she still
rolling.
She was in the forefront
of everything,
and she was strong
by what happened
enough. Another person might have been intimidated
to her. They gave her trouble fran day one. It was suob a big
cover-up,
I always had it in rey mind tbat tbis country was big
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enough that
do aeything

they would rectify

tbat

cruel

aeytbing, tbat tbErJ couldn't
to people.
But you grQol up.
( Relocated

Resident

possibly

037, Ring III)

I think, too, it's educated people wbo will bave tbe ability
to
pick up and recognize what' s happening.
Wbat I mean is, I guess I
respect somebody that believes in something and will stand up and
say it, if it's putting their job in jeopardy or something like
that, that takes a good person in this day and age,
And so when I
say that about educated people,
I always go back and relate to Dr.
Paigen, because I see Dr. Pa1gen out there in an old pair of jeans
and she looks like you or I in old, holey sneakers, prancing around
and showing Moynihan the black goop coming out of the ground ••••
There would be meetings and she would stand up there and she would
tell you to bave your Children tested every year, at least until
they're 18. She was very frank and very truthful.
If you bad all(
type of question,
ebe would give you an answer.
( Relocated

Resident

004, Rings I and II)

[ A]ll I heard was tbe refuting of Dr.
Paigen•s information.
I
know sbe took it around the neighborhood herself.
The state didn't
think her method was correct, yet their method was terrible,
very
impersonal,
Not that it bad to be one-on--one, but I think we should
have been brought into the clinic where they could have examined us.
(Relocated

Resident

040, Ring III)

The only three politioians
that I know for
they tried, are John LaFalce (LaFalce was excell
level, John Daly and Matt Murphy, , , • I never
politicians
or arubody that reallY wanted to get
The thing that impressed me about them was that
make aey difference,
( Relocated

Resident

a fact were helpful,
e nt) and, on a loca l
saw other
their hands dirty.
party lines didn't

009, Rings I and II)

About the only one that people thought did anYtbing was John
LaFalce.
He did not take the line, 'I'm going to do this so you'll
vote for me. I' 11 be a good guy. ' He really seemed to have an
interest
in the people and their problems.
He was about the only
one that would really l iste n and know there was a problem,
Everybody else, they ju s t come to get their picture i n the paper,
They all come in big oars and walk around and act l ike tbErJ're doing
some thing.
(Relocated

Resident

0 16, Rings I and II)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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LOSS OF AUTONOMY
AND COMMJNITY:

;•

I began to feel that a certain amount of freedom had been taken
away from me in this country, which really aggravated me, because I
just couldn't make aru decisions aru more with my own life,
You
know? I've got no freedom, I was stuck here, We couldn't sell the
house, I waa unemplayed, Where do I go now? The gover1JDent,
different
branches of goveranent, started playing games, trying to
decide whose fault it was, I lost a great deal of respect,
I've
seen things that happened that made me sick,
To see grown-up people
who are supposed to be able to run this country fighting among
themselves.
Nobody knew what to do or where to begin.
(Relocated

Resident 031, Rings I and II)

I was born here.
It seems like theiy want to chase me out,
I had to get out of my house, I'd get the heck out of here too,
Here, you•re born and raised here and everybody says thf!Y like
Niagara Falls,
And I like it myself, Look how nice it is here,
Do I want to move out of here?
nice back view and all that.

It
a

(Ranaining Resident 051, Ring III)
•

'

He was crul!bed, 'cause here was his house, He worked three
jobs to buy that, three bloody jobs, and that's what crushed him,
At that time interest
rates were going sky-high and what we went
through in the family so be could work all this time, It' daughter
He worked
only got to see him when I took her over there to lunch.
I
week-ends, around the clock.
We had saved a thousand dollars.
know it sounds pretty silly, but we were on cloud nine,
(Relocated
I can honestly

·-

Resident 011, Rings I and II)

say I cried

for three days, saying, '~ God, we
What kind
came here for the kids.
What have we done to the kids,
of detrimental effects has it had on than,• Here I'm watching what
they eat, I'm canning, giving them whole wheat and all this.
I'm
very, very concerned about the UP-bringing of my children, and I
find out I'm living next to a chemical dump and these people had
been lYing. That hurt.
( Relocated

Resident 028,

Rings I and II)

Wemoved here from Griffin . Manor, right after I come back from
the army. Then we got a G,I. loan to get this house. We had to
because the wife was working and I was working and then the more
income you made the more you bad to pay rent,
So '1111rent went up
higher than a house payment, So we were forced out of there then by
the wonderful City of Niagara Falls,
Now we' re getting run out
again,

'
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(Remaining Resid e nt 056, Ring III)
Well, we"ve incurred expenses, will incur,
What have we lost?
up to $10 thousand.
We didn't want to move. There was no job
reason or aeytbin8 like that.
There was no other reason to move.
We felt, perhaps unreasonabl.Y, displaced.
We lost the sense of
living in the neighborhood whieh we enjoyed and liked,
I think that
made the move e asier in that we reali'Zed that those people 1,1ere gone
and the 1,1hole structure,
it was kind of like sand that's washed out
to 8ea. Tbe houses are still there but we have a feeling it's all
gone. It isn• t like moving away and having all your other neighbors
stay there.
Everything' s just kind of washed 8),lay•••
, I know
some people who lived right on the canal.
The father was especially
bitter about it.
He moved not far away into a new house, but he was
very bitter because he had done an awful lot of work on the house.
I guess he made life miserable for his family for weeks about it,
But he had to move out.
He was right in the first ring.
As I say,
those people have a sense of unfair loss, maybe more than we do,
maybe of being cheated because they weren• t made aware of what was
going on.
(Relocated

Resident

043, Ring II I)

Oh, I'd be so happy if I could go back to my old house again.
Of course, I wouldn't move again at my age . But when I go by there,
I
like I say, I 'd just like to be working right in that yard ••••
guess we've talked about everything.
I really worry about getting
If each
things in hand, having people be more responsible,
individual takes some responsibility
for what they' re doing, thing s
But if everybody's trying to pass it on to the
will be all right.
oth er one, it's never going to be fixed.
(Relocated

Resident

030, Ring III)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
lll.t W Report
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of the delay itself

and

becomes understandably

the

of cynicism.

I would have to weigh pretty carefUl ly who I woUld believe at
this point.
There• s been no report, it's been 8 or 9 months, they
promised us a report.
no results.
They I ve lied for so long,
insisted
on reasons for holding their test [results]
back, and then
So nobody knows and recently
I read
their computers needed fix.ing.
the EPA was just about falling apart. • • • I would hope we we'd get
full information about the chemicals.
But unfortunately,
no, I
don't think so.
It's too vast, first of all.
You've got an
indu.stry here that's
contributing
to the econc:mic wel l -being of the
general area or the country.
You•re wiping out industry in the
country and, econcmioally,
I don• t think that• s feasible.
So fr<JD
I
that standpoint,
I'd say they will do everything to squelch it.
love this country, but industry and government have got to realize
that you don• t create scmething that is going to maim the same
peop}e that are helping you manufacture the prod ucts.
( RElllaining Resident

048,

Ring III)

Well, who's the governnent.
I'm the government, rrq money goes
in to pay those guys.
It evolved into politics
and now t b.ey' re
spending I don• t know how ma!V' mil l ior,s of dollars.
You know what
they coUld have done? This is just like a joke.
They could have
given everybody $1 00 thousand for their hemes, move everybody, and
they still wouldn't have · spent all the moneu that they• ve spent so
far trying to clean it up. I'm saying that a lot of money 1s being
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spent and nothing is being accomplished, or not enough is being
aooomplished.
And they test here and test there and another group
comes back and does the same thing.
It's just a repetition
and then
you don't get the EPA report.
So what's the story?
( Remaining Resident

057, Ring III)

I don• t think the federal govermient has done as much as they
could've, not near as muoh. That so-called Envirormental Protection
but they won't protect
Agenoy isn• t. They• 11 protect a snail-darter
people ••••
I don't knOil, I vacillate.
One minute I'll say to
111Yselfthey're not saying a!\'fthing •cause there's nothing wrong.
The next minute they' re not saying anything I cause if they do then
everybody gets out,
I have no clear idea, none. I think they' re so
afraid of setting a precedent because whatever they do here they're
going to have to do in all the other places.
I went to a meeting
They didn't
with the EPA. They told us to be there at 11 0 1 clock.
1
And the information you got was
talk to us until 2 0 clook,
nothing, absolutely nothing,
NOiiif they would have come out and
said this, this, this, and this, n<1,1we'd believe them. But all we
kept getting was that they would be giving us the results of the
tests in 3 months, then later,
then later,
And they've spent ·more
money on mail for letters
postponing the time they would let us
knOil,
(Relocated

Resident 041, Ring III}

I'm afraid of what will happen to the neighborhood, and to me,
The EPA is the whole big thing.
People wouldn't be moving out,
maybe, if the EPA had come out.
People have in the back of their
minds a little
fear and they're not going to bang around,
I don't
think all of these people would have moved 'cause they were very
happy with their homes. The only answer you' 11 get is that the
report just isn't ready.
It was going to come out, it's going on a
year now. I won't believe it when it does come out 'cause they
waited too long,
It doesn't take all this time to find out if the
area is a bad place or a good place to live.
So if they come up and
say it's safe, I still won't believe it,
(Remaining Resident

060, Ring III}

I don• t think that the goveronent put this much time and money
into something if it isn• t trying to cover up sanething,
They
tested all of those houses a year ago. The tests were completed a
year ago this past spring.
The results are still
not out and when
they do come out, Reagan is not an envirormentalist,
and he m!IYeven
can the whole EPA altogether.
( Relocated

Resident

031, Ring III}

.,
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..

We don't know what the studies prove. We don't know what the
contamination was because nobody would ever tell you. I don't think
we• ll ever get the truth because the truth is a non-weable
item,
They don• t want to set a precedent and say, well the Love Canal was
moved out for a radius of say 20 lldles every way, so now you can
take them to federal court or state court and use that as a
precedent,
They don• t want to make this a landmark decision.
So
it's a situation where they want to stop it,
They want it
neutralized
and they want it put to bed. The bottom line is
economics.
( Relocated

The recently

released

embedded uncertainty
in our opinion,

and suspicion

unlikely

Love Canal residents,
been seriously
Residents

the EPA report

t han they believe
of dissent

beliefs

earlier

of habitability

will

1s aru

and declar ations

from the scientific

to

community have

It would be our

crystallize

in this study.

In this

and polarize

a~d behavioral

connection,
factors

around

it would be
relevant

proc ess on the part of persons considering

the Love Canal area in the event that it is fully
the EPA report.

was released.

reports

pattern.

of the EPAhad

along much the same li nes and for much the same reasons

to study the social

decisioo-making

In the eyes of ma~

the declaration

of a now familiar

reSident

as those described
revealing

that

the deeply

that is the legacy of Love Canal is,

the independence and credibility

Expressions

that

to dispel

to accomplish that end,

have no assurance

begun in repetition
prediction

intended

compromised long before the report

less politicized
have been.

EPA report,

Resident 017 , Rings I and II)

to the

locating

re-opened pursuant

into
to

CONCLDSIONS
The situation
two critical

at Love Canal differed

respects:

play of natural

from traditional

disasters

there was no •sudden impact" resulting

in

from the

forces and there were no immediately discernible

boundaries of destruction.

SOl!ledegree of ambiguity regarding

definition

was therefore

of the situation

intrinsic

to it.

the

It is

probably the case that some degree of ambiguity is necessarily
charact er istic

of slowlY develop i ng •events•

process of their

development as objective

from normal conditions
ones.

Imperfectly

anticipate

implications

social

The very

pheoomena entails

process, we can

process whereby once tolerable

for identification

as intolerable

for the public welfare.

except in the convergence of objective

a transition

and, at t he extreme, perilous

corr elated with this objeotive

a parallel

become eligible

to aggravating

in general.

in terms of their

Indeed , no social
reality

conditions

probl em exists

and subjective

judgments

brought to bear on that reality.
The term social prob,lemindicates not merely an observed
phenanenon but the state of mind of t he observer as well.
Value
judgments define certain conditions of human life •••
as social
problems; there can be no social problem without a value judgment •
• • • Various attempts to t reat social problems in a scientific
manner have proved usel ess because they have dealt only with the
objective side of social problems and have failed to .include the
attitud e which constituted them problems. The attitude,
the value
judgment, is the subjective side of .the social problem, and its
existence renders meaningless aey purely objective account of social
problems. (Waller, 1936: 922)

,
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Organized response to the coll8equenoes of sudden impact · phenanena,
natural

or man-made, such as floods, explosions,

earthquakes is now taken for granted.
attitudes
✓

regarding the social

the objective

character

significance

The nature of sudden

consensus is easily

or emergency follows readi ly.

particular

mesh of the subjective

prevailing

paradiSDIS of disaster

the properties

of the phenomenon as well as

of the phenomenon itself.

of disaster

and

That response has evolved from

impact phenomena is such that attitudinal
and a declaration

oil spills

and the objective

achieved
This

has come to shape

events and response to thel!l. Because

of slowly developing events are markedly different

from

those of sudden impact phenanena, the former are rendered less
compelling candidates

for social

consensus.

The achievement of COl18ensusthat a slowly developing phenomenon

constitutes
rather

a disaster

than natural.

is further

complicated when its agent is man-made

Where acts of man rather

concerned, human agents stand to be blamed.
to mobilize constituencies

to protect

than acts of God are
Time is avai l able for them

themselves from blame and, in so

doing, to confound and dif1'use the attitudinal
effective

consensus essential

response.

To the extent that a consensus of disaster
;

,

social

process of definition,

the opportunity

both ambiguity and the potential
attached

to

to the situation.

definition
forthcoming,

is available

for destructive

to minimize

consequences inherently

At Love Canal, however, only the most

minimal oonsensus was achieved among officials,
population.

emerges out of the

In the absence of effective
of the problem nor an effective

experts and the resident

consell8us, neither

an effective

response to it was

Coll8equently, ambiguity was exacerbated

and each family
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found itself
at its

in tbe unusual and difficult

O'Wndecision

chemicals,

concerning the significance

The centrality

the demographic factors

particular

of having to arrive

of the presence of tb e

of this ambiguity and resident

it provided the focus of this stuey,

perceptions

position

and heal th experiences

that have ehaped resident

importance from a policy perspective
distrust

of official

and as manifestations
professional

interests

by

most residents

of allegianoea
that

lives,

.

Of

is the relation.ship

and expert actors.

have shown, problems of competence, credibility
to be see n simultaneously

to

In this context we have addressed

of the meaning of the oh"1!icals for their

ambiguity to resident

reactions

of

As we

and communication came

a.s th e sources of ambiguity

to corporate,

euperseded consist,nt

goverment

and

and comprehensive

commitment to the public welfare.
In recomlll8nding guidelines

for the management of similar

the future,

we cannot emphasize . too strongly

willingness

to accord legitimacy

a pote ntially

serious

health

risk

the importanoe of official

to evidence suggesting
associated

either

the pressn()(I of

with residenoe

a toXio wast e dump, As note<! abQve, the cr11oilll factor
social

events in

proXimate to

in addressing

a

probleai ie the achievement of a working consenaus t hat a pr oblem

'

might or doee exist.

Ip

come to share with the residents

the course of doing thi s stuey,
of Love Capal a recognition

we have

or what can
•.

be at stake in according

in such a situation,
for various

elite

validation

to residential

We have lllso come to appre01att
constitllenei•s

be at stake for reaidential
landfills,

official

in withholding

communities

what is at stake

re.oogm.tion of what can

COlllJDUn1ties
esta blisbed

on or near ohe111ical

Despite tbe known prevalenoe of obecnioal dumps, there is a

widespread belief

among former Love Canal residents

that through this

••
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situation,

official

manipulating
Canal event.

s and expert s have learned

citizens

that will

Parenthetically,

also provided a training

•·

techniques
citizens

..

will

for pressing
m111effectively

not eliminate

tactic s wil l render

them,

preclude

it should be noted that

cause.

forestall

The political

- - socially,

econ0111ically -- than would otherwi se be the cas e •

.,

e f fective

manip ul ation

suoh situations

Love

Love Canal has

in developing

in the future

Moreover, we would predict

them more costly

for

th e emergence of another

ground f or citizens
their

techniques

that

delaying

politically

and

of
but it
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RECOMI-ENDATIONS
The following recommendations are offered on the assumptions that
the emergency management effort
protection

on all levels

of vested interests

that response is organized
toxic chemical disasters
req ui re,

receptivity

by

of the officials

mandates of their organizations
only a limited
of officials
effective
insights
their

to recognize the legitimacy

and the kinds of redress and relief
earlier,

preparedness and response.

the perspectives

Our

of

they may

this is not a study of
Wehave no direct

knowledge of

and experts involved or of the
or constituencies.

basis for assessing
and experts.

in the

that supersede the public welfare and

Moreover, as we indicated

institutional

is not compl icit

the actions,

insights

We have, therefore
motives and intentions

into what might constitute

management of simi l ar events in the future are founded on our
into resident

situation

experience and perceptions

at Love Canal.

of the management of

With these caveats in mind, we recommend

that:
A. Concerns and inqUiries of individual residents be heeded and
investigated promptly with a view to identifying and
effectively
containing aey contamination and risk.

B.

The complainant(a)
investigations.

be informed of the results

of such

C. The location of all present and former chemical dump sites
and their contents be a matter of public record,
D. Where aqy evid ence of probable widespread chemical migration
exist s, the boundaries for investigatio n be drawn to encompass
maximumfeasible risk (cf. Paigen, 1982),
E.

The salient professional and scientific
community reach accord
on the indicators of contamination and risk and implement
studies within the boundaries set for investigation
to
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establish

.:

the actual

boundaries of risk,

F.

The oommunity at issue be informed prior to undertaking arq
studies of the indicators to be employed and the criteria
to be used in determining the significance of findings.
Arq
subsequent decision to modify either the indicators or the
criteria
should be promptly disclosed.

G.

Estimates of time required for the completion of research,
review and dissemination of findings be drawn according to
the realistic
requirements of the research,
Deadlines thus
established must be adhered to with minim.al delays,

H.

Dissenting or minority opinion and interpretation
within the
scientific
community be anticipated and protected.
Where ·
practical,
such opinion should be identified
and incorporated
into published reports of study and test results in a manner
analogous to the publica .tion of u.s. Supreme Court decisions.

I.

representative
involved in the
Aey agency or organizational
management of such a situation be fully apprised of the roles
and mandates of other agencies and organizations similarly
involved.

J.

A high level of inter-agency coordination is essential to
avoid gaps and re<lundancies in information gathering and
response in the management of this type of public health
crisis.
To accomplish this, it is desirable that relevant
federal agencies develop a fast inter-agency information
tran51Dission system as well as a fast heal th "alert" system.
As the ultimate •end-users," state health officials
should be
encouraged to help in the development of these systems.

K,

involved be
All agency or orgarn.zational representatives
fully briefed .on the social and economic character of the
community and the history of the events culminating in the
disaster or emergency situation to minimize reciprocal
invidious judgments based on differences in social class and
expertise.

L.

•outside" officials
and experts work with citizen advocates
and other grass-roots leaders in a cooperative fashion and
utilize channels of communication to the residential
community
available through such local leaders {cf. Gibbs, 1981) •

M.

Whenever arq individual member of a household is deemed
eligible for either temporary or permanent relocation for
reasons of health risk, the entire household should be
designated eligible for relocation.

:

...

N. Accountable officials
be consistently
available to meet with
residents in their own community. Major official decisions and
expert findings should be communicated directly to community
residents in conjunction with or prior to arq wider public
release of those,
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O,

Depending on the kinds of expertise and planning called for in
the management of the situation,
on-site offices be established
with resident personnel to consult directly with residents in
the relevant areas of expertise and planning,

P.

Outside experts and consultants be selected
their independence and the display of their

Q.

Insofar as possible, appointments be made with individual
families for the collections
of health related data.
"Batched
processing" and self-administered
questioMaires
are to be
avoided.

R.

Provisions be made for initial
in-depth study
monitoring of individual and family health on
the residential
and scientific
COIIU!lun1tiesin
the likelihood that there are enduring effects
exposure to toxic chemicals.

Finally,
actuality

of chemioal d11npsites

both public and private

health

of industrial

prevention.

Such prevention

would insure

that the desire

Canal particularly,

response,

proportion,

The routine
work by

schooled in the
a first-line
neither

could become so acutely

for residential

concerned residents,

that

point that in

or out-reach

care practitioners

organized emergency or disaster
emergency or disaster

and proactive

medicine could constitute

nor community well-being

present

and long-term
behalf of both
recognition of
of residential

we wish to make the obvious and idealistic

there need never be another Love Canal.

monitoring

precepts

to maximize both
independence,

of

individual

heal th

impaired as to require

Where these situations

reach

response should not be muted for fear
relocation

As sociologists
we would assert

danger homeowners typically

is uppermost in the minds of'

generally
that

and as students

of Love

in the absence of clear

and understandably

prefer

and

to remain

in the homes they have chosen and to choose to leave them on their
terms .

In summarizing our experiences

at Love Canal, we would maintain

that there have been no winners at Love Canal.
response

own

Bitterness

and grief

in

to the loss of home, the demise of community and the

mil!lllanagement of the public interest

were palpable

at every turn,

In

),
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addition
financial

to these personal

costs,

costs are inestimable,

the wider social,

political

and
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